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Herbert W. Fairman 

and Ptolemaic script. 

The interest of H. Fairman in Ptolemaic texts began 
la.ter than his interest · in Egyptian archaeology.(1) As 
mentioned by Fairman it began : 

"During the Winter of 1943-1944 at the request of 
a number of friends and colleagues I devoted a series of 
talks to an analysis of the way in which Ptolemaic signs 
obtained their values, my remarks having particular refe
rence to Edfu. This analysis served in a sense as a serîes 
of rules for decipherment which were put to the test in 
readings in Ptolemaic texts and were found to work. Af
ter the introductory talks it was suggested to me that it 
might be useful to give them a more permanent form and 
the present paper(2) is the result. Through the courtesy 
of M. Charles Kuentz, wh0 placed a room, blackboard 
and every facility atour disposai, these talks were given at 
the Institut français d'Archéologie orientale and 1 gladly 
take this opportunity of express.ing to M. Kuentz the grati
tude of my friends and myself for all that he did to .make 
our meetings and discussions possible" .(3) 

' 
Falrman 's studies in this field that appeared through 

1943-1950 are : 

* Notes on the alphabetic signs employed in the hier
oglyphic inscriptions of the temple of Edfu, with an 
appendix by Be1·nard Grdseloff. ASAE, XLIII, p . 191-318. 
- Le Caire, 1943. 

1. The items marked with* are republished in this "cahier." 

2. The tille is mentioned afterwards. see p. 373. 
3. BIF AOC, XLlll, p. 51. 
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- An introduction to the study of Ptolemaic signs 
iind their values. BIFAOC, T. XLIII, P~ 51-138.-Le 
Caire, 1945 

* Ptolemaic notes. ASAE., T. XLIV, p. 263-277.
Le Caire, 1945. 

- Two Ptolemaic alphabetic values of ~. JEA, 
vol, 36, p. 110·111. - London, 1950, 

Further items with Blackman, with whom he "col .. 
laborated for many years in a singularly happy, free, frank, 
and stimulating study of Ptolemaic" (1) as follows : 

- A group of texts inscribed on the façade of the 
sanctuary in the temple of Horus at Edfu. Miscellanea 
Gregoriana, p. 397 - 428. - Poliglotta Vaticana, 1941. 

- . The myth of Horus at Edfu If. JEA. vol. 
28, p. 32-38 ; vol. 29, p. 2-36 ; vol 30, p. 5 - 22, 79 - 80, 
London, 1942-1944. 

Fairman 's system, according to the nature of 
Ptolemaic writing, depended mainly on three things 

The origin of hieroglyphic writing in picture writing ; 
the consonantal nature of Egyptian writing and the wide 
use of the pun or rebus. e) His views concerning the 
"Consonantal Principle" and the "Acrophony .. in the 
formation of the "Uniconsonantal value", brought him 

1. Nothing expresses the collaboration of Fairman and Hla.:kman bctl\:r than 

these words of Fairman. JEA 42, p., JO~. Sec also, e.g.p. 545 , 550(n<>t•~ 4). 553, 554; 
561, 564 and note 1, afterwards. 

2. BIFAOC. 43, pp. 55. 
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in contlict with those of Drioton who opposed such prin .. 
ciples. (See ibid. p. 496). 

Fairman considered Drioton's method systemless 
one and depending on theories,(1) while he himself us
ed a simple and direct system derived from analysis of 
the inscriptions and their decipherment.(2). Better to quote 
his main rule : "That decipherment should be difficult 

. leaves me personally unmoved as long as the final result 
is safe, for it is better to have a solitary text of whose rea
ding all can be certain than a hundred easily o btained 
readings and all of them wrong."(3). 

. 
Thus we have two opposing systems but in some ca-

ses each author accepted the other's decipherment. (4) 

Fairman put Drioton in his high place through bis 
saying : no one can work on Ptolemaic texts and not be 
very conscious of the deep debt, the stimulus and inspirat
ion he owes to Dr. Drioton 's cryptographie studies, which 
contain much of permanent and abiding worth to every 
student of Ptolemaic as we1l as cryptography ..... (5) 

Then he dethroned him through the following sentences: 
"but this very fact makes it all the more necessary to com
bat the error of Acrophony that is distorting his results 
and methods and that thereby regrettably throws doubt on 
those parts of his work that are sound and permanent." 

1. 1HFAOC, XLIII, p. 137. 
2. ibid. p. 130. 

3. ibid. p. 135. 

4. See e. g. pp. 329, 348, 393 (16/d), 415 (No-160), 430 (Nos. 237, 239e). 

S. BIFAOC. XLIII p. 132. 
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This opposition goes back to the nature of Acroph
ony being still a theory as well as the Cons.:mantal Prin
ciple, a fact with which Fairman finds the impossibility of 
giving '.'definite proof the one .or the other"(1). Such discus· 
siens are necessary and helpful as it · reveals the right 
notions. 

But what is out of discussions is, both Drioton and 
Fairman{2} are outstanding sp~cialists in the field of Pto· 
lemaic Egyptian sttJdies and both paved a wide way in 
studies ought to be completed. 

Dia' Abou. Ghazi. 

1. BIFAOC, XLIII, pp. 132. 

2. For his necrology see. The Times, Novernbcr 24, 1982; The University 
of Liverpool, Recorder, No. 91, January 1983, p . 72-73; JEA, 70, p. 123-127 + 
ponr. - London, 19J4. Also t:>e tribute deiivered at a th:mksgiving Service at Elm 

Hall Drive Methodist Cb.u~ch, Liverpool, WednesJay 5\h Jan;.iary, 1983. 
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NOTES ON THE ALPHABETIC SIGNS 

EMPLOYED 

IN THE HIEROGLYPHIC INSCRIPTIONS 
OF THE TEMPLE OF EDFU 

The following remarks are offered as a preliminary 

to a more detailed study of Ptolemaic signs and the Ptol

emaic system of writing on which the writer has bcen eng~ 

aged for some years past and which will takc some time 

yet to complete. Neverthelcss, it has been fdt that a 
preliminary presentation and discussion of a limited class 

of signs may not corne amiss, sincc it may serve to illus

trate some of the principles which governcd the selection 

of Ptolemaic signs and to pave the wa: l'or the fuller study. 

A.-INTRODUCTORY REMARl\S 

(a) Scope of the present paper. -- The prcsent papcr 

has a strictly limited object and scope. Its intere'>l is 

exclusively in the signs employed in the hieroglyphiL· tnh 

of the Ptolemaic Temple of Edfu and is based on the 

complete publication of that temple initiated by Roche
monteix and so successfully completed by Chassinat(1). 

The examples quoteJ, however, are drawn almost 
exclusively from volumes 111-Vll 1 of the publicat ion, and 
more particularly from volumes Ill-Vil, together with a 
few from the Mammisi. 

( 1) RocHE)IONTEIX-C11.\ss1:-o AT, Le Temple d.Ed/011, 1, Chass ina t. Le Temple 
d'Edfou, ll-Vlll (text), !X-XIV tplatcs) and Chassinat, Le 1\1a11111.i.1 i d'Edjim . ln 
order to avoid wearisome repetition in this paper, the quota tions from thcse 
volumes omit the full tille and give volume, page and li ne onl y (th us VI, 10, 2 is 
vol. VI, page 10, second line on the page). Quotations from the Mammisi are 
also by page and line. with the orefix Mam. [ Appcared in 1985 Vol. X\'. by 
S. Cauville and D. Dn·auchclle, Both authors revised Vol. l and re-ed1ted 
in two parts in 198t. O ther· revised volum~s wil! follbw J. 
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This limitation has been made necessary by vanous 
considerations. In the ftrst place, although the general 
system o[ writing employed in the temples or the Graeco
RomJ.n PcrioJ was more or lcss un·iform, in detail each 
temple was indi,·idual nnJ had its peculiarities in grnm
mar, the form-; \, ,· ' i~1h and the values wl1ich the signs 
bore. Thus it is nu more possible to prepare a sign list 
that will apply in ail cases to ail tc.rnpks thnn it is to prc
parc a common grammar. 

Moreovcr, the tex..ts at EdîLL present Ftolemaù; 
writing at its e::irlicst and hest. The temple wns huilt 
anù cornpletcd entircly within the Ptolemaic Period and 
for the grenter part of that time it was to ail intents and 
purposcs the chicf builJing opcration that was in progress 
and oonsequently it rcceived the attention of the cream of 
the craftsmen and scribes of [gypt and \\as l\::: T 
' ·~ ~' ~. J!~ 1 •;:-- (1) '"În~cribed to perfec-T .~~ 111~~ 
tion in work which hns no equal by the foremost 
workers in their craft". lt was only when the decoration 
of the temple was nenring complction that work on the 
Temple of Dendera, for instance, stark<l and the diversion 
of skillcd lab:rnr thètt rcsultcd is immediately npparent 
in the increasc in errors and the dccline in the quality of 
the signes which is to be observcd in the texts on the Pyl
one). Tlrn-;. to a greater extent than any other late tem
pk, Edfu forms a homogeneous unit and provides the 
id.en! sourœ for the study of the ideas, vnlues and princi
pks that informed Ptolemaic writing. 

Furtberm:.He, Edfu is the only temple of the period 
of which a complcte and modern putlication is avaibbk. 

\ ' J V, 4, 5. - (2) s~~ Vlll, Av:mt-prop:;s, pp. v-xi. 
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for the other late temples we are still dependent on 
accurate copies of certain sections and on the often inac .. 
curate copies of earlier scholars. No study of the other 
temples that had to depend on the existing, published 
copies of their texts could lay any daim Io accuracy, 
CQffipleteness or finality and any conclusions derived there
from are liable to be inaccurate and misleading. 

The necessity of limiting our examples in the main 
to volumes III-VII is imposed by this same quest for 
accuracy. The decoration of the Mammisi extended into 
Roman times and the Mammisi therefore does not afford 
quite as reliable or compact a source as might be desired ; 
volume VIII contains an increased number of corruptions, 
the fault of the ancient scribes and not the modern cop-
yist ; and unfortunately volumes I and II, though contai
ning texts of great interest, do not attain that standard 
of accuracy reached by the later volum~s. Volume I in 
particular contains so many wrong of ùncertain forms, 
so many errors in copying and even, in many cases, so 
many omission& of entire words and sentences that with
out checking and collation it cannot be used as a relia ble 
source. No example from volumes I and II is. quoted 
here, even if there is no reàson to doubt its accuracy, un
less it has beeri collated either with the original or with a 
photograph, and in fact very little use bas been made of 
either volume. 

This limitation is regrettable butit is inevitable if this 
study is to have any value; for the trutb cannot emerge 
from sources of doubtful accuracy. When a revised edit
tion of volumes l* and II is published there is no .doubt 
that a limited number of additions will have to be made 
to the list of alphabetic signs and values, but the sections 
of the temple on which the present study is based give 

• A revised edition appeared in 1984. See the note added to note 1, p.377. 
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a very fair cross-section of the whole and there is no 
reason to expect that the phenomena té> be observed and 
the conclusions to be drawn from them will be contradicted 
by the texts of the remainder of the temple. 

A further limitation of the scope of this paper is 
that is concerned only with signs having alphabetic ·or 
:i;nonoconsonantal values(1), plus a very small number of 
composite signs which for one reason or another have 
alphabetic values. Composite signs formed by the com
bination of alphabetic signs with other alphabetic or mul
tiliteral signs are not dealt with, though passing reference· 
may be made to some of them. . 

lt would have been most desirable to have dealt· here 
with the morphology of the inscriptions, but this study 
has had regretfully to be postponed to a later ocoasion 
since it would have resulted in at least the doubling or 
trebling of the present paper. Consequently, no attempt 
bas been made here to study the addition or omission 
of signs, to give details of the interchange of signs or even 
to discuss the fonctions and uses of such combinations 

~ ~ as \\, , etc,. for all these demand separate and some-
" 0 

what lengthy treatment. The reader is referred to the 
chapter on "Latitlehre" in Junker's Grammatik der Dende
ratexte(&) which, though in need of sbme modification and 
capable of considerable amplification; ·' records much that 
can also be noted at Edfu. • 

(b) Transliteration(3).-From the moment he commen
ces his studies the student of P_tolemaic texts is faced with 

( 1) ,,1 retain the term "aiphabetic'', though strictly speaking the Egyptian "ai· 
~hab~t ~as not truly alphabetic ; cf. Edgerton, Egypt ian Phonetic Writing, /rom 
zts !nyentwn . Io the Close of the Nineteenth Dynasty in Journal of the American 
Oriental Society , 60, 482. 

( 2) JUNKER, Grammatik der Denderatex te §§ 4-47. 
( 3) The foll owing d iscuss ion is not intended to offer a complete or fir,p,1 sta temrnt 

on the pr_ob}_ems of t.ransliteration . Its sole puq:: ose is to gi>e a genetal indicaticn 
of the pnnc1ples upon which are based the transli terations ghen in this paper. 
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the urgent and almost insoluble problem of translitera .. 
t ion. Junker in his Grammatik der Denderatexte has in 
general favoured the historical method, transliterating aooord
ing to the earliest spellings. Spiegelberg, however, in a review 
of Junker's work argued that since certain Ptolemaic spellings 
were clearly made in an attempt to indicate the vocalisation, 
our transliterations should try to show it(1). 

There is much to be said for both points of view, 
but the problem is not a simple one. It must always 
be borne in mind that our modern system of transliteration 
is at best an artificial convention adopted by us for our 
oonvenience, but it is not Ancient Egyptian. Transliteration 
should be our servant but never our master, and our aim 
should be to evolve a system that combine accuracy with 
simplicity and utility.' 

It will probably be conceded that the following conclu· 
sions may legitimately be drawn from an analysis of Pto
lemaic texts : 

(i) The language of the temple inscriptions of the 
Graeco-Roman Period \Yas to all intents and purposes a 
dead one, a priestly language, which in many points of signs, · 
spellings and grammar had little relation to the speech 
and written language of the time(!). 

(ii) Though many later elements have crept in, the 
mam fount of inspiration is to be found in texts of the Old 

( ') G~ttinger Ge/ehrte Anzeiger, 1908, pp. 120, 121. 

( 2) This does not mean that it was entirely dead to the priests. On the contrary, 
I am convinced that they knew exactly what they were doing and that they had access 
to sources of vocabulary, texts and grammar that are now lost to us. l have the im
pression also that at Jeast some of the texts must have been recited, particularly 
c.:rtain sectforis ot the ri tuai, the dramatic portion of the Myth of Horus and 
certain other passages, though doubtless the meaning of the words may have been 
lost to the ordioary listener, 
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Kingdom, the Pyramid Texts and even earlier, from which 
are drawn much of the contents of Ptolemaic texts, theif 
vocabulary, the mechanical proresses of writing and even 
some of the grammar. 

(iii) Often the priestly editors consciously attempted 
to reproduce the historical writings of words without 
necessarily realisfog the historical and original_sound values. 

(iv) Often the priestly editors consciously attempted 
to give a "modern" form to old words by introducing 
modifications of signs or alternative signs that gave a clue 
to the current pronunciation. 

(v) Often the priestly editors foll between the two 
stools and were neither entirely historical nor entirely 
modern. 

(vi) That what~ver the priestly editors may have been. 
they were n.ever wholly oonsistent, even in the same text 
or sentence, and consistency, therefore, does not seem to 
bave been the final or decisive factor, 

(vii) That one phonetic value may be represented 
by several signs or combinations of signs, and, conversely 
that one sign may represent several phonetic values. 

If, therefore, we attempt to transliterate as the word 
is written or to systematise the transliteration so that it 
indicatés what we know or imagine was the contemporary, 
vocailisation, we run two dangers. In the firs t place, we 
are going to overburden our dictionaries with many words 
that are really identical ; thus we should have to transli
terate and list the verb snd "fear" according to the 

spellings ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ and ~ as saj, snd, 
c:::> 'o" ' o 
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snty and snt, although in fact only one word is involved. 
Secondly, though Coptic may guide us to an accurate 
transliteration of certain words, the proportion of Egyptian 
words preserved in Coptic is so small that if we attempt to 
systematise and apply a rigid system designed to represent 
contemporary vocalisation, we shall often be compelled to 
make quite arbitrary selections, which often may be quite 
inaccurate. 

With these facts in mind and realising that in any case 
we are studying an artificial form of language and writ
ing, the safest course seems to be to adopta formai method 
of transliteration. For such method the soundest proc
edure surely is to work on historical lines. At the same 
time, it seems needlessly pedantic to adopt the oldest and 
most archaic spellings, is such are available, and therefore 
with such modifications as may seem desirable, in general 
along the lines followed by Gardiner in his Egyptian 
Grammar and by the Worterbuch. 

Nevertheless, it would be wrong to transliterate blin
dly, without trying to give some idea of what signs may 
have been omitted or inserted in comparison with the nor
mal, historical writings. This will be done by the liperal 
use of braokets to indicate both missing and superfluous 
signs(1). Thus when ~ is omitted in 70} (2) "praise" 

I shall transliterate sw(1)s, or if ~ is added, as in 

Ul ~ ~f~ (3) "fire, flame", the transliteraton h(;w)t 

(') The ideal course would be to employ different types of brackets according to 
whether a sign has becn omitted or is superfluous, but th is would make our transli
terations socomplicated and cumbrous tha t in the interests of simplicity it seems better 
to employ only rounded brackets ( ). Square brackets [ J ~ill be emp
loyed according to the usual convention whenever signs, originally written by the 
scribe, have become damaged or are now lost. 

( 2) III, 123, 10. 

(') JV, 166, 14. 



indicates both the. superftuous ' and the missing w, or. 
again in ~g (1) "river" the transliteration,Î (tw)r indicates 
both its neàrness to e1oop and its history(2). On the 
otherhand, with words like ~ ~; (3) "herds" it seems 
wiser to be conservative and write Î(d)r(4). Similarly, 
brackets will be employed where other changes are 
involved, as in ~ (5) w(J)[i "garland". In certain cases, 
bowever, a word is spelled habitually in a way which 
diverges so much from the early writings that it seems 
incumbent to transliterate as written~ the historical form, 
if desired, being added in brackets; thus œ "open" is to 

be transliterated si since J/j i::::r (~) ~nd other writings 
show clearly that by this time the original reading bad 
been entirely lost. 

In considering the .alphabetic ·signs, however,we an: 
faced with fürther difficulties in transliteration and analy., 
sis, for there are many ca~es ip which it is difficult to 
decide whether a sign i~ uniliteral or biliteral.. This 
difficulty is particularly evident in certain signs in whicl\ 
~ is one of the elements and one example will serve to 

illustrate what is of quite frequent occurrence. 'l~ as .. 
we shall see, is well authenticated as alphabetic /! but what 

( 1) V, 125, 1. 

(') Or alternatively iwr (itr), which in some respects is preferable. 

( 1) V, 124, 3, 

( 1) Cf. ~ c::::;:> J A for~ ~} 1 1 "SChoenus" ((Wb. d. àg. Spr., 
1, 147). 

( 6) IV, 19, 6. Herc (<e) by dropping ~ bas become the phonogram 
tv(J {U,ld the J which is not spelled out is indicated in transliterat_ion by the bratkets 
but sec Note IV, also. 

(') IV, 13, 2. 

,. 
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is it ~~.& ç;} {1) "hippopotamus" and(t}J' ~(z) ''rejoi,ce;'? 

ln the former word the f~ll :writing with ~ is rare but spel

lings with • j are frequeµt ; in the latter word my notes 

do not contain any example in which ~ is written but 

m ~ :(3) occurs occasionally. The a~swer to this questiOn 
will depend largely on individual preference ; some there 
will be who will see in:.91la biliteral sign, while otb,ers will 

·- --~ 
be inclined to regard it as monoconsonantal, and a good 
case could be made out for either view. J shall trans .. 
literate, therefore, 1}(1)b and ms/} (1) and leave the question 
open. I have the persona} impression, however, that when. 
such signs as ~ , ~ , ~ , t1 , l or their variants are the 
final elements in the spellings of words, they are probably 
always monoconsonanfal, even when apparently followed 
by the phonetic oomplement~ , and that frequently they 
are likely to be monoconsonantal when they oocur at 
the beginning or in the middle of words (4). When 
confronted by such border'-line cases I have avoided, as 
far as possible, using them as evidence for the existence of 
specific alphabetic values and have drawn examples from 
words · where sucb doubts do not exist . 

(c) Signs and Forms.-Tbe signs given in the following 
list have been taken from the foWJt in the possession 
of the Institut Français d 'Archéologie Orientale, since 

(1) III, 28, 7. 

( 1) V, 31, 2. 

<'> vn •. 174, 15. 

(') ln such cases ~ is to be explained as the ir.echanical reproduction of the 

old historical writings andis probabiy devoid of any phonetic significance, e,xcept 
Perhaps in some cases as an indication of a final weak sound (cf. Note LXXVII). 
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this is the most complete and flexible selection of Ptole
maic signs at present available(1). Naturally, no fount 
can b~ perfect, but the Institut 's fount is so ri ch that its 
general accuracy can be relied upon. 

During the course of the publication of the Temple 
of Edfu many new signs and alternative forms of existing 
signs have been added to the fount. Thus, in the early 
volumes ji (113) is employed where the later volumes 

use '} (1190 b) and in the later volumes ~ (1190) 

is superseded by ~ (1205 b). No useful purpose seems 
to be served in distinguishing between such alternative 
forms and in fact Chassinat does not do so himself (2). 

Accordingly, in the majority of cases I have employed the 
more recent examples of such alternative forms and have 

substituted them for the earlier forms. Ji in all cases is 
certainly more accurate than ji , but neither ~ nor 

~ accurately reproduces the sign normally used at Edfu. 
In the following list of signs alternative forms (abbreviated 
as "ait.") and variants (''var.") are carefully distinguished, 
the former being alternative forms used by the modern 
printer, whereas the latter are genuine variants used by the 
ancient scribes themselves. 

The signs in the following list are arranged in appro· 
ximately the same relative order that they will occupy in 

( 1) CHASSINAT, Catalogue 0des Signes hiérog/yplri1J11es de /'Imprimerie de 
l'Institut français du Caire, Le Caire 1907, and Supplen;ent général au Catalogue , 
des Signes hiéroglyphiques, Le Caire J 930. See also the Signs non-catalogués 

(casseaux 1-42) of which Nos . 1 b-1440b approximately are listed in the Supple· 
ment général. 1440 b-2240b approximately are mainly Edfu forms, the remaineder 
(2241b approxim:ltely-2663b) being in the main Dendera forms. [A ncw com)lek 
editioa appeared in 1983]. 

(') .Compare the words quoted in Mam, Avant-propos, pp. xii, xi ii, xvi, Note;, 
4-7, with the forms used when they were first printed. 
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the final List . of Ptolemaic Signs, which however, wilJ 
employ a different system of numbering. For the sake 
of co.avenience they have been numbered serially. In 

:referring to signs included in the present list I have always 
quoted the ~erial numbers, preceded by "No" (No. 1, 
No. 50 etc.) in order to distinguish them from the catal
ogue numbers which are added in brackets after the first 
occurrence of each sign studied. It will be noted that in 
a few cases the catalogue numb~r is followed by "mod". 
This convention has been adopted to indicate that the exact 
form of a given sign does not exist in the fount and that 
the sign printed is a modified form of the sign that most 
closely resembles it. Roman numerals refer to the Notes 
in Section C of this paper. 

Both in the Sign List itself and in the more detailed 
discussion in Sections C and n ·and attempt bas been made 
to discover the origins of the different àJphabetic values 
and to establish the principles on whiah the ancient sc
ribes worked. It should be borne in mind, however, 
that in most cases 'lorigin" can only mean "probable 
origin and it is diffi.cult to see how it could be otherwise, 
since we are not ancient Egyptians and have not ourselves 
written the texts. The scholar today can only collect 
and classîfy the data and then make suggestions and 
inferences which may form, if a suffi.cient degree of 
uniformity be forthcoming, the basis of a series of rules 
which may be put forward with a certain degree of con
fidence, but absolute, final truth is diffi.cult to obtain in 
the circumstances. 

In séarching for the origins of these values I have sou
ght to find explanations that are simple and direct, since 
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that seems logical and in keeping with the Egyptian 
mentality, and explanations that also leave scope for the 
minimum of alternative derivations and that do not con
flict with what we know of Egyptian and with what emer
ges from a detailed study of the alphabetic signs as a whole . . 
If, for instance, one inethod of explaining a given value 
leaves. the possibility of several derivations, while a second 
method offers only one possible derivation, then the latter 
is likely to be the correct one. If, furthermore, it is 
discovered that this method helps to explain a whole 
series of values, we are justified in suggesting that it 
formed one of the. principles tbat guided the anciepL 
scribes. Where there is a variety of possible derivations 
ànd explanations, no single suggestion can be put forward 
with confidence and not only have we arrived nowhere 
but in certain cases doubts must be cast on the accuracy 
of our deoipherment and methods of procedure. In sear
ching for origins, therefore, we must seek the explanation 
that is exclusive. It is in this spirit that the suggestions 
embodied in the following sections of this paper have 
be.en put forward, and in the belief that each one affords 
the best explanation in the present state of our knowledge, 
1 am well aware that some of these suggestions are specul .. 
ative and 1 should be the last person to put the~ forward 
dogmatically or witb any feeling that in all cases they ne
cessarily · represent the last word. 

B.-A I.IST OF SIGNS THAT HAVE ALPHABETIC 
VALUES 

. As a general rule, and in order to save space, only one 
exampie of each value is quoted. If a sign is of infrequent 
use or unique this will be stated; in all otber cases 

989 . 
it may be assumed that the value given is well authenticat-
ed in a number of examples. In the oases, however, of 
the figures of human or divine beings that act as suffix 
pronouns it will be appreciated · that their use is strictly 
specialised and in the majority of cases the value~ though 
certain, only occurs once or twice; it has been thought 
superfluous to ind.i~ate this in the test since the fact must 
be sufficiently opvious. 

This list . does not include those isolated signs that 
exceptionally acquire a particular value owing to genuinc 
scribal errors that are not habitually repeated. A few 
errors that are made so frequently as almost to become 
variants are noted so tbat the record may be as complete 
as possible. 

Where a given value is of very common occurrence, 
such as the "normal" alphabetic signs, no references 
are given. Similarly the words suggested as the origins 
of the various values are usually so well-known that spec• 
ific references have been omitted, for the majority of them 
will be found in the Worterbuch. References will be quo
ted for all words that are rare or that are not listed in the 
Wiirterbuch. 

Certain aspects of the origins(1) of the values or the 
values themselves are discussed in the Notes in Section 
C, to which the Roman numerals refer. The general prin
ciples ·that govern the formation or selection of the alpha
betic values are analysed and discussed in Section D. 

(') Sethe, Der Urspr11ng des Alphabets in Nachrichten von der Kgl. Gesel/schaft 
der Wissenscliaften zu G'i°lttingen, 1916, Heft, 2, pp. 88-161, and especially pp. 119-124, 

151-7. Cf.alsoYeivin, TheSig11 ~ a11dthe truenature ofthe earlyalpha!Jets 

in Ar"1iv Orienta/ni, 4 (1932), 71-8. 
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It . need hardly oe added that when in the following 
pages it is said that any one sign had such and such a val
ue, it is not necessarily implied in any way that the sign 
bad that specific, phonetic value in the Ptolemaic Period, 
though often it is Clear that a sign is used deliberately 
to indi<:ate some phonetic change or to give a hint as to 
the vocalisation. It would be more accurate, perhapsl to 
describe the following list as a record of the signs that in 
given circun:stances could aot as substitutes for signs 
used in the normal, historical spellings of words. 

1. 'f (l 746b), alt~(1), 
-
i : suff. lst. pers. sing. masc., very common. 

Origin : direct representation by extension . of 
the ideographic principle , see further pp. 501., 
505 below(1). 

2. ;.l (11). 

n : m ~ , ~ 1 (IV, 156, 14) nw (w), "inundation,, 

Origin: +~~,·.il.;nn, "to be tired". 

3: ~ (62). 

f: suff. 3rd. pers. sing. masc., common ; occas· 

ionally fin the spelling of words, e.g. + ·~ :l-
(1, 74, 1 = XI, Pl. 253), wnf, "to be glad" 
Origin : ~ ~ ftÎ "to lift". 

4. j (618 b) var. of No. 3. 

f: suff. 3rd pers. sing. masc., common. 

. ( 1) This origin is cornrnon to ail the figures of men, women and deities (except 

~· al)d its variants) used to represent the suffix pronouns and therefore is nQt 
repeated in full in the signs that follow. 
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5. ~ (632 b), var. of No. 3. 

j : suif. 3rJ. pers. sing. masc. (IV. l 19, 14); 
occasionully f in the spel1ing of word~, e.g. 

irI (IV, 94, l8).fk-!1ri, nmni.· of a foreign 

land. See Notes I and XXI. 

6. ~ (627b), var. of No 5. 

f: suif. 3rd. pers. sing. masc. (l V, 12, 7). See 
Notes 1 ard XXI. 

7. t,r (30). 

!i : in F=i~ (III, 32, 13), PT(1, "Ptah"'. Origin 
~ [1(i, "million". 

8. ~ (30 + 691), var. of No. 7. 

==:> 
!1: in · tf ~ f (Mam., 57, 7), t~?i(wt), "joy". 

Origin : as No. 7. 

9. ~ (31), var. of No. 7. 

ti: in ~:f ~,À (IV, 17, 4) f?i!i(wt), "joy',' Origin: 

as No. 7. 

10. ~ (33 mod.), var. of No. 7. 

--_r.a.1 {1: ri.1 (VI, 155,4),PT[i,"Ptah". Origin: as 

No. 7. 

11.futj (452 b), var. of No. 7. 

!1 : i°' frtl 4: (VJ, 272, 10), Pt(t, "Ptah". Origin: 

as No. 7. 
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l2. ~: (38), var. of No. 7. 

t.i: ~~.., (V, 2, 6) l~~(wt), "joy". Origin: aS: 

No. 7. 

13 . ~ (1539 b), , \'ar. of No. 7~ 
~ : in ~ 00 ~ (V, 246, 16),' Pt~, "Ptah". Origin; 

as No.7. ~ 

14 . fJj, (959 b), var. of No. 7. 

~: g fJH IV, 142, 8) Pt~, ''Ptah". Origin : as 

No. 7. 

15 ;· ~ (1282 b). 

c : only in o li~ (V, 113, 2), ~b~, "boast". 

Origin : , -~ , e, "bowl", 
'Ç/ 

16. j (1190 b), alt. ffi:113). 

{a): ein jr~~IÜ} (IV, 120, 15), /bb ntrl, 
1 

sacred winged beetle ". Origin : 1 ~, "child" 

(CHASSINAT, Le Temple de Dendara, II, 208~ 
11). See Note li. 

(b) n: frequently equhalent to --1L. (VI, 57, 10), 
occasionally = MNW\ in the spelling. of words, 

e.g . ,,{gj {V, 229, 4), n!Jn, "stripling". 

Origin : .. ~. J~ nww, "child". See Note 111. 

(cH: in 'tiJJ (IV, 392, 1) w~~' "child';. Origin: 

f ___. ~1 li'1 "youth", in Ptolemaïc usually 

written (VII, 90, 2), with var. ~ jl (V, 209, 17,), 

l ~-~~t,; (III, 320, 1), etc. See Note IV. 
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(d) !J : in ji ~ ~ (V, 223, 6), !Jsdb, "lapis lazuli". 

Origin ~ '} !Jy, "child". Origin suggested by 

Drioton in Piankoff, Le Livre du Jour et de 
ia Nuit, 104. For ji in j> l and other writings 
of Khemmis see Note LV. 

(e) s : in jl ~ (III, 25, 5), s~1, "to raise". Ori 

gin: o'} (IV, 110,6), jl, S}_, s1 "son". 

(f) i : suff. 1 st. pers. sing. masc. (IV, 255, 4, Harsu 
orntus). Origin : direct representation. 

17. } (1719 b), ait. ~ (115), var. of No. 16. 

(a) n: in ~'~ {IV, 11, 11), Nnt (nwt), "heaven ~'; 
QI;;) 

frequently equivalent to --1L.. (VII, 3, 4). Origin: 
as No. 16 b. 

(b) k : in Ji~ (rV, 155, 3), !J(1)fl,, ''hasten"'~ 
Origin: as No. 16 d. 

(c) s : in j 0 {IV, 19, 9), sn, "their" (suff. 3rd, 
Ill . 

pers. plural). Origin : as No. 16e. 

(d) m: once only as preposition (IV, 11, 4). Origin: 

'~ ~ J Îmtî "child", in Ptolemaïc ~ fJ ;m 
(IV, 113, 13). 

18. i> {l 23). 

m : prep. "with ", only example V, 4, 6. Origin: 

flc= dt. Îmti "child". 
~ 0 if 

19. J (1377b, mod.), var. of No. 18. 

m: prep. "in" only V, 304, 10; VII, 4, 3. Origin: 
as No. 18. 
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20. ~ (578 b). 

f: suff. 3rd. pers. sing. masc. (VI, 5, 6). Origin: 
): ~ f1Î "to lift". 

21. j (306), var. of No. 20. 

f: suff. 3rd. pers. sing. masc. (III, 203, 8). Orîgin : 
as · No. 20. 

22. j (~92 b), var. of No. 20. 

f : suff. 3rd. pers. sing. masc. (IV, 11, 4). Origin: 
as No. 20. 

23. 1 (579 b), var. of No. 20. 

f : suff. 3rd. pers. · sing. masc. (IV, 11, 6). Origin: 
No. 20. 

24.1 (308). 

f : suff. 3rd. pers. sing. rnasc. (V, 2, 3). Origîn : 
as No. 20. 

25. j (1443 b), var. of No. 24. 

f: suif. 3rd. pers. sing. masc. (VII, 3, 2). Origin : 
as No. 20. 

26. Î (1123 b), var. of No. 24. 

f : suff. 3rd. pers. sing. rnasc. (V, 6, 1). Origin : 
as No. 20. 

27. 'j (273 b), var. of No. 24. 

f : suff. 3rd. pers. sing. masc. (Ill, 88, 12). Origin: 
as No. 20. 

28. î (334 b). 

f: suff. 3rd. pers. smg. masc. (III, 198, 19). 
Origin : see Note I. 
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29. t1 (344). 

(a) î : J~-~ (III, 111, 3) bÎk, "falcon"._ 

Origin: ~~} t}l Î1w, "old". See Note V,. 

(b) J : only in f1l '::'", ~: (IV, 199, 10) lpdw, 
"birds' ',. Origin: phoneiic change from the value. 
î attested above 

)0. fj (349). 

î: j(j ~ ~ (Vll,252, 7)j~ tt~K Mam. 180 .. 
, "' 

5), hÎk, "falcon ". Origin : c-0nfusion with t> 
31. ~ (325). 

h : only in ~ 14 IV, 11, 3), b~, "bear, give 

birth ". Origin: ~ b1, "dig up". 

32. J (418 mod .). 

i : suff. lst. pers. sing. masc. (IV, 207, 10, king). 
Origin : direct representation. 

33. ~ (418 mod.). var. of No. 32 .. 

î : suff. lst. pers. sing. masc. (IV, 207, 10, king). 
Origin : direct representation. 

34. ~ (850 b), ait. J (124). 

(a) Î : suff. lst. pers. sing. masc.; common. Ori· 
gin : direct representation. 

(h) Î : suff. lst. pers. sing. fem. only in Mam., 82, 
1 1, and Vl, 54, 8. Origin : error for ,} . 

(c) in the combination J.JJil (IV, 153, 17,the 
four children of Horus) whioh is equivaleDt to 
,..,..,.,.,. , n, suff. lst. pers. plural. Origin : direct 1 1 1 

representation. 

.• 
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35. ·" (852b), ait. lJ (127), var. of No. 34. 

Î : suff. lst. p~rs. sing. masc.; common. Origin : 
direct representation. 

36. 'JI (1552 b), alt. 'l.J (128). 

Î : suff. lst. pers. sing. masc,. (Vf(i52·, 2). Origin :. 
direct representation. 

37. [} (129). 

i : suff. lst. pers. sing. masc. (IV, 144, 15). Origin 
direct representa ion. 

38. \f (130). 

Î : suff. lst. pers. sing. masc. (IV, 228, 9). Origin: 
direct representation. 

39. ~(144). 
Î : suff. lst. pers. sing. masc. (IV, 195, 6). Origin: 

direct representation. 

40. il (145). 
> 

s: suff. lst. pers. sing. ;:nase. (IV, 195,6). Origin: 
direct representation. 

41. I:U (146). . 
> • 

i : suff. lst. pers. sing. masc. (IV, 195, 7). Origin 
direct representation. 

42. J (135). 

i : suff. lst. pers. sing. masc. (IV, 148, 9). Origin: 
direct representation. 

-43. ~ (136). 

i : suff. lst. pers. sing. masc. (I, 42 , 5 = XI, 
pl. 225). · Origin : direct representation. 
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44. \) (137). 

î : suff. lst. pers. sing. masc. (IV, 308, 16). Orig· 
in : direct representation. 

45. ~ (138). 

î : suff. l st. pers. sing. masc. (IV, 142, 5). Orig·. 
in: direct representation. 

46. AJ (149) 

(a) i : suff. lst. pers. sing. masc. (1, 42, 6 = XI, 
pl. 225). Origin direct represenation. · 

(b) in \11\1 (IV, 304, 15, king and queen) is equiva l"'.. 

en t to ;7, n, suff. 1 st. pers. plural. Origin : 
rlirect representation. 

47. ~ (2446 b). 

i : suff. 1 st. pers. smg. masc. (IV, 260, 4, Osiris)~ 
Origin : direct representation. 

48. J ; (156). 

(a) Î.: suff. 1 st. pers. sing. rnasc. (Mam ., 192, 4), 
Origin : direct representation. 

(b) n: in ~ nt (genitive, masr., IV, 17, 5). Orig~ 

. in: 7 V nt, "red crown". See Note Vl. 

49. ~ (21 a, mod.). 

:; : suff. lst. pers. sing. masc. (Ill, 191, 13). Orig~ 
in: direct representation. 

50. NJ' (2 1 a). 
' ' : suff. lst. pers. sing. rnasc. (Ill. 78, 14). Origin: 

direct representation . 
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51. !f'<2211) 

-') 
) ... . 

; : sulr. lst. pers . sing. mas1. (IV, 150, 11). Origin 
dircL·t rq1rc-,cnL1t ion. See Note VII. 

~ :_-+.\O). 

i': ..., u1r. ist. pcr-,. stllg. masc. \IV, 112, 16, Atum). 
Origin : Jircl'î rcpresentation. 

5.\. ~ (1225 h). 

1 : suif. lst. pers. sing. rn;1sc. (Vf. 65, 6, a demori). 

Origin : dired representation. 

54. îJ (397). 

(a) i : suif lst pers. stllg. mas<. (CH, 142, 3, Osiris). 
Origin : direct representation. 

(b) on ~ ~Uo' (Ill, :ViJ, IJ). "Dendera" see Note 
V 11 l. 

55. ~ (399). 

~ : sutf. ht. pc1s. s1ng. masc. (lit, 277, 7, Osiris). 
Origin : direct r~prcsentation. 

56. U (692 h, mod.). 

l : sutf. 1 st. pers. s1ng. masc. "(IV, 29 ! , 9, Osiris). 
Origin : direct representation. 

57. 11 (703 h). 

i : suff. l st. pers. sing. masc. (IV, 135, 13, Osiris). 
Origin : direct rcpresentation. 

. 58 . 1J ~ 1 ) ( 415). 
' • : suif. 1 st. pers. sing. masc .. ( lll, 2J 1, 11 i Ptah). 

Origin : direct representation. 

~--------- ----------------- - - - ------- - --~----

(') ln the original the sn:ptrc i,compositc , h.;ing macle up of 1- f- and~; see 

III,231,noti.; 1. Thcrnm:çtform woulùapp<.:a.r ro bç a LU<hli!il;;1til'l1 of M (1394 b). 
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59. ~ (415): 

i : suff. l 5t. pers. smg. masc. (IV, .142, 7, Ptah). 
Origin : direct representation. 

60. \1t (403). 

i : suff. 1st. pe.rs. smg. masc. (III, 237, 4, A.muo). 
Origin : ·direct representation. 

61. }\1) (411). 

î : suff. lst. pers. smg. masc. (III, 278, 3, Min). 
Origin : direct representation . 

62. ~ (770b). 

r : preposition "to" ( only VI, 14, 13). Origin : 

<:=:> lrut. n, "snake". 
l 

63 . .a (817 b). 

î : suff. lst. pers . ûng. masc. (IV, 42, 13 ; 195. 2). 
Origin : direct representation. 

64. J (824 b), alt. ~ (445). 

(a) î : suff. lst. pers. sing. masc. (VI, 84, 3). Ori

gin: direct representation. 

(b) in the group J ~ j J (IV, 153, 17) equivalent 

to MMM. n, suff. lst. pers. plurai. Origin : direct 
1 1 ! 

representation . 

65. \) (902 b), alt. ~ (447). 

(a) î : suff. lst. pers. sing. masc. (VII, 80, 2). Ori
gin: direct representation. 

( 1) The upper part of the sign is destroyed in the original, but there can be little 
doubt that tbis forrn was intended. 
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(b) in the group Ul/ (IV, 313, 7, Horus and Ha

thor), equivalent to ~ n, suff. 1 st. pers. plural 
(dual). Origin : direct representation. 

66. J (901 b). 

; : suff. lst. pers: smg. rnasc. (Ilf, 105, 14). 
Origin : direct representàtion. 

67. ~ (504 b), ait. tf (464). 

(a) Î : suff. lst. pers. sing. masc. (VI, 5, 7) Orig
in : direct representation. 

(b) in group Y if IV, 157, 1, Horus and Hathor), 

equivalent to ,~ n, suff. lst. pers. plural. 
Origin : direct representation. 

(c) on 'lf.\l~o (III, 353, 13), "Dendera" see Note 
VIII. 

68. tif (90lb, mod.). 

in group f\I U (III, 193, IO, Horus and Hathor). 

equivalent to ~ n, suff. lst. pers. plural. Orig .. 
in: direct representation. · 

69. 5 (1) (461 mod.). 
, 
• : suff. lst. pers. sing. masc. (I, 327, 15, collated). 

Origin: direct represenation. 

70 . J (466). 

; : suff. lst. pers. sing. ma'so. (IV, 311, 2, HarsomtUSJ. 
Origin : direct representation. 

71. ~ (467). 

Î : suff. lst. pers. sing. masc. (IV, 340, 6, Mentu). 
Origin : direct representa tion. 

(
1
) The correct form does not exist in the fouat. In the original, Horus is 

weariag the r ···crown above the horns." 

72. u (2437b). 

, : suff. lst. pers. sing. masc. (IV, 261, 4, Horus}. 
Origin : direc,t representation. 

73. J (475). 

(a) î : suff. lst. pers. sing. masc. (VI, 84, 5, Thoth). 
See also Note lX. Origin: direct representation. 

(b) ; : in J J (IV, 14, 6) În, particle. Origin: See 
Note X. 

74. Q (477). 

(a) î suff. lst. pers. sing. masc . . (VII, 170, 8, Thoth). 
Origin : direot representation. 

(b) î : in ~hl (IV, 19, 5), in, Origin: see Note X. 

75. a (468). 

r: suff. lst. pers. sing. masc. (IV, 143, 3, Khons). 
Origin : direct representation. 

16 •. J (489). 

(à) î : suff. lst. pers. sing. masc. (VI, 139, 1, 
Wepwat). Origin: direct representation. 

(b) inthegroup lf~j~ (VI, 153, 17, the four 
,..,.,.,,..,.,. 

children of Horus) equivalent to , , , , suff. lst. 
pers. plural. Origin .: direct representation. 

77. 1J (491). 

i : suff. lst. pers. sing. masc. (VII, 319, 5, Anubis). 
Origin : direct representation. 

78. ~ (498 mod.). 

in the group lf ~ j ~ (IV, 153, 17, the four 

children of Horus) equivalent to ,,,,,.,_ , plural. 
1 1 1 

Origin: direct representation. 
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79. 3 (481 mod.). 

î : suff. lst. pers. sing. masc. (Jrfam., 80, 14, 
Herishef). Origin : direct representation . 

80. 3 (481)'. 
) 

i : suff. lst. pers. sing. masc. (III, 287, 11, Khnum; 
III, 258. 7, Banebded; Mam., 80, 14, Herishef). 
Origin : direct representation. 

81. ~ (482). 

i : su.i. ht. pers. sing. masc. (IV, 146, 15, Khnum;
L , 303, l, Banebded). Origin: direct represen· 
tation. 

82. !l (876 b). 

i : suff. lst. pers. sing. fem. (V, 184, 8). Origin : 
direct representation. For a discussion of the 
origin of 'the use of figures of women and 
goddesses to represent the suffi.x pronouns lst. 
and 2nd. pers. singular see below p. 503-505. 

83. ~ (1992 b), ait. J (511). 

(a) Î : suff. lst. pers. sing. fem. (III, 253, 8). See 
also Note XI. Origin : direct representation, 

(b) t: suff. 2nd. pers. sing. fem. (VI. 155, 9). Origin: 
see p. 503-505. 

84. li (1749b), alt. a (513). 

(a) Î : suff. lst. pers. sing. fem. (V, 207, 5). Origin 
direct representation. 

(b) t : suff. 2nd. pers. sing. fem. (VII, 145 13). 
Origin : see p. 503-505. 

(c) in the group Ulf (IV, 313, 7, Horus and 
0 MANIA. 

Hathor) eqmvalent to , suff, lst. pers. 
1 1 1 

plural. Origin : direct representation. 
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85. ~ (57 a, mod.). 

t : suff. 2nd. pers. sing. fem. (I, 46, 14 = XI, Pl., 
228, Hathor). O~igin: see p. 503-505. 

S6. il (1994b), alt. J (519). 

(a) î : suff. lst. pers. sing. fem. (III, 124, 10)., 
Origin : direct representation. 

(b) t : suff. 2nd. pers. sing. fen:i. (VI, 95, 15) .. 
Origin : see p. 503-505. 

87. }j (1750 b), alt. ~ (521). 

(â) i : suff. lst. pers. sing. fem. (V, 141, 9): Origin: 
direct representation. 

(b) t : suff. 2nd. pers. sing. fem. (III, 290, 15). 
Origin : see p. 503•505. 

(c) in the group J U (IV, 121, 15 , Tenenit and 

lunit) equivalent to MMN\ . suff. lst. pers. plural. 
1 1 1 '· 

Origin : direct representation. 

88. J (1474 b, mod.), .ait. S (591 : mod.). 
n : as genitive (V, 205, 6), prep. "to" (IV, 12, 7) 

or in the particle ~ ~ in (V, 2, 1). Origin : 

- \l nt, "red crown", or )c:;>{ • .J Nt, "Neith", 

89. ù' (1~74qb), ait. J,f (591). 
0 

n : in i®Yi (V, 243, 16) nbn, "stripling". 
Origin : as No. 88. 

90. ~ (818 b). 

i.: suff. lst. pers. sing. fem. (IV, 248, 3, Wadjet). 
Origin : direct representation. 

~ 91, ~ (1456 b). 

n : genitive (only V, 304, 6). Origin : as No. 88. 
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92. rJ (680b). 

93. 

94. 

95. 

96. 

97. 

(a) i : suff. lst. pers. sing. fem. (IV, 372, 6, queen). 
Origin : direct representation. 

(b) in the group .t..j ~ (IV, 304, 15, king and queen) 

equivalent to ,~ suff. lst. pers. plural. Origin: 
direct representation. 

t\} (772b). 

î : suff. lst. pers. sing. fem. (IV, 171, 12, queen). 
Origin : direct representation. J (1) (-). . 

i : ~uff. lst. pers. sing. fem. (1, 33. 8 =XI, Pl. 218, 
Hathor). Origin : direct represcntation. 

J (581 mod.). 

i : suff. lst. pers. sing. fem. (IV. 147, 14, Nephthys). 
Origin : direct representation. 

rJ (581). 

(a) Î : suff. l~t'. pers .. sing. fem. (IV. 303, 18, Neph· 
thys). Ongm : direct representation. 

(b) t : suff. 2?~· P.ers.- sing. fem. (IV. 303, 9, Neph· 
1 thys). Ongm : direct re~resentation. 

V (2) (2502 b, . mod.), ait. J (604 mod.). 

n : in ~ J (JV, 14, 7) in, particle, and also as gen
itive (JV, 17, 15) and as formative element in 

sr;Jm.n.f. e.g. J1 J j (IV, 12, 7) !J,ws.n.f "he 

built". Origin : from the phonetic use of o 
as in În ~ ink, "I" or nw, in ° · nw, "of" if 
the woman be interpreted é:lS a mere support; or 
alternatively from 0 0 var. J Nwt the goddess 

~' ' Nut. 

( 1) Not in the fount 

~ <2> Although Chassinat does not use this format Edfu, it is probably to be pre,eued to the alternative form. 

p 
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98. ~ (1) (2502b), alt. Û (604). 

(a) n : in stm.n.f (III, 104, 15), prep. (IV, 19, 7). 
Origin : as No. 97. 

(b) m .t ~ (IV, 42, 14, Horus and Hathor) 

equivalent to ,,_ , suff. 2nd. pers. plural. 
1 1 1 

Origin : direct representation. 

99. ~ (576 mod.). 

t : suff. 2nd. pers. smg. fem. (Ill, 119, 11, 
Hathor). Origin : direct representation, see 
p. 503-505. 

100. ~ (576). 

i : suff. 1 st. pers. sing. fem. (Mam., 142, 15, 
Hathor). Origin : direct representation. 

101. J (l76 b). 

(a) i : suff. lst. pers. sing. fem. (III, 193, 8, Khent· 
iabtet). See Note XII. Origin: direct repres· 
entation. 

(b) t: suff. 2nd. pers. sing. fem. (III, 197, 5,Hathor). 
Origin : direct representation, see p. 503-504. 

102, ~ (177 b). 

(a) i : suff. lst. pers. sing. fem. (IV. 42, 10, Hathor). 
Origin : direct representation. 

(b) t: suff. 2nd. pers. sing. fem. (VII, 141, 13, Hath
or) . Origin : diïect representation, see p. 503· 
505 

. . · f · · b bly to be ('J Althnugh Chassinat does not use th1s form-at Ed u, 1t 1s pro a 
pn:fcm:J to the alternative forrn. 
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(c) in group tJ ~ (III, 193, 10, Horus and Khen

tiabtet) is equivalent to N'NV'A suff. lst. pers. plu-
• 1 1 

ral. Origin : direct representation. 

103. j (l 76b, mod.) . 

i : suff. lst. ' pers. sing. fem. (I, 37, 14 = XI, Pl. 
221, Hathor). Origin : direct representation. · 

104 . J (l 78b) . 

i : suff. lst. pers. sing. fem. (IV, 155, 15, Hathor). 

Origin : direct representa'tion. See a.Iso Note 

XIII. 

l,05. u (67 b). 

(a) i: suff. lst. pers. sing. fem. (IV, 150, 1, Hathor, 
the normal use; IV, 58, 8, Isis). Origin : direct 

represenation. 

(b) t : suff. 2nd. pers. sing. fem. (III, 17, 17, Hath· 
or), Origin: direct representation, see p. 503-504, 

(c) in group ~ ~ (lV, 157, 1, Horus and Hathor) 

equivalent to NVWV\ , suff. lst. pers. plural. Orie 
1 1 1 

gin : direct represenation. 

(d) on ~ ~ ~ gi {III, 353, 13), "Dendera" see 

Note VIII. 

106. U (178b, mod .). 

i : suff. lst. pers. smg. fem. (1, 46, 16 =XI, Pl. 
228, Hathor). Origiri : direct representation . 

107. j (584). 
, 
i : su.If~ lst. pers. sing . fem. (IV. 152, 16, Maat) . ,,,. 

Or,tgùi .: direct representation. 
. ;./:·.//(~/. ·:t-

•·· . . 
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108. 1' (534 h, mod.). 

t : suff. 2nd. pers. sing. fem. (VI, 264, 4, Sek.hmet)._ 

Origin : dired representation, see p. 503-505. 

109. u (534 ~) . 
(a) i : suff. 1 st. pers: sing. fem. (VI, 263, 17, Sekh-. 

met). Origin : direct representation. 

( b) t : suif. 2nd. pers. sing. fem. (VI, 264, 1, 

Sekhmet). Origin : direct representation, see 
p. 503-505. 

110. J (614 + 691). 

' a : suff. lst. pers. sing. fem . (lV, 116, 13, Mehit). 

Origin : direct representation. 

111 . ~ (29b mod .) . 

i : suff. lst. pers. sing.- masc. (IV, 129, 10, Mihos). 

Origin : direct representation. 

112. if (1014 ù) . 

i : suff. lst. pers. srng. fem. (IV, 144, 17, Tefnet). 
Origin : d irect represenation. . 

113. 9 (642). 

(a) ~ : only in ~ -& ~1 (Iy, 126, 4) ~nbw, "mea· 

dows'' but · see also Note XIV. Origin : ; ~r, 
"face". · 

(b) On the writing 9 o 9 as a writing of 'lwnw, 
''Heliopolis" (I, 294, 14) and 'Iwnt, "De.n

dera" (V, 368, 9), see Note XV. 

114. <::::::> (693) . 

(a) r : the usual form, very frequent. Origin: c:> r, 
1 

"mouth". 
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(b) as evidence for a possible interchange or con
fusion betwecn """"""' and <::> (indicating the 

value l ?) compare 1 1' <=>..,.....,. (VI, 217, 6) JI,,~ c::=:o1 1 1 , 

drd (? 1rd or Jnd) with ~ NWW\..,.....,. (Vl 215 7) 
- ~· 1 1 ' ' 

1nd, a word of uncertain meaning designating 
some sort of weapons. Cf. also No. 304 (c) and 

1~~ (IV, 247, 16), 1~ (VII, 226, 2) 

and many other v;uiants of !nr. 

115. "' (1806). 

r : very comrnon. Origin : <=> drawn from a 
different aspect. 

116. ,..-tt (956 b). 

p : in ftl~ ~ (VII, 8, 4) irp, 'wine". Origin: 

a r!J ~ psg, "spit" (?), but see also p. 522 

below 

117. ~ (68 a), var. of No. 116. 

' ' ' p: in ~ (V, 22, 11) ljp(i), "Nile". Origin: 

as No. 116. 

118. ·····.li> (878), var. of No. 117. 

p : in ~ ~ "f (IV, 280, IO) irp, "wine". 
Origin : as No. ll6. 

119 ...... ,. (878 mod.), var. of No. 116. 

p : in ·";~ (I, 22, 12, left sïde = XI, Pl. 215) 
pw. Origin: as No. 116. 

120. \ {69 a, mod.), var. of No. 116. 

p : in ~ ~ ~ (V, 298, 10) Îrp, "wine". Orig

in : as No. 116. 

121. LJ (749), alt.LJ(l558b), U (985b). .. 
(a) k .; in ~ (I, 41, 7 =XI, Pl. 223)kim, "gold". 

0 0 0 

Origin : U b "soul, spirit" . 
1 

__o ~ 
(b) ~ : in <:::::=:> U W (VIII, 130, 14), ~r"f!, "com-

plete". Origin: phonetic. change. 

122. ..JI- (745). 

n : usually to express the negative, very rarely in 
the speIIing of words, e.g. e'. t>, (IV, 303, 1) 

...1L-

tfn, "be glad". Origin : ::: n, "not", cf .. 
Gunn, Studies, Chap. 9. 

123. n (744), var. of No. 122. 

n : as negative, -11- (HI, 1, 14). Origin: as No. 122. 

124. n (709 h), var. of No. 122. 

n : as negative, -11- (IV, 42, 4). Odgin: as No.1:'1. 

125. J\ (689 h), var~ of No. 122. 

n : as negative, __r._ (V, 209, 16). Origin : as 
No. 122. 

126. A (186 h), var. of No. 122. 

n: as negative, ....Jl- (lII, 83, 6). Origin: as 
No. 122. 

127. ~ (701). 
( - o·. _....Dt" ,, _a) : very common. ngm : , arm . 

(h) 1 : only iti J .::. e=w (IV, ~98, 13) b1!i, "phal

lus", ~ -:=:, j ! (lll, 320, 1, of. III, 319, 12) 

{1'nr, "y~uths" ; cf. ::;:- l (III, 100, 11) 

bt nh '{i(1), "all the panoply of war". Origin : 
see Note IV. 
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(c) m : m .:='.n~. (Ill, 131, 9) s~m, ''swallow' 9 

Se& Note XVI. Origin : ~ ~.:: fm~, ''give", 
--n being a substitute for ..........., . Hence ---11 

almost, if not entirely, ceases to have any 

phonetic significanœ in such words as J ::;::-
..--4 -..::=r-

(l V, 293, 9) mds, "slay" cf. IV, 117, 5. 

128. Lll (730). 

(a) ~: rare, e.g. in ~ ~ ~ (V, 253, 6) <jr-', 

"long ago". Origin by confusion with -.,_11 • 

(b) t: only in L.110=0 (V, 302, 3) th, "drunkenness" 
fCt-c:> 

and ~~ \J) (V, 301, 6), Mnt, a form of 

Sekhmet. Origin : from LJJ di, "give". by 

phonetic change. 
129. 'L-J (737) 

': only in ~ (IV, 128, 8) 'wn, "rob". Origin: 

_,.,-Il • -''oowl" 'ïJ • 

130. L-..1 (736). 

m : m CL-C (IV, 126, 1) m (w) t, "mother." Orig4 

o. (:) 

m : see No. 127 (c). 

131. L-...1 {735). 

132. 

m : only in - (VIII, 8, 4) m(w)t. "mother". 

Origin : see No. 127 (c). 
~ (779). 
(a) d: the usual value, very common. Origin : 

from the old Semitic word yad, "hand'' (Z.A, S., 

50, 91-99). 

(b) t in ~ (VI, 55, 6) tkn, approach ". Origin : 

phonetic change. 
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~c) t : in ~ W (Il, 31, 6 = XII, Pl. 369) sn1. 

"foundation" Origin : phonetic change. 

(d) cj : io ~ (lI, 37, 15) dmq~ "unite". Origin; 

phonetic cbange . 
133. c::::w (248h), infrequent \tar. r=w (862). 

n1: only in ~~(VI, 297, 17; 304,ll)Jm(1)-, 

', ''strong of arm". See also Note XVII. Origin: 

-==;]) mt "phallus". 
o. Q. ' 

134. j (798). 

(a) b: the normal and ~ommon value. Origin : 

J ~ bw, "place". (cf Sethe, Der Ursprunc . 
des Alphabets 152). 

(b) p : in ~ 'lJ J ~ (Mam., 771 10) Îgp, "storm". 
Origin : phonetic change. 

\_t:J ïi' : only in Jl~~ """9ll (JV, 270, 8) m111 phal· 

lus", tut see also Notes XVIII, XXXV and 
LV. Origin : phonetic change. 

135. + (801). 

136. 

137. 

b : infrequent, e.g.++ Î (VII, 292, 10) fb (') b 

for 'bb), ''harpoon". Origin: false reduplication, 

see Note XIX. 

Jf' (169 b). 

r : in -i- (IV, 230, 14) pr, "corne forth". Origin : 
<=> 

1 : r, "mouth ". See also Note X.X. 

7f (914 b). 

m: in ~ (IV, 205, 13)im, "go". Origin :~ ~ = 
) 

im, "rib", cf. No. 166 (a). 
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138. ~ (3540 + 825). 
d . c:=::> 

m: "only note m ~ 
= 

back". Origin: as No. 
(VIII, 7, 4) tnm, ' ' turn~ 

137. 

139. ~ (850). 

i : only noted in k ~ j h (VI, 222, 1) miC). 

"wa lk". Origin : T ~ h i m, "go", see a lso 
Note XXI. 

140. """)!:" (912 b). 

s: in ~ ~ (V, 221, 1) ms, "bring". Origin : 

- s, "bolt", cf. -:rr- ~ sî, "perish". See 
Note XXI. 

·141. T (38 b). var. Î (855, the correct form 

is some what dîfferent). 

s : in ~.Î (1. 487, 16 = XII, Pl. 357) ms, 

"bring ". Jrigin : confusion with ·7\ J .1» 

sbi, "go, lead", cf. ERMAN in Z.A.S., 48, 31 -47. 

142. "7f' (847). 

1 : in j 5f (1 V, 364, 2) hl, " hasten " . Origin : 

7I: it, "seize", cf. No. 294(a). 

143. J (830). 

n : only in Ar~ (V~7, 3) n!;t, "might" and 

J-:-' ~ (V, 7, 3) n's, "power". Origin: JL 
În, "brin g". 

144. ~ (962). 

m: prep. "in" (IV, 17, 12). Origin: ~o~ (1) 

mrt, "black cow". See Note XXII. 

(1) Mariette, Dendérah, IV, 37, 61. 

• 
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145. ·~ (952). 

(a) m: rare in the spelling of words, ;;T (IV, 

68, 1) smn, "establish". and usualfy the pre
position m (IV, 17, 14). Origin: ~ ==w ~ (1) 

ml, "bull". See Note XXII. 

(b) k: in~,~ "1f'; {VII, 21, 3, kk{w)"darkness'\ 
Origin : U ~ kJ "bull". ==w 

(c) ~: in ~ '!11. (V, 267, 16), ~n, "valour". 
Origin : phonetic change. 

146. ~ (2108 b),. ait. ~ (974). 

b: in .-.n (VII, 5, 3) gb(t), "heaven". Origin 
.fr~ bJ ''ram". 

147. h (937). 
m: once only as prep. "in" (IV, 17, 6). Origin : 

confusion with;,._, See Note XXIJI. 

148 . ~ (925 b), ait ~ (924). 

r : in _.. ."M (IV, 13, 2) rk, ~'time, period". 

Origin: · <:::> ) ...a· rw, ''lion". See also Note 
XXIV. 

149. .... (2499 b). 

r: in l~:t:: (VIII, 101, 15) Tirr, "Dendera". 

. Origin : confusion with .JM · 

150 . .k (173 b). 
r : prep. r, "to" (IV, 11, 11). Origin : confusion 

with ~. 

151. ..'9 (933 mod.). 
n : as n, genitive (HI, 105, 18). Origin: 7?/ 

pt; "red crown ". 

( 1) Newberry, Beni Hasan, 1, p. 37, Cf. Newberry, op. cil.; 1, Pl. 30 ; 11, Pl. 7 
for variant spetlinas. 
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152 . . h (915). 

m: prep. m (VI, 281, 14). Origin : J ~ ~ ~ 
, 'l' " mn, ' ion . 

153. ~ (914). 

m : prep. m (VIH, 93,, 6). Origin: ~ ~ ~ 1-t mîw,, 
"cat". but see Note XXV. 

154. J (84 a). 

(a) Î : in J. ! (II!, 158, 16) Îtn, "sw's disk". See 

also Note XXVI. Origin : rebus from ~ 1 i, 
"Thoth" ; see Note XXVII. Cf. Note x. 

(b) s : in ·.J' ~ (VI, 1, 16) s~rf:, "illumine". Orig~ 

in : ~·J (VI, 144, 1) s(Î)1, an epitbet of Thotb 
(cf. BOYLAN, Thoth, 59, 90, 102-6, 195, 215)~ 

See Notè XXVIII. 

(c) ~: in J HW l (vn, 6, 2) ~(1) isw, divine 
beings; frequently equivalent to 4 · (d), ."say" 
(VI, ll l, 3). Origin : see Note XXIX . . 

155. :1 (85a mod.). 

· n: as genitive, only noted in V, 312, 2. Origin: 
from the phonetic value În in ° Înk,"I" or nw 

~ 

. 0 ' f" in nw, 'o . 
1 

156. BI< 513 b ), alt.1'}t <906) 

i :: !'11~-;'{VII, 8, 4) irp, "wine". Origin : 
as No. 154 a. This sign is used much less frequen
tly tban No. 154. 

157. __, (1038). 

~ : only noted in#::!..'· (V, 301, 6) b~n, "slay", 

but see Note XXX. Origin : ~ ~11, "front". 

4IS 

158. 1 (3032). 

~ : in ; 1 ~ (VU, 128, 11) ~~w, "flesh~', infrequent. 

Origin : 1l 0 h1t "front" l 1 • ' • 

159. "- (1091). 

~ : in ~ ~ (VI, 5, 8) gm~, ·'behold". Origin : 

cf. 1) ~ ~w, "food". See Additional Note 
2 on p. 496. 

160. ~ (1107). var. __...... (1108). · 

~: in ~ t (V, 304, 12) es, "cedar". Origin : 

substitute for ____a t, "arm", cf. DRioToN, L'Écri· 
ture énü;rmatique in PIANKOFF, Le livre du Jour 

et de la Nuit, p. 100 and Note XXXI below. 

161.· T (1117). 

fi : only in ! 1 (III, 43, 15) [i,(y)t, "pillar, colu~''. 

Origin : error for • or related sign. 

162. ,,,. (981). 

m: only in ·M; ji T (III, 211, 8) mir, "evening". 

Origin : ~ Îm(Î), "in". See Note XXXII. 

163. - (502 b), ait. ._ (859). 
(a) b:. : the normal value common. Origfo : ::-; 

b,t, "belly, body". 

(b) !J. : in f f, 1 (V, 305, 3) [l,[1,, "throat". Origin : 
phonetic change. 

(c) ~:in 1:;:: (I, 327, 15, collated) ~(w)t-ntr, 
"temple". Origin: phonetic change. 

164. + (3322). 

(a) b : infrequent, noted only in f?;: (VII, 8, 4) 

Ibn, "mix, mingle", and f .~. (V, 75, 6) bÎ1, 

"copper". Origin : f Îb, "heart". 



165. 

166. 

167. 

168. 

169. 

(b) p : in ~ ~LJ (V, 251, 10) tp~t, "cavern". 
Origin : phonetic change. See Note XXXIII. 

• (3162). 

f : suff. 3rd. pers. sing. masc. (V, 7, 3; 312, 2). 
Origin : uncertain, see Note XXXIV. 

c== (3540). 
(a) m : the normal value, common. Origin : 

~ ~ c=. Îm, "rib", cf. Z..A,S, 64, 9-12. 

(b) n: i ~~---;-(IV, 344, 2) Îns, ''red cloth19• 

Origin : pbonetio change. 

(c) b : in ~fr (IV, 30, 9). !Jb(t), "place of 

slaughter". Origin : phonetic change : see 
also Note XXXV. 

Q_ (1149), var, p (1150); alt. ~ (1148) and j'(158b). 

(a) f: in ~ (III, 7, 2) !Jf, "see" common as 
suff. 3rd. pers. sing. masc. Origin : ~ ~ ~ 
Îwf, "flesh'', see Note XXXVI. 

(b) w: in ~ (V, 112, 12) w, "district". Origin: 
1 

confusion with <e, see Note XXXVI. 

).. (1162). 

(a) J: the normal value, common. Origin.! ~' ' 
"vulture ". 

(b) î: Jlt ~ (VI, 11, 8) bÎk, "falcon". Origin: 
phonetic chapge. 

(c) e: rare, in ~ ~ • ~ C (III, 154, 5) J"l!/, "ins
cribe ". Origin : phone tic change, . cf. Note IV. 

~ (337 b), var. of No. 168. .. 

J : only occurs apparently in the patticle ~" 
(III 3.55, 3; 332, 3), usually written ~ (Vl; 
121, 7). Origin : as No. 168 (a). 

41:7 

170. ~ (1205 b), ait. ~ (1190). 

(a) b-: ~ M· H (V, 4, 2) b[m, "pylon". Orig~ 
m : .~ b1, "soul", see Note XXXVII. 

(b) P: in llh1 (VIII, 110, 15;cf. IV, 14,4; 

VII, 5, 7) hrw pn nfr "this happy day". See 
Note XXXVIII. Origin : . phonetic change. 

. t71. .K (1920 b). 

b : in ~ (VII, 10, 7) B, an epithet of Seth: 

l (VII,24, 12)b(Î)k "falcon", Origin: .~ 
b1, "soul", see Note XXXVII. 

172. ~ (1296 b). 

n : negative,--l'L...., sole example VIII, 5, 7. Origin: 

-" ntr, "god", or nb, '"lord". See Note XX· 
XIX. 

173. ~ (1266). 

(a) m: the normal value, common. Origin: from 
word for "owl" surviving in,a Moy~~.:r.. of 
which the Demotic form; Jmwlrj, would appear 
to suggest an original im (see SETHE, Der 
Ursprung des Alphabets, 153). 

(b) n:as prepositioff (VII, 192, 16). Origin: phon
etic chanru?_. 

174. ~ (1270). 

m : in ~ ~ (II, 32,2 = XII, PL 374) mds, 

"slay". Origin: ~ ~~ ÎmÎ, "give", cf.: 
No. 127 (c). 
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175. ~ (1269). 

(a) m :in t•} (VII,4,3)~1mw, "generations'\ 

Origin: as No. 173 (a), but of. Note XL. 

(b) for the use q[ til.is sign as nm, (n) m in such 

words ~s -W •(IV, 138, 11) ~nmty Œ(n)mty), 

"nostrih" see Note XL. 

176. ~ (1272 b), var, ~ (1450). 

/ \ . -- '\.. 
\.'.:', 11? : rn ~ ..3o......... (V, 48, 3) ksm, "viola te, 

attack". Origin: derived from hieratic forrn 
of No . 173. 

(b) n: perhaps in ~ ~ J o [] (VI, 68, 2) inb (?), 

"wall ", Origin : phonetic change. But sec 

Additional Note 5 on p. 498-499. 

171. ~ (l267b). 

m: in -~· __ /TI Q (V, 132, 8) mhn, "milk-jug". 
~ OO 

Origin : see No. 174. 

178. )A (1250). 

m: in J~~= ; (VIII, 73, 2) ~nm, "jasper". 

Origin : ~ mwt, "mother". See Note XLI. 

179. Jt (1306). 

l : not cominon; in )t (IV, 14, 7) in particle. 
C2ICI 

Origin : ~ l i, "Thoth". Sœ Note XXVII. 

180. ~ (1330). 

b : in 1,..... ~ o,,D (VIII 95 10) bhnw "py. lons". 'Jr' A:J'} 1 1 1 , ' ~ , 

Origin : ~ b1 "soul". 
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181. "'i (47 b}. 

182. 

183. 

b : in Jt. --( ~ (IV, 298, 3) b'~, "flood", 

Origin : ·as No. 180, see Note XLII. 

~ (1351). 

b : in ~.,. ~ ~V, 223, 6) (b (i) kt, "female 

falcon,,. Origh1: as No. 180, see Note XLU. 

) (21 b). 

(a) t : in 't ~ (IV, 17, 9) t~, "be drunk' 1• Or1gm: 

· var. of .l tyw. 

(b) 1: only in )f ~ .". (IV, 155, 3) 1~n, 

"faïence". Ongin : phonetic change. 

184. ") (46 b), var. of No. 181. 

t : in _).. m.mrn ~ an i \ ~ (IV, 67, 17) J~Jh.tÎ, 
"verdant" (Old Perfective), ) ") being for 

the more usual ~ (cf. IV, 125, 4) where ) 

is used similarly). Origin : as No. 183 (a). 

1851 ~ (1377). 

(a) w : apparently only in spellings of the name 

of Osiris, ~ ~ ~ ~ (III, 26, 7) ws(Î)r. 
Origin : unknown. See Note XLIII. 

(b) r~in ~ ~ ~ (IV, 19, 6) irp, "wine". Origin: 

1 ~ n "goose". 

(c) s: in ~ ~ (VIII, 48, 3) swr, "make great". 

Origin : r ~ s, "goose ". 

186. ~ (1362). 

(a) p: in -id~ 0 00 (VI 202 2) Pwnt "Punt". 
~NWM@~ I J 

Origin : cf. O ~ ~ ~ p11 "fiy". 
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, .. , 

(b) h : in ~~ (IV, 162, 4) hy, "heaven", a 

rart writing of ~. See also Note XLIV. 
F='l . 

Qrigin : ~ ?t (VI, 237, 2 and often) hyw 
hsyw), "birds". 

187. ~ (1283). 

(a) w : the normal value, common. Origin : un· 
known. 

(b) in combination with ~ in ~ ~ reads r (~). a 
common use. Origin : phonetic change. 

1.88. ~ (1 529 b), var. 4 (1202 b), ~ (1373). 

(a) 1: in ~ ~ (VI, 297, 17) lm(1)- \ "strong 

of arm". Origin : ~· 11 "fledgling". 

(b) t : in ·~ ~ ~ ~ · (V, 233, 15) bi tkk, 
''aggressive .Ba' '. Origin : phonetic change. 

Cc) éJ: infrequent, in • Î ~ ~\I (V, 299, 15) 
p(i) edr, an epithet of Amun. Origin : phonetic 
change. 

189. ~ (1465), var. ~· (1464). 

(a) s : in ~~ ~ n (III, 85, 2) sym (t) (old smyt), 

"corridor". See alsoNoteXLV. Origin: ~~ 
swt, ''feather". 

(b) !; : in~~ (V,242,2)!;,t,"fire". Origin:phone~ 
tic change. 

{c) r: only noted in ~'l.1(V,217, 18) r(w)d, · 

"flonrish" and~ ÇA ~ (V, 217, 18) rk, "time, 
period". Origin· : see Note XLVI. 

(d) c : once only jn ~ ~ [} ,~ .._. (VI, 77, 10) 'py, 
"fiutter, hop" ( ?). Origin: substitute for --11 c 

"arm", see Note XLVII. 

(e) i : only in ~ ~· (VII, 83, 9) mi, "like" and 

~~ :~·····~ ~~~1 (VI, 108, 4) '!JÎ ÎH n(t) ~w. 
"like him wliom Shu vomited", Origin: error 

for~. 

l90. ~ (1045 b). 

n: for negative, ...11-(V, 146, 11). Origin: confusion 
with -A.., see Note XLVIII. 

191. ' (1467). 

(a) s: in !I~ (IV, 13, 4) psd, "shine". Origin: <:), 

~ '}n s1, "son ·~', see· Note XLIX, 

(b) ~ : once only in ~;: ~ . (IV, 144, 14) 
"p rai se". Origin : error for "' . 

192. ~ (1508). 

~kn, 

(a) f: the normal value, common. Origin : see 
Mr. Grdseloff's Appendix. p. 533. 

(b) t: only in ° 0 &... I (VI, 112, 5) !!ftyw, "ene 
~~I 

mies". Origin : 0 (Î)t, "father", see Mr. 
~ 

Grdseloff's kppendix, pp. 534·542. 

193. ~ (1522). 

(a) ij, : the nôrmal value, common. 
uw]t, "snake". 

Origin: ~ 

(b) d: in ~ ~ :i ~ (VI, 57, 9) dmif:, "unite'·. 
Origin : phonetic change. 

(c) f: only noted ~ ~(IV, 14, 5) snf, "founda· 
tion". Origin : phonetic change. 

(d) t : in A tl 1 ~ (IV, 113, 17) Îtm, ''Atum''. 
Origin : phonetic change. 
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(e) s : app3rentlv restricted to the not uncommon 
writings ~ (f, 42, 11 = XI, Pl. 225) 
dsr "holy, priyate", and r]sf "himself" (J, 412i. 
5). Orig,in fM (VII, 205, 10) sî1, "snake'" ,, 
see Note L. 

(f) r : app:.1rently restricted to 4,sr (see above) 
and to wrfrings such as ~ ~(VI, 279, 6) 
t1 dr .f (for t1 r-r]r j), "th~ whole earth " , 
Origin : ~ 'li.rut n , "snake '' . 

(g) f: apparenily restricted to writings of ~ ~ 
- :::l.. 

(VI, 279, 6) ti r]r .f, "the whole earth" ~ 
(I, 412, 5) rjsf, "himself ". Origin : varian t 
of~. 

194. UJ\l_ (535b), var. ffi (197lb), lfl (21 llb),'UlJUt(546 b); 
lrul_ is the forrn rnost fre.quently used. 

(a) r : in · ~~ ô ô ô (IV, 19, 2), Îrf:(t), Hmilk". 

Origin : ~ 1rut_ r1, "snake". 

(b) s : 9nly in W ~-~ (VIII, 107, 14) ws(Î)r, 
.._ , 

"Osiris". Origin 1M. stJ, "snake", see Note L . 

195. ~ (1535). 

(a) k: very cornmon as suff. 2nd. pers. sing. masc., 
and in · the spelling of words, e.g. l ~ N<N<N\ 

- 0 

(VIII, 140, 9) ~kn, "un.guent" Origin : ~ ~ 
kt, "uraeus'? .. -

(b) g : in ftn _.,._ (III, 191, 5) dg, "see". Ori· 
gin : phonetic change. 

(c) r : once oply in ~ '-- (III, 158, 16) rmn, 
"raise ". Origin : see !'Wte LI. 
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(d) ' : only certain in ~ ~ 'C27 (IV, 6, 8) !tee, ''cor
onation festival" (see Liv. Armais, 25, 137) but 

possibly also in fh (III, 207, 13) where the 
'-C>/ 

reading ', "moon" is perhaps to be preferred 
to Î1bÎ. For two clear ex<irnples of tbis usagt> 
at Dendera cf. Dümichen, Baugeschichte des 
Denderatempels, XVII, 11. 12. Origin : see 
Note LU. 

(e) ~ is sometirnes used wrongly for 11 in "tn 'tn 'f 
(V, 202, 2) wnm, _ "eat", through misunder
standing of the ongrn. 

196. t (2015 b). 

n : once only as equivalent of -.-A-- (VII, 4, 3). 
Origin : uncertain, see Note LJII. ' 

197. t (608 b). 

n: once as equivalent of negative --11-- (IV, 11, Il). 
Origin : uncertain, see Note LIU. 

. 
198. ~ (945 b) . 

(a) "fi : in ~ ~ (VI, 21 4) !ls (Î), "base". 

Origin : ~ b:_1t, "oxyrhynchus". 

(b) l_t : rare, in ~ ~ J • l ~ (VI, 275, 14) s!;bn 
l_trw, "disprove, fmd guilty" (the opposite of n ~ sm1' !~rw, 'justify"). Origin : phonetic 
change. 

199. 1 (911 b). 

t : in 2.:~ (V, 4, 4) !_ttm, "seal". Origin: ~~ 
11, "earth ", see Note LlV. 
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200. ~ (1603). 

For a possible alphabetic use of this sign see 
Note LV. 

201. ~ (281 b). 

!J: in~ (III, 298, 14) (Î) _!J,t nb, "everythingu. 

Origin : phonetic. tt1 in ! 1fl b1(w)t, "altar'~, 
see Note LVI. 

202. 0 {1657). 

m: often as prep. m (V, 4, 3). Origin : ~3 O 
Îm1, "date-palm". 

203. '1I (1752) 
For the use· of this sign in ·~ ~ (VI, 298, 9) , 

"!J,b (1fl-bÎt), "Khemmis", see Note LV. 
204. ~ (1665). 

m : occasionally as prep. m (III, 124, 12). Origin :. 
_s ~} :_ m1wt, "staff". 

205. !W! (1728). 

i : in !Ûl1 TA {III, 137, 10) sm(w), "fire". Origin: 

LLl ~ s1 "meadow". / 

206. JiliI (1851 b), var. of No. 205. 

i : in ~ Iil!I ~ (VII, 167, 16) Ji, epithet of Seth. 
Odgin : as No. 20S. 

207. liliI (1331 b ), var. of No. 205. 

i: in J ~ __.. {V, 208, 17) ÎH, "vomit". Origin ': 
as No. 205. 

208. ~ (151 a), var. ~ (1072 b), 

(a) n : noted once only as genitive (V, 256, 6) ; 
occurs occassionally as negative (V, 43, 2). 
Origin : see Note LVII. 

(b) Î : once only in•. 0 (IV, 199, 7) Îtn, "sun 's· 
~a o 

disk". Origin: err:orfor ~· 

209 

210. 

211. 

212. 

213. 

214. 

215. 

' .. 

~ (1784), var. r (506 b) 

42.S 

(a) !J: in 91 li • (V, 149, 5) [mm, "odour" Origin :· 
4} : b1w1 "leaves". 

(b) !J:.: inf if\~(IV,209, IO)!J:.ms,bow.down". Origin: 
phonetic change. 'l (587 b), var. of No. 209. 

ta) h =. i~ 'l~~·Y{lv, 11; 4)' .pyt, . "heaven". 
Ongm : as No. 209 a . . 

(b) 11 ~ only in~ Î 4Jv, 11, 3) b!J:., "bear, give 
birth". Ongm as No. 209 b. . 

' (1210 b), var. ~ (1628 b). · · · 
" . --. 

!J: m '*Y (V, 219, 14) n!Jb, "lotus"'. Origin: 

as head of 91 same origin as No. 209a. 

c! (493 b), var. of No. 211. 

If : in mrc: (V, 213, 9) msb(1) _"be glad". 
Origin : as No. 21.1. 

e (155 a), var. of No. 211. 

b : in "' T (VII, 205, 3) Z,,(1) w(t), "altar". 
Origin : as No. 211. 

~ (1667 b), var. of No. 211. 

k: only in ~ (--..; (VI, 222, 1.7) k(1) p, "ene .. 

my (as ar1 epithet of Seth, the "enemy" of 
Osiris). Origin : phonetic change, see Note 
LVIII. 

î (3050). 

t: only in ffi ~!fl (V, 252, 17), var. ji Î ~ (VI, 
254, 1) mst(Î), "descendant, image". Ori
gin: by phonetic change from f1 J 1 w1g, "papy-

rus", cf. a Î ~ l ~ (VII, 321, 14) p1wtyw tp (yw), 
"primeval on es'' 
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216. t (1718). 

(a) ~ : in ~ Î; (III, 180, 9) · tp~t, "cavera 

Origin : cf. Î ~-~ var. i ~ ~J "would 
that", see Gardiner, Grammar, Sign list M. 16. . . 

(b) !J : in Œ f (III, 135, 5) wr/} (w1[i), "be green". 

Origin: ~@ ~ ®i· · i!J1!J) "be green". 

(c) For the use of this sign in ~ Î (III, 193, 3) 
"Khemmis", see Note LV. 

217. l (1720). 

(a) ~ : in l '-if (IV, 200, 11) ~bs, "clothe". 
Origin : substhute for No. ·216. 

' b) For the . use of this sign in ~ j: (V, 209, 9) 
"Khemmis", see Note LV. 

218. t (1721). ' 

{a) "!], : only noted in i i (V, 25, 14) Îd~, "swa
mps of the Delta". Origin-: as No. 216a, as 
variant of No. 216. 

(b) For the use of this sign in ~ ;i ~ (VI, 238, 5) 
"Khemmis", see Note LV. 

219. ~ (1799) . 

(a) Î : the normal value, very common. Hence 
frequently used as suff. lst. pers. sing. masc. 
(III, 26, 17) and not infrequently as suff. lst. 

pers. sing. fem. (III, 18, 9). Origin ; ~ 1 ~ Î, 
"reeds". 

(b) Î : in ~l (III, 10, 19) "Thoth", tbrough mis

under,standing of hieratic form of ~ , see 
Notes X and XXVII. , -

{c) i : in ~ ~ (V, 27, 2) Jm, "grasp". Origin: 
phonetic change. .. 
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(d) r: in combin2tion with -~ or@, ~ ~ is equiva'! 

lent to r ( €) (VIIJ, 18, 4) but in vol. VIII ~ 
alone is freq uently equivalen t to r (VIII, 54, 2), 
henre ~ ~ replaces r in ;n ~ . · (III, 91, 1) 
np {r), "corn". Origin: phonetic change. 

(e) t : regularly replaces ----11 in n IVWw. (IV, 364, 2) 
'j LJ /\. • +< • 

"n~, ."corne" lead ; noted once in , ~): 
(Il, 219, l=XII, PL 389) ~ntyw , "rnyrrl!:' wl;iich. 
however,. may be an error for ~ ~_:]: 
Origin : phonetic change. · 

(f) On the supposed value [t for his sign see 
Note LIX. 

(g) b : once only m ~ ~ 7' ~ (IV, 183, 9) 

i b"r (cf. var. IV, 183, 10) "pool of Baal.'' 
Origin : error for j. 

220, w (440 "b). 

w : only in spellings of the name of Osiris m 
~ ~ 1fl (IV, 291, 10) · ws(Î)r. Origin : 
unknown but see Note LX. 

221. + (49Ia), f var. (1685). 

When doubled l t reads nn m + ,i ] (IV, 

39, 11) snn, "image". Origin : ++:;: ~ nnt, 
"rushes", see Note LXJ. 

222. + ( 1686). 

(a) s : in t~ (VIII, 146, 3) t(Î) s, "sit". Ori- ·;· 

gin: i ~ ~ swt, "the swt-plant . 

(b) n: ~hen doubled reads nn ~n =i-.t~(III, 34, 11) 
nn(t), "be tired". Origin: confusion with No. 221, 
see also Note LXI. 
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223. 

! -

1 (1703), var. ·+ (!752 b). • 

11 : when doubled reads nn in i 1 (V, 305, 3) nn,, 
"these". Origin: var. of No. 222, cf. No. 222b: 
and 'Note LXI. 

224. -- (1869). 

F=l ~ (V 4, 5) p]/, ''adorn, P : in DDDll\ ' 

ate ". Origin : 

225. 0 (3611). 

o c pt, "heaven". 
i;:=:::;i 

decor~ 

!J,: in. ~ Î !) (V, 22h 17) n!J,!J,, "grow old". Origin: 
confus10n with @ • 

226. ta. (1903). 
w: once on ly in ~ :,: =-= (VI, 225, 2) itr, "river". 

Origin : error for t!? • 

221. l(166a). 

1J, : only noted in. ffi 6\ ! (IV, 51, 7) ms[lrc)w. 

"glory" .. origin: ~ ® ~/R 1bw, "sunshine". 

228. ) (1933). 

i: in ) .WN.A (V, 300, 16) 'I(w)nt, "Dendera". 
0@ 

Origin·: rebus from ~1 "îhoth", see Note 

~XVII. 

229. - (1929), var. of No. 228. 

i: in T (V, 216, 4) 'I(w) nw, "Heliopolis". 
Origln: as No . 228~ 

•, 

230. - (30b ), var·. ~ (1944). 

(a) t: in ~S• (IV, 231, 4) ~mt, "harpoon". 

Origin : ~ t1 "land earth". .... . ' ' 

• 
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(b) 1: rare, i'n· ~ ~tàà (IV, 19,2) irl(t), "mille". 
Or.igin : phonetic change. 

(c) d : in ~:: f (VI, 227, 11) ild, 11persea". 
Origin : phonettc change. 

231. -:::-- (30b + 1948), var.-::-(30b, mod.), ~ (3Qb,. 
mod.), all var. of No. 230. 

. ..... • fu 304 8) , " ' d' k" (a) t : m ~ • \ v , , . i tn, sun s 1s • 
Origin : as No. 230 a. 

(b) d: in ~~(V, 295, 16) Îd~w, ''Delta marshes.~'. 
Origin : phonetic change. 

232. - (1268 b), var. of No. 228. -1 : only in : ] J!et (VI, 239, 15) 11, "altar~· ~ 
Origin : as No. 230 b, cf. 234. 

233. - (1942), var. c::::> (2021 ). 

(a) î : in - (VI, 70, 4) Îpw ~ 'Panopolis". Origin! 
a(!?@ 

- îw, "island". 
1 

. (b) !;, : in~ A :(V, 122, 7) !J,sbd, "lapis lazuli" 

Origin : '5r !.: 1bf, " horizon" . 

234. = (1942). 

Replaces 1 in = l t!!t (V, 210, 4) 1t, "altar". 
Origin : variant of No. 230, cf. 232. 

235. E3 (2018). 

(a) n: infrequent, in ~ (IV, 358, 13) nq n_t.t! 
"lord of what exists". Origin : variant of """"""• 

(b) î : only noted in spellings of i ÎJ E::::x (IV, 

32, 5) Îty, the 'river' of the Heliopolitan nome. 

Origin : confusion with - , No. 233 a; cf. 
also No. 246 b. 
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236. ~ (1950). 

{l. : in "".A {VI, · 49, 5) ~~' "seek". Origin ; sub
stitute .for ~. No. 159. 

237. ~ (1960), c 

~· : in ~ (l,' 22 = XI, PL 223) ~n\ '.'with ". 

Origin : l~ ~·· .~ IJ1, (god) :t:Ia, suggested 
py DRIO'l'ON, Annales du Service, 40. 350. 

238. ~(1) (19pü + 3014). 
' ..._ 
~ : only noted ·in ) -.- • (1, 74, 8 = XI, Pl. 243) 

gm~, "see". Origin : as No. 237. 

239 ..... (1966). 

(a) 4 : in ·.C (IV, 19, 5) !lsf, "himself". Origin: 

~ qw, "mountain ". 

(b) d: in ~ ~ (VII, 4, 7) tfd, "run, traverse~'. 
Origin ·: · pbonetic change, 

(c) t : in·~ ffi, 11 (IV, 19, 5) st(wt), ''rays". Origin: 
phonetic change. 

(d) ~ : in ~ (IV, 12, 2) ~~ (n~~), ('eternity". See 

Note LXII. Origin: confusion with No. 237. 
=~ ' 

(e) m: rare, in ~ ~ (Mam., 147, 1) dm (1ty), 

cc· "o·· ~o . wmgs . rigm: NW<M ~ mnt, "chff", suggested 
by DRIOTON, Annales du Service, 40, 341. 

240. ~ (1966 + 3013). 

h : in . ~~ fi\ (Mam., 23, 12) ~rf:rf:wt, "rays". 

Origiu: confusion with No. 238. See Note LXII., 

( 1) T is not the exact form, the original showing straight lines. 
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241, ~ (1966 + 249 b). 

h : in T, ; lf ~ddt, "the scorpion" (cf. VI, 

278, 4), an epithet of Hathor-Isis (V, 227, 6) 
and the goddess Wlst-Qr (VI, 278, 3). Origin :. 
confusion with No. 238. · 

242. Ll (3633). 

(a) ~: the normal value, common. Origin: LJ ~ 

1. Ll(1) ~11, "hill". 

(b) k : in ;: ~ \ (VIII, 131, 6) "!J.krw, "ornaments'·". 
Origin : phonetic change. 

(c) g: in ~ ~~ (VI, 26, 4) Îgrt, "necropolis'\ 
Origin : phonetic change. 

243. c=J (2006). (See Note LXIII). 
. -(a) l: m c=J~ (V, 110, 14) si.n, "lotus". Origin ~ 

NWW\ 

confusion with c::::::r. 

(b) !J, : in ~ (V, 371, 6) !J,n~, '~tread". Origin: 
phonetic rhange. 

244. ~ (497b), var. k::SJ (496 b), ~lt. k::SJ (2265). 

i : in ~0 o (IV, 13, 4) Îtn, "sun's disk". 

Origin: ~ ~ ~ ~ Î1t, "mound, region ". see Note . 
LXIV. 

245. NW<M (2002). 
(a) n : the normal \talue, very corn.mon. Origin : 

NW<M NW<M 

. 1/WWV\ nt, "water". 
0 NW<M 

(b) m: usually as preposition m (I, 36, 14 =XI, Pl. 
219). Origin: ;:.:: mw, "water", see Note LXV. 

MNW\ 

(l) In the early writiags LJ as determinative is distinctly bigger than the initial 

iJ • cf. Urk., I,. 287, 7 ; 292. 1. 
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(c) as evidence for a possible interchange of confus

ion between fWM/\ and<=> (indicating the value l?) 
compare ~ NWW\ ~ (VI, 215, 7) with i 1.. 

~~· • • JI.~ 
<=> ~ (VI, 217, 6) a word of uncertain 
~··· . meaning describing some sort of weapons. Cf. 

also 

kiosk'', 

~-~ 
- .-C"l 

and Nos. 

(VJ, 6, 6) mJT, ''pavilion, 

114 b and 304 c. 
246. =--= (2013). 

(a) m: m J:!:\f (V, 216, 4) i:tm, "Atum". 

0 . . :i:::::r 
ngm : "' 1 mr, "canal". 

(b) î : infrequent, in t=t ~ r:::r (V, 20, 15) Îty, 

the "river" of the Heliopolitan nome. Origin: 

from the bieratic of ~ iw, "island"; cf. also 
IV, 38, 13, 14 and Nos. 233a, 235b. 

247. c=:i (2005). 
MNW\ 

(a) i: in ~ (III, 130, 15) nip, "breathe". Origin: 
c:::::::J 

1 i, "pool, lake". See Note LXVI. 

(b) !J, : in <:::>+ ~ (VIU, 124, 1) r/}sw, an epithet 

of Thoth. Origin : pbonetic change. 

24S. ClCl (2007). 
(a) i : the normal value, very common. Origin: •, 

i::=:::J 

1 i, "p.ool, lake''. 

(b) !J : in ~ }I (VI, 21, 3) nbn, "stripling" 

Origin : phonetic change. 

(c) !J : in ;:: él e (Ill, 184, 5) à.(n)mty, "nostrils' 

Origin : phonetic change. 

(d) à : only noted in writings of lps e.g. 1Z JI 
(V, 184, 6) Jpst, epithet of Hathor. Origin 
assimilation of s and 1. See Note LXVII. 
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c:no 
(e) n : in 101 (VI, 13, 12) n~~' "eternity". Origin: 

r--~ c=:::i = . 
0 Jr o ~ 1 nwyt, "waters, flood", see 

Note LXVIII. 
:;Pi 

(/) m: only noted in q ~ 0 ~ (Ill, 167, 1) Îmr 

"hoe". Origio : phonetic change. But se~ 

Additiona 1 Note 6 on p. 499 

249. cti:;:J (2007 mod.), var. of No. 248. 

(a) i : in ~ ~ ~ (Ill, 133, 9) w~m, "com''. 
Origin : as No. 248 a. 

(b) ~ : in ~,,, 111_ (III, 67, 2) bftyw "enemies''. 

Origin : phonetic change. 

250. IE!D (2011), var~ of No. 247. 

i : in l\ emt .-. {V, 113, 8) sh\, "corn". Origin : 
1·~· •• 

as. No. 247 a. 

251. IJiiilEI (1472 b), var. of No. 247. 

i : in ~ t (V, 304, 12) ~i, "cedar". Origin : 

as No. 247 a. 

252. ~ (552 b), var. of No. 235. 
n : usually ·as genitive (V, 304, 6). Origin: as 

No. 235a. 

. 253. C'"-:J (2051 ). 

(a) p : only noted in spellings of 0° (V, 229, 
I ll . 

17) ps(n) (1), a sort of bread, and in dl[] 
·'on, 26, 17) tpMt) "cavern". Origin : C: pr. 

"house". 

( 1) Or perhaps simply p1, . a word of the same meaning, cf. Wb. d. ii.g. Spr•• 

I, 549, SSJ, 
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(b) h : only noted in the prep. C-:J (V, 39, 6) (m)0~ 
~ 

(.i)w, "in the presence of, .near'', and J C.,:-. 
(III, 95, 3) bhd"scent, fumigate". Origin: error 
for ra ~ sèe ,Note LXIX ; see also Additional 
Note 7 on p. 499. 

254. ro (2048) . 
(a) h : the :"1ormal value, common. Origin : rn ~ 

h, "cou~t, hall". 

(b) p : in rr NW'N\ (IV, 391, 2) pn, "this". Origin : 
°'-· · '"·ff'~~n wifü o , see Note LXIX, and Addi-_ 

• tional Note 7 on p. 499. 

255. ~ (2788). 

256. 

t : in ~ ~. 4-(V, 300, 15) p jl, "bear". Origin : 
~~ - ·~ 

..__.li 

p. 483, 

1llllllD" (2227). 

~J, "column ", cf. Gardiner, Grammar, 

Sign List O. 29. 

' ·: in ~ :tl VI, 75, 8) srm, "drink". Origin : -~ "door". 

257. - (2366). 

s: the normal value, very common. Origin:-:- s, 
"bolt". 

258. @ (3615). 
<:> 

!J,: in ® (III, 133, 4) r'!J,, "know". Origin : con· 

fusion with ~ 

259. ~ (318 a). 

(a) i : in ~ (III, 204, 3) it (.it), "vulture goddess". 

Origin : confusiot;J with s::m:> , No, 248 a.· 
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(b) h: ,in~ tCVI, 29, 7) mn!J, "~xcellerit". Origin: 

confusion with oc, see No. 248b and Note LXX. 

260. c::zc> (392 b), var. of No. 259. 

(a) s : in \:'.:: t (IV, 356, 9) Îid, ''persea ". Origin: 
-as 'No. 259 a. 

(b) !J,1 : in ~ ~ 111 (V, 2171. 16) ~/}mw, "idols'~. 
-Origin : as No. 259 b. 

261. ~ (766 b), var. aD (766b, mod.), a::s:n (766 b, 

mod), var .. of No. 259. 
!; : in ~ ~ ... x (IV, 43, 13,) f!,nt;, "field'' • 

Origin : as No. 259b •. 

262. @ (2041 ). 
(a) n : only in spellings of nnt, "heaven", e.g. 

lfi ~ (IV, 11, 11). Origin ~ ~ 1 niwt, "city". roo 1 0 ' 

(b) !J, : in ~ Q (V, 71, 10) sr!J,, ~)'lace :façade':\ 
Origin : confusion with o , cf. No. 317 d. 

263. ~ (2829), var.~ (2819 mod.),~(2820), ~ 
(734b). 

m : as prep; m. {V, 4, 3). Origin : ~ .c= \ } ~ 
imw, "boat", suggested by DRioTÜN, ,,4nnales 
du Service, 40. 346. 

264 . . ~ (433 b, mod.). 

w : only in W (V, 301, 6) wrt, "great" (fem,)~ 
c:::::::= 

Origin : } ~ ~ 'ail wî.1, "barque". See Note 
LXXI. 

265. f (2862). 

~: only in spellings of ~~w, "flesh", e.g. f Q. Q.: I_. 46, 
4 = XI, Pl. 227). Origin : see Notes IV and 
LXXII; cf. No. 277! 
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Z66. 1 (3629), infrequent var. • (3630). 
(a) p : the normal value, very common. Origin: ~ 

p. "throne. seat". 

(b) b : in fi J. l Ji (VII, 1'00, 15) b~d, "throne'". 
Origin : phonetic 'change. 

(c) c: only i:n Il•""\,• 1 • (IV, 234, 16) ~nw, "claws". 

Origin : error for u • 

267. '6 (3290). 

(a) b: îu ~ ç;) (IV, 129, 13) h(1)b, "hippopotamus". 
i 

011gm : ~ ~ bJt "bush", cf. Gardiner, Gr.am-
mar, Sign List Aa. 4, on µ. 524. 

(b) p: only noted in fl~j (V, 184, 15) np~, au 
epithet of Khnum. Origin : phonetic change. 

268. ~ (3289). 

b : in ~~Il (VI, 18, 9) Înb, '~wall". Origin : con

fusion with No. 267. 

269. , (2746). 

; : suff. lst. pers. sing. masc. only certain examples 
III, 133, 1 ; 190, 12, but see Note LXXIII. 
Origin : see p. 289. 

270. :.- (2450), var. ~ (1954b). 

n : in =; 'r (IV, 320, 8) !J,n, "alight". Origin: 

'::I~ nt, "Neith". 

211. V c2911). 

(a) n : in V~ (VII, 319, 14) nsd, "rend". Origin: 

~'çj nt, "red crown". . 

(b) m : a~ prep. m (III, 66, IO). Origin : phonetic 
change. 
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272. ' (2900), var. 4'.. (2902). 

(a) k : in !": (VII 9, 3) rk, "tùne, period"; fre~ 
quent as suff. 2nd. pers .. sing. masc. Origin; 
unknown, s~e Note LXXIV. 

(b) g: in f ;f (V, 57, 10) ~.ngg, "exult". 

Origin : phonetic change. 

(c) ~ : infrequent, ir1 ; ) ) (Mam., 153, 18) r~(')r 
"true ". Origin : phonetic chaJ,Jge .. 

273. r (3574), var. ~ (3575). 

s : the regular value, oommon. Origin: unknown. 

274 ·~ (458 b), var, fr'" (3199). 

s : not frequent, e.g. in~ {IV, 15, 1) sn, suff. 

3rd. pers. plural. an~rhaps ~ jr t (VI, 
22, 3) bns ( ?) a word of uncertain meaning. 

Origin : -=-~ ;:r sÎ1t, "piece of clothH (cf. 

Budge, Book of the Dead (London 1898), 176, 
6, suggested by Drioton, Revue d'Égyptologie, 1, 
47, No. 157; see further Note. LXXV. 

275 . ..- (107 b). 
. -'\.f s:m :::)j (IV, 17, 4) sns, "praise". 

rt~. ~ SZJf, "pi~ce of cloth". 

Origin: 

276. t (3101). . 

f!, : only in t i (IV, 216, 10) !J,bt (i), "enemy, foe". 

Origin : ,~} f !J,w, "fa!l ". 

zn. f (2859). 

~ : in f fl.fl.fl. (I, 73, 3 = XI, Pl. 241) ~~w, "fiesh" • 

Origin : confusion with f , see Note LXXVI. 
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278. _!, (2491), var. ~ (2493). 

m : in ~-,;:::=- (IV, 15, ~) mc:/s, uslay". Origin ~ --f mJ, sickle shaped end of the ~ barque. 

cf. Gardiner, Grammar, P~. 501. Sigo List, U.1 •. 

'r19. ~ (2484)~ 
m : as prep. m (IV, 17, 6). Origin . : from the value 

mr which 1 has in such words as :: ~ mrî, 
''love" •. 1 

280. ! (1631 b). . 

p: only in ~ ~ '--. (VI, 222, 1. 7) k(J)p, 

"enemy", ep1thet of Seth; cf. Note LVIII. 

Origin: ~ ! ,.,. Îpt, "corn m.easure". 

281. ~ (2605). 
a 

(a) fi, : in ! ~ 1MM (VII, 269, 13) gdf (t), "snake, 

worm". Origin: cf. !~~ d1, "fire drill". 

( b) 1 : in ! Î (IV, 11, 22) lt/. "flood". Origin · 
phonetic change. 

282. D (3296). 

d : only in spellings of ~ .1 ~ (IV, 3, 1), cf. 

var. ~a D (VIU, 115, 3) bwd, ''enrich". Ori

gin : phonetic change, from. Î t~, "kiln". See 
Note LXXVII. 

283. J {284 b), var, t (748 b). 

(a) 1 : in .~ J J ~ (IV, 199, 13) ibl(t), "trap". 
Origin : phonetic change from Î tJ,"kiln". 

(b) d : only in spellings of kwd, e.g. • J 0 {V, 390; 
- 4t 1 ' 1 

10) "enriéh". Origin : phonetic change, see 
Note LXXVII. 
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284. C (1151 b), var. of No. 283. - -(a) t : in IA t 1 , , (V, 110, 11) nmt, "p:roduce'.'-, 

Origin : j t1, "kiln ". 

(b) d: in ~ t}. ~ (V, 91, 1) ~wd, "altar", 

Origio.: pbunetic change, see Note. LXXVII. , 

285. l (2793). 
.:.--1 

(a) m : the normal value, e.g. Î ·f (VII, 122, 13) 

~m, "swallow". Origin: unknown. 
(b) n: as prep. of genitive (VII, 196, 1). Orig~n : 

pbonetic change. 

286. -+ (244 a). 

m: ID _f.~ 
.,-~ (VIII, 2, 12) mfk(1t), "tur~ 

quoise". Origin: ~~:'.: ÎmÎ 1 "give".cf.Nos. 
)27 c, 174. 

287. ~ (2793 + 710). 

m: in = + VI, 237, 13) ksm, "attack". 

Origin : Î plus determinative. 

288. 1 {2597). 

(a) t : in 17' (VI, 85, 1) tkn, "approach". 

Origin : from 1 ti. 
(b) 1 : in 11.ci (VIII, 69, 11) y , "altar". Origin: 

pbonetic change. 

(c) d: in 1 ~.,.. (III, 191, 5) dg(1), "see". 
Origin : phonetic change. 

(d) il : in 11~} VII, 95, 11) wg~, "cbild". Origin: 
phonetic change. 
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289. l (2601), "ar. 1 (508 b). 

(a) t : in li:~ (VIII, 120, 16) tis, "sit". On· 

gin : error for ). 

(b) m : in ::1 ~ (VIII, 34, 2) [ltm, "Egypt". Ori~ 

gin : ~J mn, "remain, endure". See Note 

LXXVIII. 

290. fl (3482). 

w : in \t ~ fÎ) ~ (VII, 52, 2) klwt, "lift, 

raise''. Origin~ cf. fi~~ l wiw, "lassoes''. 

291. i (1046 b), var. ~ (3473). 

g: in J~ (V, 270, 3) b(i)gs, ''stab". Origin: 

from 't> in ~ 't> 't> ~ wgg, "misery", cf. GAR

DINER, Grammar, p. 511, Sign List V. 33; 
B.l.F.A.O., 30, 180, 181. 

292. --'Q {3475), var. of No. 291. 

g: only noted in ~ ~ 1; (VI, 229, 1) nb(t)f g, 

epithet of Nekhbet. Origin : as No. 291. 

293. ~ (3464). 

s: only in* (V, 30,1) di.f s(w), ''he shows him .. 

self". Origin : cf. ~ r--r JS, "hasten ". 

294. ~ (3437), var= (3438) ~ (429 b). 
(a) l : the normal \'alue, common. Origin : cf. 

== Cl ttt "fetter " .. == ~ -- ' 
(b) t: in ~(IV. 194, 14) mr(w)t, "love". Origin: 

phonetic chànge. 

(c) d: in == (IV. 212, 1)-dm(Î), "traverse". Ori· 
c:=::. 

gin : phonetic change. 
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·== 1 (d) d : in t _.. \.-1 (V, 298, 7) p(1) ~4,, an epithet 
of Amun. Origin : phonetic change. 

(e) i : suif. lst. pers. sing. fem. (VI, 152, 8). 
Origin : see p. 502. 

295. ... (3508). 

s : in <>&mo 1 ffi (I, 69, 16 = XI, PI. 238) s~if:. 
"illumine". Origin : <>&mo s1, "bobble ". 

296. ~ (3129). 

s: in ~ o1 (VII, 2, 3) sl_i,d, "illumine~·. Origin 

~ 1, s1, "protection". 

297. l (3488). 

~ : the normal value, common. Origip : unknown. 

298. ~ (3257). -(a) k : in~ (IV, 240, 11) sk, "perish". Origin ~ 
error for ~. 

(b) g : only noted in "'7 "'MM~ 1 1 1 (III 285 14) c:::mJ ~ , , 

gnb:,w, "wings". Origin: error for~. 

299. ~ (3263). 

(a) k : the normal value, common. Origin : un- . 
known. 

(b) ~:in ~~ (VI, 232, 4) s[cr, "smite". Origin: 
phonetic change. 

~ 

(c) g : in ~ (V, 112, 2) gr~, "night". Origin : 

phonetic change. 

300. ...._ (3255), "ar . .-. (3255 mod.). 

(a) g: in ~ ~ (VII, 5, 2) gb (t), "h~aven ". 

Orîgin : "liJ ~ ~ i: g1wt, "bundles". 
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(b) k : in ! (VII, 24, 12) b(Î)k "falcon H. 'origin: 

pbonetic change. 

301. .. (3272). 

302 . 

303. 

(a)~: in : • (IV, 13, 3) 'i "cedar". Origin: 

___. ( ''b l" y ' ow . 

(b) b : in ~ f (III, 69, 18) bh(t), "fan". Origin: . 

error for -&· 
ZJ (2355), var. ~ , (2354), .4)~ (5726)_ (rare). Note 

LXXlX. . 
' 0 b (a) g: the normal value, e.g. + • \VII, 2, 5) w g, 

"illumine". Origin : unknown. 

(b) n: rare, in L~ffe (1, 50, 13 =XI, PI, 231;. I, 
328, collated) nn, "child". Origin : confusion 
with o , cf. No. 303 e. See Note LXXX. 

• (2362), var. n (955 b). Note LXXIX. 

(a) g : common, e.g. ; ~ ~ (IV, 120, 14) 'g1t, 
"talon''. . Origin : confusfui1 or fusion with TJ. 

(b) k : in j ~. (1, 37, 13 =XI, Pl. 221) bkr, 

"throne ". Origin: phonetic change. 

{c) ~:in,~ tVI, 65, 5) ~nd, "rage, be furious". 
Origin : phonetic change. 

(d)~:in ~ttt:. (IV, 68,.10) "f!krw, ••orna· 

ments".- Origin : ~' Ptol,· ~ ~r. "under". 

(e) n : only in ; j (V, 266, 19) nn, "child". 
Origin : conf,usfon with o ! cf. No. 302 b. 

304. 0 (3305). . 
© ~ · ''t e" (a) n: common, e.g. -;; (VI, 49, 5) !J,ns, ravers • 

Origin: from the phonetic value in in ~ Înk, 

"l'' or nw, in ° nw, "of''". 
1 
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(b) m: in':;}<;>• 1 1 ·(IV, 313, 6) Mmw, "offerings". 

Origin : phonetic change. 

(c) replacing an original r, e.g. in , ~ ~ t 1 1 1 {VII, 

226, 9) mhriw (old mhr), "milk jugs". Cf. -also 
Nos. 114 b~ 245 c. Origin : phonetic change. 

305. ~ (3331). 

p : only in spellings of i.rp, "wine", \)w (IV,_ 
19, 2). Origin: error for +, cf. Nos\ 164 b, 306. 

306. :i: (3332). 
. L. ~' " p : only m ~ • .._vu, 117 9) ' " . " , .· irp, wme • 

Origin : error for +, cf Nos, 164, b, 305. 

307. 0 (3608). 

(a) t : the normal value, very common. Origin 
0 t, "bread". 
1 

(b) J: in ~ l ~ (VII, 255, 5) Jni, "distinguish". 
Hence, frequently suffix 2nd. pers sing. fem. 
Origin: phonetic change. 

(c) d: in ~ ;, (VI, 28, 11) idb, "shore, bank". 
Origin : phonetic change. 

(d) d : in 1 - J c::!t (VI, 80~ 1) w!]b, "turn ". Orig• 
in: phonetic change. 

(e) Î: suff. "lst. pers. sing. fem. (Vf, 48, 10). origin: 
see p. 503-504. 

308. t=> (245 b), var. e (287-b). 

t : only rJoted in :-;; 1 , , (VI, 98, 15) and ,.._ ~.~ ---
(VI, 255, 12) ntt, "existing things". Origin : 

- t, "bread ". 
c:t 
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309. • {3234). 

t : frequently replaces t in • (V, 302, 16) (Î)t~ 
~ -"father". Origin: t t, "bread". 

310. ' (3238). 

t : in J ~ (VII, 6, 7) btn, "enemy", frequen! in 
.!..._ (VII, 267, 15) (Î)t "father". Origin :: 
confusion with lJ • 

311, • (1491 b),. 

! : only in ~ 1 (V, 399, 1) (Î)t, "father". Origin: 

as No. 310. 

312. ~ (3641). 

(a) ~: in ~ ~ r ~ t. (V, 90, 7) mds, "name 

of Seth. Origin: ~ di, "give" • 

(b) t : only noted in Z (IV, 11, 4) nt, "of"o 
Origin : phonetic change. 

313. E'-5 (3195). 

(a) m : in ~ ~ (VI, 61, 13) bsm(n), "purify". 
E'-5 0 

Origin : ~ ~ mn, "remain, endure", see Note 

LXXVUL 

(b) s : noted onl~ in .§;~(VII, 31, 12 179, 13) 
snr], "fear". Origin : see Note LXXV. 

314. 1 (3525). 

(a) i : as suff. 1 1 st.. pers. sing. masc. (IV, 20, 14) and 
fem. (VI, 50, 2), both uses are common: Orig
in : the stroke 1s an ideogram expressing one, 
unity. 

..._ 
(b) p : in • , .JI/\/\ (VIH, 121, 16) <pp,;''Apophis". 

Origin : confusion with •. 
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(c) 1 • • very occasionally has the value w, suff. 3rd. 

Pers. plural, e.g. ~ (VI, 145, 5) Îr.w, "they 
1 1 1 

make ". Origin : conventional expression of 
plurality, w being the Late Egyptia!l suff. 3rd. 
pers. plural. 

315. \\ (3536) . 

\\, a cursive form of ~ ~ , bas the following uses 
which are in the main phonetic in origin : 

(a) 1, y: in ~ (V, 221, 6) stî, "odour". 

(b) 1: in i, "J.. (V, 214, 4) bib, "hippopotamus". 

(c) t: in c::::::::> (V, 132, 6) rJ;t, "list". 
0 \\ 

(d) apparently meaningless : frequently in conjun
ction with JJ, e.g. g '' (V, 299, 2) tkn, 

,.,..,.,,.,.,.. JJ 

"approach ",but also in other words (usually 
as space-filler??), e.g. ~ ~ t (IV, 43 13) mn!, 

"excellent". But note l 11 j 'V (V, 223, 15) ~b. 
(oon) ''festival". 

316. ce, (3460), occasional var. 9. (3467). 
(a) w : the normal value, e.g. @ o (VI, 19, 5) wn, 

"be". Origin : cursive, hieratic form of } 
(No.,187). 

_,_.., 
(b) i : in . : ~ (VI, 70, 1) wf, "chew". Origin : ~ 

it, "hundred", ce is the normal Ptolemaic 
equivalent of @ • 

(c) fl: in ~A (III, 183, 6) <b, "lift, raise". Origin: 
phonetic change. · 

(d) f : in ! i ! (III, 218, 5) !Jftyw, "enemies ". 
Origin : confusion with Q., cf. Note XXXVI. 

I l 
1: 
11 
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317. ~ (2457). 
(a) ~ : the normal va.lue, common. Origin: e j1 A, 

"placenta" ( ?) . 

(h) ~ : in : -t (VI, 196, 2) ~db, "slay". Origin: 

phonetic change. 

(c) i : in !: (VI, 285, 1) ipt, "anger". Origin: 

phonetic change. 

(d) n : infrequent, in e ~ (Vlll, 161, 1) nnt, 
F=='l 

"heaven". Origin : confusion with ~ , cf. 

No. 262 b. 

318. ÇJ (3512). 

319. 

320. 

t 

c : only in ~ ~J (Ill, 298, 10), var. ~ .u ,'. 
(IV, 109, 10) w'n, a form of pine cone. Origin : 
cf. ~ ÇJ ', a word of uncertain meaning 
(Pap. Leiden 345, Vs. G. 4, 1. 3. 4). 

(2155). 

s : lil t l T ~ t (Vf, 15, 8) sgm[t, spear of Horus. 

6 s1, "back". Origin : 
1 T (2553). 

m: only in T j "'4T'"° (III, 68, 8) mir. "evening''. 
Origin : see Note LXXXI. 

C.-NOTES ON THE SIGN I.JST. 

1. There are · two alternative ways by which 

land. J may have acquired the value f Either l(.,.._ 

gives the value, the human figures simply acting as sup
ports,or each sign is the ideogramf1i from which the mono· 
consonantal value is derived on the consonantal principlc. 
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1 favour the second alternative, since the signs are used 
at Edfu bath as monoconsonantal f and as the ideogram 
fii. See also Note XXI. 

II. Cf. also ~ ji (Wb. d. ag. Spr., 1, 169). For 

the occurrence of this word in the Old Kingdom cf. 
GRDSELOFF in Annales du Service, 42, 114. 

IIL There are solid grounds for believing that in 
Ptolemaic the old word rn:m j'l ''child" had become nn. 
Th is is supported by the writing of the name of Herakle
o~olis, wnungs such as ~ jl, and by the use of ji itself 
w1th the value nn. Nevertheless, this does not prove 
tha t the original word was nn, nwnw or the like, and the 
early writing of the na me of the god Nun as fi (Pyr. 

446 a, W) and of the demonstrative pronoun nw as ? 0 ° ~ 
(~yr. 128 a, .W.; var. T, M and N "'";; ~) favour the 
v1ew that ongmally the word was to be transliterated 
nww or nÎ w(1). The I_>tolemaic writing. 8 ji is, of course, 
purely historical. It is impossible to-day Po decide whetber 
ji acquired the value n from the origjnal nww or the · 
contemporary nn. The distinction is a subtle one and not 
of prime importance, for, whatever view one adopts, the 
monoconsonantal value was undoubtedly obtained by 
the application of the consonanfal principle. 

IV. The real point of interest here. is the falling away 
of --1i'. Although .__J] was one of the weaker consonants 
and was not written in Coptic for instance, it does not 
appear to have been as weak as 1, i, w r or t. At Edfu it 
appears that .__JI only weakens or falls away in certain 

( 1) Drioton has produced further evidence in support of this view in his dec'i* 
pherment of the cryptogram of Khaemhtt, Revue d'Égypto/ogie, I (1933), S. Cf; 
G4BD1NER and GAu rarns·LAURENr, S11pplement to Gardiner's Egyptian Grammar, 20, 

. 1 

-
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definite circumstances, wben it either follows or precedes 
J , or, much less freqÙently, ® or t:t-c> ( 1). Except in 
these conditions, 1 can find no examples of the weakening 

or disappearance of --11, the apparent exceptions in + + Î (VII, 292, 10) for 'bb, "harpoon" and a f ew 

other words having a different explanation (cf. Note .XIX). 

When preceded by l there appears to be a tendency 
for __Ji to become <::::> (2), which in its tum weakens and 
is apt to be modified to ~ or to disappear(3). Dr. 

Cerny has suggested to me that perbaps this is to be 

explained by the juxtaposition of the two gutturals l and 
__o, but whatever the explanation may be, the facts are 

certain. Whether the same explanation applies when 
__a preoedes ~ is quite uncertain, po~sibly it does, but 
no explanation of the phenomenon bas ever been made 
and I cannot find any examples of ..-JJ. becoming c::::::> 

before ~ . 

The following examples will serve to illustrate these 

remarks: ~ 

(a) after l .: _,,_JJ· becomes weak, e.g., ~ f (Ill, 100, 

(1) This is not confined to the Ptolemaic Period alone : cf. DÉv Aun, Sur 

la substitution d•un ~ secondaire à un ._,,_J) primaire in Sphinx, 12, 107-110; 13, 

15 3-162. 
"' '* .. 

• ( 2) Cf. CERNY in Annales du Service, 41, 335-6 ; SETHE in ZAS., 47, 164. A for-

ther example of the change of --1l into <=> after { is .to be found in a crypto

gram of the Eighteenth Dynasty in which' ' , is twice written for the preposition 

~ (DRIOTON, Essai sur la Cryptographie Privée in Revue d'Égyptologie, 1 (1933), 7, 
1 

~os. A. 99.,.101). Drioton 's explanation (op. cit ., 42, No.87) that' ' ' . is equivalent to 

l by acrophony from 8 ......-J h'w is clearly wrong and misses the point of the R t" . . 
writing. 

( 8) In this connection the writing 

~/J.' "inscribe" is interesting. 

~ ~JI~~ _(III, 154,. 5) fot 
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Il), var. ~·~ (VII, 144, 3) ~t nb °!tJ, "all warlike 

equipment"; { :=::Jfu ! (III, 320, 1) ~(1w, "youths" ; 

,disappears as in ~ (IV, 19, 6) w(1)~, "garland", .. c:=. 

l l ~(III, 361, 8, cf. IV, 287,9) m !i(') ~1, "wrongfully''. 

(b) before { : _.Jl eithe'r disappears as in ~ l • {V, 

55, 10; cf. IV, 32, 1; Mam., 197, 3) ÎC)~. "moon ,,·; and 

j (~(V, 179, 2) bC) ~' "inundate, flood", or is ~quival-

ent to ~,as in j ~ """"'ïD (IV, 298, 13) b1[t, "phallus" . 

Cf. also Nos. 265 and 277. 

(c) after 0 : ~'disappears in ffifü l (IV, 51, 7) ms~C) 
w, uglory". 

(d) after o- : -A weakens, as in ~ ~ • ~ ~ 

(III, 154, 5) 1}/ "in scribe", or disa ppears as m ~ r 
(VIH, 112, 3) Jl1,C), "inscribe". 

Such are the conditions under whicb ..-JJ weakens 
o~ disappears at Edfu. There is evidence, however, from 
other te.mples that ~ could behave as the other weak 
consonants and that occasionally it could fall away when 

in contact with other oonsonants tban f, cf. SETHE, Die 
Neuentdeckte Sinai-Schrift und die Entstehung der semi
tischen Schrift in Nachr. von d_er Kg!. Ges. der Wiss. zu 
Goitingen. Phil.-Hist. Klasse, 1917, p. 473, and 13-
~~ llnm, "Khnum" (BRuGscH, Thesaurus, 651 F). 

Examples of this falling away of -.D are rare and would 
appear to be a Iate development. Cf. No. 219 "(e). 

, V. 1t is possible, of course, to see in ~a phonogram 

~k from ~ ~. ~-~ f1k, "be aged", . but it is somewhat' 
lplprobable smce in the example quoted in No. 29 b this 
sign oan o.oly represent 1. .., 
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VI. At present this is the only example known to 

me. The usual form is No. 88. 

Vll. This sign usually reads either !un, "maje~ty" 

or hm.Î, "my majesty" . In the example quoted, however, 

the. king himself is 5peaking and it suits the context better 

to take the sign as the suffix pronou,n. 

y Ill. [ doubt very much whether the signs romp

osing this and similar spellings of the name of Dendera 

arc in any sensc monoconsonantal and 1 am quite unable 

to suggest any way in which they could have become mo

noconsonantal. The explanation first put forward by 

Dümichen (ZAS., 1869, 105) that this name is to be read 

WsÎr-~I r-St is likely to be correct. Cf. Dümichen, Ba!:'."' 
gesclziclzte, XLI; XXXVII, 10. 

IX. Thus i is n-Î in à\\\~ (III, 190, 11) ssp.n.Î, "I 
received ". 

X. Derived from ~ j "Thoth" through a misund

erstanding of the hieratic form of ~~ (cf. SCHAEFER in 

ZAS., 40, 124). Although it may be presumed that when 

the misunderstanding first arose ~ 1 was constructed as 
D{1wti, it is clear that its origin was speedily forgotten 

and that ~ 1 was ta ken as Î, not so muoh ~s a real ,name 
of Thoth as an epithet similar to r!Jsw, ip, ss, su etc. 

Hence it was but a step for some signs that depicted 
Thoth to acquire the value î on the consonantal prinoiple. 

or for creatures or objects identifi.ed with Thoth to acquire 

the same values by rebus. See further Note XXVII. Drio

ton, however, (Annales du Service, 40, 351 =ici p.106 (80) 

suggests that this value was acquired by acrophony from 

~ --.D l) ;c~. "moon ". See Addition al Note 1, p. 496. 

l 
•' 

4,. 

XI. Also used in the Old Perfective ~ (VI, 87, 3) 

kwi, and in the independent pronoun •li (VI, 79, 12). 

\1 (VI 81, 4) nwi (ÎnwÎ). 

XII. Hence ~ reads n.Î in ~ i (IV, 139, 8) 
' I h . d" 1lp-n.i, " ave rece1ve • 

XIII. . Hence .~ (Mam., 82 ; 4) reads ~mt.t, "tby 
(fem.) majesty". 

XIV. Probably also in ~ '(VI, 131, 3) "trouble, 
misfortune", which I would transliterate ~n~ (cf. 2N<DW26 J 
rather than hr-n-hr which is the rather unimaginati\'e 
preference of.the Worterbuch (cf. Wilson, 0''The descen

dants of ~wny-r-~r" in ZAS., 68, 56-7)l1). 

XV. That •• • reads 'lwnt, "Dendera" is certain 
from comparison of the very common title of Hathor 

fK"9 ~~-<Il>- Q ~ ~ "l1 ° **.* (V, 373, 14) witb 
l.i\\Jc:=>WO ~ 100.:.~ ~~ 

t 

~ ~ '<::::::7 ~ Q ~ "'=7 o 0 *** (V, 370, 5) "Hatbor" 
~ <=> ~0~ ~ 10 0 .:. ~ Ç) '<::::::7 

the great, Mistress of Dendera, Eye of Rëc, residing in 
Behdet, Mistress of Heaven, Mistress of all the gods" (cf. 

ZAS., 43, 120). This writing cannot have been monocon

sonantal and · Grdseloff bas suggested to me that '• • 
probably arose through a rebus on the conceJ?tion of Hathor 

as a sistrum with two faces. This idea finds expression 

in the Pyramid Texts in the phrase ~ '\t ~ r l ~ } "BJt 

with ber two faces"e). Hathor the lady with the 

two faces was also the lady of Den'dera fil~ 'lwnyt(3). 

(1) 1 owe this reference to Mr. Grdseloff. 

(') Pyr. 1096b ; cf. GRDSELOFF in Annales du Service, 40, 196. For the identi• 
fication with Hathor see also Sethe, Zur Sage vom Sonnenauge (Untersuchungen, V), 
148. Ptolemaic texts also refer to the four faces of Hathor (cf. lV, 73, 1 i VI, l6,, 
6-7). 

( 1) Cf. VIII, 64, 2 and ofton. 
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Thus there was a rough equation and it seems not at ail 
impossible that ffi::, the city of Hathor, oould have 

corne to be regarded as t • t, the city of the lady with 
the two faces and th us the h:itter combination may have 
been regarded as 'lwnt. If this suggestion is correct, • • • 
as a writing of [) ~ 'lwnw, "Heliopolis" would be a 
secondary devclopl1ent. 

XVI. Hencc tL is mk in ~ (III, 86, 13) mk, 

.. festiv~1l". and U , (VI, 325, 4) mkÎ, "protect". 

XVII. Similar spellings of 1m1-' that occur fairiy 
frequent!y are =:=ru (III, 132, 6) and =w (UT, 43, ~ 5), 

~ ___JJ 

but these are porbably to be explained as originating 
by metathesis from ~~I =ui mt1, "phallus". 

XVfU. Evidence for the interchange of b and m 
is scanty as far as the alphabetic ·signs are concerned (cf. 
No. 166 c, together with Notes XXXV and LV). Multi
literal signs, however, give clear indications of the change, 
thus ~ , originnlly n[1.bt , "lotus bud", is a not m~common 
writing of n.(un, "rescue, save" (e.g., IV, 29, 14). 

xrx. {t is very unlikely that any- phonetic reason 
lies behind the use of + here instead of simple j . 
At all periods hieroglyphic writing has a fondness for 
symmetrical and "square" groupings and this is parti
cularly evident in Ptolemaic. One of the devices employed 
by the Ptolemaic scribe was to use additional, unetymol
ogical signs in order to give a symmetrical appearance 
to words. The word under discussion is a case in point. 
Though the process is not exactly a common one, it is not 
difficult to quote other instances : e.g. v J a j ~ (VIJ. 

' 313, 1) for 'bb, "winged beetle", ~~ (VI, 133, 1) for 
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~n~, "trouble" ~ ~ fh ~ (VIU, 48, 6) for b1tkk "aggr-
fi ~ c:=:::i <.---Jl 

essive Ba" or :: ~ ~ ~ ~ (IV, 239, 14) for dngns, an 

epithet or na.me of the uraeus. Ptolemaic also employs 
the converse process whereby, if two identical signs are 
separated by a third, different sign, only one of the ident
ical signs is written and does the work of both; thus 

f} x (IV, 309, 13) for sbsb, "<livide", ~ ~ (II~, 

188, 10) for ~b~b, "slaughter", 01 
0

01,, .!.M (V, 80, ~ 
for hmhmty, an epithet of Apophis, or often in ~ ~ _ffh 
(III 15 9) 0 u r 0 'D (VIII 121,3) and other spellings of, • ' 'oD iviLA ' . 
dngngs. Very oocasionally both processes a~e oombmed, 

as m .:fi-- (IV, 374, 1) for cbb, "harpoon ". These 

and simila.r writings are clearly graphie and not phonetic 

in ongm. 

XX. But ;; (VIII, 97, 9) reads p}Jr, and is derfved 
from a misundertanding of the hieratic form of c:=::=2. 

' 
XXI. Ultimately, of course, ~ derives the value l 

from 7 s, "pool" but it is probable that its immediate 

origin was ~ ~ .A sm, "go", a frequent Ptolemaic 

writing of whirb was ~, recalling Coptic llJt!. 

The difficulties that attend any attempt to establish 
the pre~ise origin of many of the composite signs cannot 
yet, in my opinion, be overcome in a satisfactory manner 
since the solution lies in a more complete knowledg~ 
than we yet possess of the composition and formation of 
the composite signs. It is this that accounts for. the 
apparent inconsistencies in the origins l have suggested 
for tbe values borne by certain composite signs; 

Ls1.. ....................... ________________________________________ .......... ____________________________ .................................. .... 
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Originally, of course, such signs as, <j;', 9, 721 

LF .. . ""1\ :fr , ~ and ] arose through the combin .. 
ation of alphabetic signs or phonograms with the legs A, 

which acted as supports or determinatives, but some 
of them· became reoognised phonograms. lt is difficult, 
if not impossible, for the modern . student to asœrta.in 
whether the ancient scribes always analysed ·~ , ~ 
and] according to tbeir component elements or whether 
eventually tbey did not corne to lose sight of the ultimate 
origin and regard each sign as an entity in itself. 

The position with regard to human or divine figures 
combined with crowns, headdresses or other signs is rather 
more complicated. If we argue, as_ 1 think that we must, 
that in J (No. 48) the~ ·is only the support, what are Wt;; 

to see in if, }, J, J, and their variant forms ? 

As a purely persona! working hypothesis, which obv
iously may have to be modified with incréased knowledge 
and understanding, I am inclined to be guided by the 
following consideration. If a composite sign has an 
established and, preferably, long history as an independ~ 
ent phonogram and later cornes to act as an alphabetic 
sign, the latter is probably to be derived from the whole 
sign as a phonogram and. a unity and not from one of the 
component elements, although the ultimate origin of 
the wbole sign must not be forgotten. 

Accordingly, 1 am at present inclined to derive the 

mono~onsonantal used of ~, s:p, and ] r:om th~ir 
estabhsped use as the phonograms sm (we), it and in, 

and to separate them from "R'", LK, and, X which 
appear to be merely alpbabetic signs combioed with 

' 1 

. 1 
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.A or A.. -:J\ and -1- are border line cases, but my 
bias is towards ranging them with the phonograms. 

With regard to the signs in which human and divine 
figures play a part, it will probably be conceded that ~ 

acquired its monoconsonantal value frbm $j, but sin ce 

.J and J are also used as phonograms or word-signs it 

is probable that their employment as alphabetic signs 
originated in the phonograms and not in V or o . Since 

~ and 1 also actas phonograms, it is possible that 

they acquired their monoconsonantal values from the 

phonograms. In analysing ~ and } J am inclined 

to assigo them to that dass of composite signs composed 
of a phono gram plus its phonetic complement ( e.g. j, 

J: , 4- ), rather then to consider them as merelyot.:- plus 
support, which is their outward appearance but which does 
not take into account their employment as phonograms. 

The final and decisive answer to these problems, 
if it can ever be given, must wait till we know more about 
the nature and composition of the composite signs. There 
is, however, no necessity to assume that all signs of similar 
outward formation are necessarily bound to have orig
inated in similar ways. This is pure assumption, void 
"Of any basis in fact, and contrary to the facts at our 
dispos al. 

XXII. The ongms suggested for Nos. 144 and 145a 
have been influenced by a sugge~tion made to me some 
time ago by Professor A.M. Blackman, who drew my 
attention to the texts accompanying the scenes of the off
ering of Truth (m/t). In these texts a striking feature 
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is the frequent use of the words ; ;=: ..... "M and 

~ 1 Ï ~ as synonyms of M/t. At first sight the dif

~nce between these words appears to he considerable, 

but closer examination will show 'that in fact it must have 

been slight. ln Coptic both ~ o ~ ~ m/t and ~ 6o 
mrÎ, "love" areME,and it is therefore easy to see how 

the pun ::-J11 ~, ~ o ~ ~ could have arisen. ; 
itself must in all probability have been mr or mry (and 

not mt), the Middle Kingdom variant ~ ~ ~ "Mè) 
being significant and, I think, decisiY~. The writing 

==w .... .,. ";,,, probably originated through a misunder-
~ 0 t==w 
standing of the true value of "M, which was emended 
into a word which must nevertlieless, have had a similar 

pronunciation. Since this question will shortly be the 
subject of a detailed study by Professor Blackman, 

I refrain from anticipating his remarks and from giving 

full supporting quotations. 

XXIII. Similar confusion between h and ~ 

occurs in h ®Hi! (IV, 14, 9) "like heaven upon its: 
F==l 1 --

supports". Cf. also h e (III, 187, 14) for 'h e 
SJb-sS: 

XXIV. Hence _.. forms an element ip various 

composite signs: e.g. u- is r5 in r5wt, "joy" (IV, 17, 

4) and fr in mfr, "evenillg" (I, 40, 14 = XI, PL 222); ~ 
(ds+r) is ef:sr, "sacred, private", u.. is r0

, "R0e" andrdÎ, 
"give". 

XXV. Without a close examination of the original 
forms, which I have not been able to make it is difficult 

to say whether this sign represents a cat or a lion. ln 

( 1) NEWBEREY, Beni Hasan, II, Pl. 7. 

1 

1 

1 · 
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sugge$ting that it is a cat -I have been -infiuenoed Iess by 
the actual appearance of the sÎgn as it is given in the fount .. 
than by the fact tbat at Edfu ~ is used far more fre .. 

quently than 'h to spell ml. 

XXVI. Hence j and j .read in and j reads {ld 
mdw ln. 

XXVII. Drioton (1) wbile admitting that the value 
• 
• may have been acquired from ~ j bas argued that we 

cannot tell that the Egyptians looked upon QI as Î 

and not D~wti and bas therefore sug$ested that 'î was 

derived by acrophony from ~ --11 J 9 .Je~, "moon' '. It 

i~, _of . course, quite likely that when ~ j was first used the 
scnbes construed it as Dhwti but the fact that in Pto--· ' 
Iemaic texts 1' . If . . , . 1 f tii itse is eqmvalent to i is c ear proo 

that at least in Ptolemaic times the true origin of ~ j had 

been forgotten and the group was simply interpreted as 
) 

•, an epithet of Tpoth. Once this stage had been reach· 
ed, it was but a small and natural step for symbols of 

Thoth to acquire the value î by rebus in the same way tbat 

)t becomes Îb by rebus from Thoth 's epithets Îb and 

Îb n Re. It is surely no mere coïncidence that _j, ~ ,) 

and 9, all associated with Thoth, should have acquired the 

common value Î (see Nos. 179, 228 and 229), and it would 

not be at all unnatural to find that they had a common 

origin. It may be argued tha.t J became Î by acrophony 

from ic~, "moon '', though personally I do no t find this· v 
convincing, and 9 , '-..c./, ) also from îc~, but acrophony 

is hardly likely to e4plain ')t , since the value· Îb tha.t 

(') Anita/es du Service, 40, 341. (see p. 91 ·.92 in this edition} 

' · ·' 

__ .. ! 
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this sign sometimes bears is purely secondary, and more~ 

over î might be derived acrophonically from Îkr. 

The simplest and most direct course is to derive all 
these values · from ~ j. See also Addition al Note 1 on 
·p. 496. 

XXVIII. Hence } is a very common writing of 

~l, "protection". Cf. the composite signs !I bs1, 
"protect, protection" and .J s1. f (Màm., 55, 10) "bis 
protection''. 

XXIX. It is very unlikely that J could bave acq

uired the values q, d(d) by acrophony from ~~ ~D~wtî. 
There are various objections to such a derivatîon, 
not .the least being the inherent improbability of acro
phony having played an important part in the formation 
of alphabetic values. It is surely remarkatle that, if Q~wtî 

· is indeed the origin, neither ~ nor )t is ever the phone
me <J in any Ptolemaic text known to me, although that 
would be a natural and obvious value if this suggestion 
were correct(1). Moreover, if a sign is to aoquire a mono
consonantal value from a given word either by the con· 
sonantal principle or by acrophony, it is essential tbat the 
sign itself should be eithêr an ideogram representing the word 

(1) In a cryptogram of the New Kingdom, however, J has the valuecf· in 

~ ;r ~ dsr <Drioton in Revue d'Égypto/ogie, 1. 16=Inscr. B. 18) ; cf. also 

Annales du & .. vice, .41, 116. [= p. 222 above]. In a monumental cryptogram 
Drioton has suggeste<l that- a standing figure, which he thinks may have .been 
thaf of Thotli, had the value !], but it is damaged and it is uncertain whether 
it is real!y Thoth ~Annales du Service, 40, 332 [= p. 79 above]). Even in these 
cases, however, it has not been proved conclusJvely that d was derived from. 
{lh..wti, though this certainly .Seems . . a plausible suggestion. 

in question or the "determinative" of that word. To tne 
best of my knowledge, at no period does J act as the 
determinative of D~wtî, and it is very rarely an ideogram 
with that value<1·). It is unlikely, therefore, if not quite 
impos~ible, that d could have been derived from D~wtî. 

It is true that the ape was a well-known symbol of 
Thoth, but this does not necessarily imply that it assumed 
the name of Thotb, and unless J was a legitimate 
variant of the name D~wtî it cannot possibly have acquired 
the value d from that word. It should be noted bere 
that while a god may have several symbols and numerous 
names or epithets, it does not follow that every symbol 
can or does bear all the names or epithets of the god with 
which it is identified and in fact all the evidence points to 
a certain degree of specialisation. Thus, in the case of 
Thoth, among bis symbols are the ape and the ibis, among 
his numerous attributes or epithets are ib, Î~r, wp, rb, sî1 and 
si, but while J oan be wp, sî1 or si, it is never Îb, 

(1) 1 am aware of only three possible instances in which J may be equivalent 

to !)!J,wti: ~9 O J {Cairo 689= Borchardt, Statuen und Staruetten, 111, 33), i1 J 
11 JQ 

(Cairo 700 = BoBcHARDT, _op. cit., III, 42) and " lCHAMPOLLION, Panthéon, Pl. 

30 G, quoted in Boylan, Thoth, 3, .which I have not been able to check). It is 
very tempting to read !)lj.wtî in these three cases, but the reading'is not quite certain 
and it may prove to either wp or wpwti. In two further instances (Roeder, Der 
Tempe/ von Dakke, I, 312 =II, Pl. 115; Lanzone, Dizionario di Mito/ogia Egizia, lll, 
Pl. cciv, 1) the figure of an ape is accompanied by an inscription in the name of 
Thoth, but in neither of these cases is it certain that the n~e of the ape itself is Pl}.wti 
and it is only the association of the ape with Thoth that is indicated. The persona! 

name 't l J (Cairo 22238 Ahmed Bey Kama!, Stèles ptolémafques, 216) is 

not to be rea&TI.-Çl}.wti as Boylan suggests (Boylan, Thoth, 175) but TJ-i.0~· At 

Edfu, and at Dendera also as far as I am aware,, J never has the value p~wti, an.d 

though the examples just. quoted indicate that oecasionally it may have borne th1s 
value, they are quite exceptional and it is certain that it is not the normal value. 
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î~r or rb which are values borne by lt alone, whicb 
in its turn is never wp, s1,1 or sS. It is probable, therefore, 
that the origin of the value under discussion is to be sought 
in a name or epithet of J or in an epithet of a god (who 
may or may not be Thoth) who is associated with the ape. 

ln considering the ape, the mind turns naturally to 
Hermopolis, where the ape seems to have been older than 
the ibis. At Hermopolis, in addition to the celebrated 
"Eight'', there was also a "Five", which appears to have 
been older than the Eight(1). The high priest of Thoth 

was ~ ','.' ~ C: :)t (2) "chief of the Five in the temple 

of Thoth ". The .same cor.nection, of the Five with 
Hermopolis and with an early creation myth is dearly 
indicated by a text at Dendera whic.h reads ~ T ~ !! J 

--- ..li....__ tJnr;===-=~ ~ + 11111 
1 =. ~ .m.·11 _ 1 -- •" =~ .\!. 111 x.____ ( 3) "Take 

- Etie-

to thyself the plant that came into being in the beginning, 
the noble lotus, ruler of the great pool, amidst whose 
five sepals thou didst corne forth in Wnw"(4). 

( 1) The most recent discussion of the Five of Hermoi::olis is to be found in ~ethe, 
Â11Jun und die Acht Urgo0tter von Hermopolis, § §73·6. 

(2) Boylan, Thoth, 148, 151, 

( 3) Mariette, Denderah, I, 55 b. For furth~r references to the five god5 who came 
forth from th-:: Nun or in Hermopolis cf. Brugsch, Reise nach der grossen Oase el 
Khargeh, 15, 7, and Pap. Mag. Harris 3,5, both of which are quoted by Sethe op 
cit. § 76. · ' ' 

(') ~foch the same idea occurs in 'w"""' ~ ~ c::=.. ~ c::=.. .Jl__ ~ 
0 -6 \.@ o~~ '\ .If 

t 18i\!. . ~ r Jit~;:::"=i\!.lll 
0 ~" l I 'l..:...... (IV, 392, 16-17), et. "'"'""' c::=.. Q. ~ (VI, ,a 1 ~ 0~ ·~ 

247,13). The reference t9thefivesepalscanonlybeconnectcd withtheFiveGods 
for the lotus does not have nve sepals. Dr.L.Keimer intorms me that the white lotus 
f(f'l_Y,;nphaea lotus L.) has four sepals and from, 16 to 20 petals (cf. DJ?scription de 

E:,,ypte ( 2nd. ed. 1824), XlX. Htst. nat. Botanit11ie . Flore d'Egypte text pp. 415-422 
and .t'l. 60, fig. 1), ana the blue lotus tNymp.'1aea caerulea Sav.) has four sepal's 
afdfifrom 12 t.o 14 petals (Descr., XIX, text, pp.422-5, and Pl. 60, fig. 2). The mention 
Q ve sepals 1s therefore clearly a mythological allusi.cn. 
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The exact composition of the Five is unknown. A 
text at Edfu speaks of Thoth as • J ~ = 11'.'. (I) 

ugreat chieftain of the five gods" but it is not certain 
that Thoth was originally one of the Five, still. less 
that he was their chief. Sethe bas suggested 1 ~hat 

the god ~ 11111 li , (2) · was n6t Tboth but Osiris)(s), 
confirmation for which is forthooming in the statement, 
overlooked by Sethe, that Nut gave birth to Osiris as 

~ - l '11
1

1 ( 4) "chief of the five gods ". Osiris was 

~ l 111. 1 
( 5p'first of the five gods, 1 t f l '.1

i
1 

( 6) "great god 

among _the five gods", and even \ 1
1
1 li (5) or "J (5) as 

thougb he were the very epitome of the Five. It is probably 
Osiris, therefore, who is twice mentioned at Edfu in the 
epithetofthe king ~ J ~ ;1: U (7) "image of the.god Five", 
a suggestion that is supported by the epithets of a Ro .. 

man emperor 1 :t ~ 1 ~ " 1 l a=> _ _ ,.,'- '- c::> tl (B) 
• ~ 1 1 mr.:i II 11- - ei )Il 

"the good goJ whom 'the chief of the Five' created, the 
beir of lfnti-l/srt". 

So far this discussion bas had little direct connect-
1on with the ape, but evidence is not lacking tb'at there 

( 1) YI, 144, 1-2. 

(•) MARIETTE, Abydos, I,44; SCHIAPARELLI, II Libro dei Funerali, n, 114. 

( 8 ) SETHE, op. cit., §§ 74, 75.For Sethe's suggestion that ~ "-===- c:::::::> 111 
lm'.l~o~î:'.I 

was also Osiris cf, ri1:: ~ r ~ (VI, 301, 14). 

(') NAVILLE, Das agyptische Todtenbuch, Pl. CCIX, 30-31. 

(5) Quotect by Sethe, op. cit., § 75. 

(•) Urk., IV. 543, 9 ; cf. 545, 1, Quoted by SETHE, op. cit., § 75. 

(') Y, 293, 2, cf. Y, 252, 17. 

(•) From a text of the Roman Period at Deir el-Shelwit, between Medinet 
Habu and Armant, quoted by Sethe, op. ci1., § 74. · 
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was some special conne~tion between the ape and the 
number 5. This evidence was first propuced by Kees(1), 

who published drawings from three monuments which 

are reproduced in Fig. 55. 

The earliest example (Fig. 27a)(2) cornes from Abydos 
and is dated to the reign of Semempses of the First Dynasty. 
It depicts an ape seated on a throne with a much damaged 

but certain numeral 1 1 1 before him, while above him 
1 1 

is. ~ ~ ~ ~ If.rj/-wrw and below him a sacred barque. 

The second example (Fig. 27 b) (3) forms part of an 
inscribed panel of Zoser discovered by Firth under the 
Step Pyramid at Sakkara. Here we see an ape, wearing, 
a priestly band over its shoulders, seated on a high rec-

tangular pedestal immediately over five supports Î 1 Tl J • 
with paws stretched over a bowl on a small stand, 

and with the inscription [j ~ ~ ~. The third 

example (Fig. 27c)(4) is taken from a naos, dearly 
archaistic in impiration, dedicated to Thoth by Apries 
and coming from Baklia ; it is practically identical 
with (Fig. 27b) and once again the accompanying text 

\ rea Î ~ . Though the full meaning of these three 

e~amples still escapes us, there can b~ little doubt 
that they indicate some 'special c.onnection between the 
ape (J:fd-wr) and the number "5", and Kees bas 
produced conclusive proof of the connection between 

(') K EEs, Z u den neuen Zoser-Reliefs aus Sakkara in Nachrichten der Gesells· 

chaft der Wiss~nschaften Z tl c ; i ti11gen, Phil.-Hist. Klasse, 1929, 57-61, especially 61-4. 
. '\ \ 

( 2) PETlUE, Royat Tombs. J, Pl, 12, 1 = 17, 26. 

(3) F rn'1'n-Q urnELL, The Slep Pyramid, PL 16= Pl. 11 accompanying Firth's 
report Excavations at Sakkara in Anna/es du Service, 28, 81-8. , 

(') Cairo 70008 = R 0Ev1m , Naos, Pl. 9 and p. 35, § l 7j • • 

\ \ .. 
' ~ 
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Qef,-wr and Thoth(1). It may not be inapposite· to recall 
here ihat it was suggested long ago by Ahmed Bey Kamal 
that at Baklia Thoth was worsbipped as an ibis at Rl,twy 
and as an ape at BrM2), and it is therefore not witbout 

significance that at Edfu the king is· called ~ ' 1 1 \.lt 
. <:::> 1 1 )Il 

CI ~ (3) i.e. chief of the five (high pdest of Thotb) at 
o~~ . 

Brl,t. May this not be an indication that there was some 
spedal and dose connection between the cult of the ~pe 
and that of the Five Gods ? 

There can be no doubt that the ape and the idea of 
"five,. were dosely associated, but it is not clear wby 

c 

b 
Fig. 27 

they should have been . It is hardly likely tbat the idea 
could have originated in a cuit of the ape which was lin
ked up with that of the Five Gods. It may be suggested 
that perhaps there was at Hermopolis a cult of an ape 
who bore a name so similar to ' 1 ' "five" that i'n course 

1' 

of time a pun on "five" was made and from this, in ways 

(1) KEEs, op. cit, 62. At Edfu an ape seatcd on a tall rectangular pedestal 

bears the uame Î Jl ~ J1 (1, 533, 7 = XII, Pl. 367). 

( 2) ArrnEn B EY KAlIAL in Annales du Service, 7, 234. 
( 8) lll, 250, 10. 
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süll unknown to us, the whole idea of the cult of the 
Five Gods in special association with the cult of the 

ape may have developed. 

Faint and uncertain hints are not lacking that this 

may have bee~ the case. In the to:rilb of Petosiris one of 
the nine apes that praise Re\ when be enters the Dë'et is 
named * ~ ~(1). Lefebvre translated this as ''le matinaF', 

which is indeed not impossible, but it seems somewhat 
strange tbat the "morning ape" should praise Rêr in the 
evening and it is permissible to wonder whether the word 
may, not be a nisbe dÎwy from dÎw "five" and _whether dîw 
dswy may not have been the name of the ape, just as we 
have already seen (p. 461) that * Jj is a name of Osiris 
Moreover, in Fig. 27 (a) the arrang~ment of the numeral 
1

1
1

1 
'before the seated ape is srange and may, perhaps indic

ate that the ape is only the determinative of the name dîw. 

Finally, attention may be drawn to a passage in the 
uBook of the Day and the Night". In one of the crypto
graphie p'ortions of this work it is stated tbat the spirits 

of the East ( ~ Î j ~ 1J l) are the bntyw-apes 

(j --. f\) and tbat ' -;;:;;:;., . • <-". 71> c=:;. n ~ î:a (2). In 
o ~ o. 1il 1 1 1 <:::> ~ J:r' Ill 

• 1 1 1 
th1s decipherment of this text Dr. Drioton bas sug-

gestect that ~ ~} ~ is to be read spyw for !Jpyw (fiprw) 

and has accordingly translated "Ce sont leurs corps aussi 
les Scarabées" The objection to this is that the deter- ' 
minàtives of bJw Î1btyw and bntyw are apes, that the 
spirits of the East are never shown as scarab beetles but 

( 1) LJ::FEBVRE1 Petosiris II, 46 (lnscr. 71 b). 

( 2) PU.NKOF.r, !.fi LiYre du Jour et de la Nuit, 89. 

• 
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are depicted with the bodies of apes, and it seems some .. 
wbat illogical to call them bntyw-apes and at the same 
ti~e assign. them the bodies of beetles. This. diflculty 
d1sappears if we assume that the scribe bas made an 

error and if we emend ~ ~ ·~ ~ , which would permit 

us to translate. "their bodies also are those of apes". Jt 
would not be the first or the last time tbat the scribe .of 
the "Book of the Day and 'the Nigbt" had mad~ an error. 

The last two paragraphs are admittedly highly spe
culative and it is for the reader to decide for himself whe
ther tbis argument is well founded and worthy of belief. 
Nevertheless, even if this argument is not valid, tbere 
still remains so much indisputable evidence of the associa
tion of the ape with "five" that there is no obvious reason 
why the, ape should not have borne or bave acquired the 
value diw. 1 suggest, accordingly, ~bat in the Ptolemaic 

period J acquired the values 4, 4 (d) from the word dÎw, 

wh'icb may be an ancient name of the ape. 

1t may, perhaps, be objected that 1 1 1 dÎw would 
• 1 1 

g1ve d and not 4, but here we are on very insecure ground. 
The quesii~n of the relations of c=:;. and .~ and the 
changes wh1ch they un derwent is very difficult and one 
that urgently requires · detailed study. Sethe long ago 
quoted words in which an original e=:::i oecame '1t (1) 
and in Ptolemaic we have a very clear examp. le of the 

f 

same phenomenon inc:=::;,itself, wbich, like A is a common 

writing of~ ~d, "~ay" (~w). If c:=:::o ct'could represent 

(l) SETu:s:, Verbum, I. §§ 305, 310, 311, 
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cJ:d, there seems no reason why A whicb could also 
represen t <]d, could not bave acquired tbis value tbrougb 
<::::> from di w. 

The . facts concerning A exhibit such a striking 
relation&hip or parallelism that they cannot all have been 
mere coneidenoes. Thus we can see :-

. (a) tbat J was beyond all doubt connected with 
"five' '. 

(b) that both J and ~ were equiv~lents of <]d, 

(c) tbat botb these signs either directly ·or indirectly 
embody the idea "five" ~ 

(d) tbat of the two chief symbols of Thoth at 
Hermopolis, the ibis, the more recent one, through its 
connection witb the Eight, was used in Ptolemaic writing 
as an equivalent of the numeral 8 (e.g. VIT, 13, 2), while 
the ape, the older symbol, was in close connection with 
the number 5(1) and probably with the Five Gods. 

Tbese parallelisms and the facts set out above cannot 
be due to mere chance. It would be foolish to claim 
that the origin of A fl, gd in diw has been proved bey
ond all dispute, there are still too many gaps and uncer
tainties in the cbain of reasoning but this explanation does 
at least take into consideration and in part explain a wbole 
series of olearly related facts which still remain without 
explanation if we seek to derive this value from Dhwti. 
1 am very conscious of the objections to this suggestion, 

"·but they are much less than the objections to seeing in 
D~wti the word of origin. 

( 1) To the best of my knowldege 

dcnote nwnber s, 

1 1 1 A is never used instead of or * to 
1 1 
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XXX. JJ, bowever, may also be monoconsonantal 

m - :: fiijt "wh!te crown" (VI, 295, 3). Cf. also 

~ 1: ~. (V, 187, 14; cf. vn, 195, 1) tp~t wfl kJw, an 

epitbet of M aat. 

XXXI. This use dearly originates in the conception 
o_f the leg (~) of an animal as the equivalent of the 
human arm. lJpi and 'are so similar in meaning that 
in man y cases it is difficult . to decide in ~hich way ~ 
is to be read. There are, however, a number of cases 

in whioh c is the only possible reading, e.g. ilrut. 3 (V~J, 
4, 4) r-c çlt, "to the limits of eternity". ~--

XXXII. The value im for ~ is well ahested in 
cryptograms of the New Kingdom(1). The precise origin 
of the "Value Îm is quite uncertain. Possibly it may be 
derived from a word Îm, "skin" now lost(2), or it may have 
originated in a rebus similar to that by whioh Ç) (Urk., 

IV, 46, 14; 49, 7) and i ,~ ) (Spiege1berg-Northampton, 

Excacvations in the Theban-Nécropolis, 1 O*; the exact form 
~oes not exist in the foun t and represents a . fledling, 
~, in an egg) became Îm, or on the similarity in the mea
ning of Îm and ni-b:,nw. In many cases in which ~ is 
written at Edfu it is not easy to decide whether one . should 
construe it as Îm or the compound prepostion (m)-b:.nw, but 
there are several clear examples, e.g. "'1' •- (VI 307 ~ .... _ , ' 

(') Cf. GHAl'ow in Z.4S., 72, 27, and Drioton, L'Écriture enigmatique in Piankoff 
op. cit., 85, and 110, §13. 

(') Cf., however ~ c:::=. ~ Î im1 a word of uncertain meaning of_ which 

can only quote one example (LEl'lilUs, Das Todtenbuch der Aegypter, 165, 7). 
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• lfl <:::» 
IO) lmyw pt, ''those who are in the sky'', .and .. A~ 

1.. 1 ~ ~ : .. lfl c:::o- • 9 o_~ ~ =: (VI 307 
A~ - "fl- h - .. -== T"" " ~ - "fl- , . ·• 

11-12). ·See .Additional Note 3 on- p. 497. 

XXXIII. lt is worthy of note that the only examplés 
known to me of+ teplacing • occurs when • closes 
the syllable. 

XXXIV. The fact that i is occasionally equivalen.t 
to ~ was first brought to notièe by Pie hl in PSBA, 
14 (189 2), 139-140, with an addition al note on p. 141. · Piehl 
quoted th~ examples (c), (/) and {g) below. The foltow· 
ing are ail the examples of this value known to me. 

(a) \..: 1i l • ~ :J :j tÎ\ ~ ! (V, 312, 2) ,"at seeing 
bis beauty when be appears as king of the people". 

(b) r 1J ~ ! t 1i 1J 1i' lV, 279, 18) "who beauti-

fies the temples with bis be,auties" 

(c) ~~i:!!( Jl3J~~ (V, 7, '3) "may 

he give him (d~ .f n .f) valour might and power". It . 
seems very u nlikely that b here can itself be n .f and the 
normal usage in sjmilar contexts renders it improbable 
that we have here a srJ,m.n.f (dÎ.n.f n.f). 

(d) n;;o ~:t=..!;..=~ : ~·~r-~ 
. <jf' ~~ ~···1 ~ e~ ~ />W',"I. WJ 

~ t J }t · ~ ' ~\ ~ (r, 189, 3-4 = xi, Pl. 319) "a lotus 

came forth in which was a youth who illumines this land 
with his beams; there was vomited forth a lotusbud (?) 
in which was a little maid (lit. dwarf rnaiden) whom the 
Shining One deligbb to see". The parallelism between 
~ J and ~ is a clear indication that we must read 

46.9 

lm. f and that the translation "in which was a beautiful 

child" (Boylan, Thoth 117) cannot be upheld. ~ ~ 

is uoknown to me elsewhere, and while the ,general mean
ing is clear the exact transliteration is un certain. Boylan 's 
suggestion that it is an error for pr~, is hardly possible 

· owing to the feminine pronoun in m··~nt.s.' 

(e) fft 1 ~ ~ i ! (V, 373, 9) "t.he whole land is 

bright when thou shinest", unless ! is an error for, n 
which does not appear to be very probable. 

(f) ~~·~Y Û f 1n. t:._: (V, 4, 6) . "Horus of 

Behdet, great god, lord of heaven, he shines in heaven". 

(g) ~ = + .=..-+ ,',, (II, 196, 13 : not 

collated) "l give thee Punt and what is in it''. 

Aoother muoh less certain example occurs in ~ .!. ~ 
1 1 ' (VI, 191~ 21) mnfyt, "soldiery", for it is possible to . 
take b as either for nf. Perhaps tbe scribe was influenced, 

1111111111 "'---~ 1111111111 "'-- -wrongly, by i _ ~, _-==- ~-· mnft, "arm band". 

The exact process by which 6 could give rise to f 
is uncertain, but there is an interesting phenomenon 
which should not be overlooked in this connection. 
Sethe(1) bas dr~wn attention to certain Egyptian nicknames 
(m nfr) which are formed either by repeating one element 
of the full name or by giving that element in a modified 
form. In names in which nfr Jormed a part, and which 

( 1) SE-rHE, Kurznamen au/ j in zÀ·s .. 57, 77. Further examples quoted in Sethe, 
N·och einma( w den KÙr:mamm au/ j (ZXS'., 59. 71) and JUNKER, Die Stele dei 
Ho/arztes 'Irj (Z . ..ÏS., 63~ 5'.) ff.}. I am grateful to Mr. Grdseloff for drawing my 

attention to the connection or these with problem under discus~ion and for 

giving IJle the examples quoted in the next two notes. 

·' 
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were not quoted by Sethe, the diminutive of nfr is 

:= ~ ffÎ. Thus we find a woman !~ .}P::r6:= ~(1) 
''Neferirues, whose 'good name' is Fefi", and a man 

(~J ~ ~ J NNN. Î Ë b::: ~(2) "Nifankhsneferu, whose 

'good name' is Fefi". There can be little doubt that in 
origin the~e two usages are not unrelated. 

XXXV. Çompare also the writing of ~ + ""'-'\.. 
for ~ T '\.. wim in ~ T \. ~ ;J .Jt ~ (VI, 178, 8~9,) 
"l gore the bodies of thy enemies" and ~ + "-'\. 
J~ ~ @~ gV Jj . (VI, 178, 13-14) "I gore witn 

my horns@ hi~ who plots against thee". Cf. also 

the p.un on khb in :E '"'-1' ~~~ ~·~ (~l, 
178, 15) "l gore him who cornes against thee w1th 
evil intent". An ·ulternative translation would be ''l 
gore him who cornes against thee as Seth (khb),,. lt IS 
possible that ~ here is equivalent to b, from the fre
quent epithet of ·seth as B (e.g. j ~· VI, 121, 10) but 
1 have refrained from listing it ·as a possible mono0 

ç011sonant::d sign since it is doubtful, and I suspect that 
~ is merely the ideogram khb ~ith '";' as phonetic 

complements : éf. also Notes XVIII and LV. 

XXXVI. The suggestion that f is derived from 

~ ~ ~· was first put forward by Sethe(3). This app:a~s 
to be as certain as any suggestion could be, for 1t IS 

obvious, simple and direct q.nd the closeness between 
Coptic è..q and f (q) is too striking easily to be ignored. 

( 1) _ BLACUIAN, Meir, TV. PI. 15. 

(') DE MORGAN, Dahchour (1894-5), p. 13 . . 

t') · SETHE, DJr Orsprung des A,lphabets, 117. 
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More recently ho"'1ever, Drioton bas suggested that this 

value was obtâined by : acrophony 1 from ~ ~ f d{.·, 

" portion "(1); it is diffitult to see why S? common a 
value sbould have been derived from so uncommon and 
distant a word when a much more obvious and simple 
wo.rd, Îwf, is the normal term for " meat, ftesh'',particufarly 
since/d~ is not specificallya portion ofmeat, buta portion 
of anything, even a portion of a country(2). Dr. Drioton 
bas apparently been · impelled . to seek an acrophonic 
origin for this value as a result, of the false assumption tbat 

Q. obtained the value w by a} rophony from f1 : w~bt, 
"piece of meat". The chain of argument hardly seems 

.Iogical or proven, and, moreover, there is no necessity 
to derive w from w<bt, for there is another more simple 
and direct explanation ready to hand. 

One of the most frequent difficulties . tbat faces the 
copyist of Ptolemaic texts .is to decide in, many cases 
whether the original bas q_ or ~ . Particularly in texts 
where the signs are small, it is often impossible to decide 
which sign bas been used, because the two signs are 
often so similar that on a small scale it is impossi~le to 
disentangle them. 1 have frequently been fac.ed with 
t~is problem when working on Edfu texts from the origi
inal or from photograpbs and when copying other texts, 
especially those on stelae, of the Late Period(3). There 
1s no doubt that the ancient scribes met with the same 

( 1) A.1u/es d:' Service, 41, 130 (= p. 240 in this editian) note, and in Piankoff, 
/fi Livre du Jriur et de la Nuit, 105. 

( 3) Cf. Carnarvon Tablet No. 1, line 3 = JEA.. , 3, Pl. 13. See also Gard iricr'; 
note in PSBA.; 36 (1914), 7 3. . 

( 3) • A particularly instructive text is Cairo J.E. 46341 (se~ Annales d1~ Serrie<', 
18, 113-ISS)in .vhich it isfr.;.J.ull.J.tly qui te impJ35il'le to distingu1sh the two s1gns fw.n 
tach other, 

il 
1 
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diffioulty and in fact the sculptor in many instances may 
genuinely have attemptèd to. eut ~ and only succeeded 
in making a small sign that resembled «. as muoh as @. 

Jt is necessary, moreover, to take into account the 
fact that ~ itself is a · frequent substitute for Q. f (see 
No. 316 d). Here there can be no question of w ~bt or 
any otber word, and the only explanation is confusion 
between the two signs. This explanation is confirmed by 

~ ~ ~ """""" such phrases as • (VJ, 94, 2) "hu ndreds and nnn 111 

tens of days ", where . ~ ~ q_ is clearly an error for the nnn . 
correct ~ ~ ~ (cf. IV, 49, 1), and the only explanation is , nn n 
confusion between <t_ and ~ (1). 

These considerations all lead to the conclusion that 
there is no need to seek further than iwf for the value f 
borne by R., and that ~, was used for~, and vice-versa through 
confusion between the two signs owing to their similarity, 
especially when written small. 

XXXVII. It is possible to argue that the ongm is 
J Q ~ bik "falcon" but this is quite unconvincing 
~~ ' 
and I do not believe it. '°'~ and 6 ~ are very 

common writings of bJ, "soul, spirit" of which many 
examples couid be quoted: e.g. . ~ 6 w b1 tkk (111, 

"'~~ 80, 5; cf. VI, 72, 15 ~ 107, 5 ; VIII, 20, 10; 21, 4, etc.); 
~~ j b1 spss (VIII, 23, 9) 6 ~ ~ b1 n J( (VI, 93, 

( 1) The difficulty of distinguishing, from ~on the original frequently led older 
copyists into error, Thus, to quote cnly one example, von Eergmann in his Hier-_ 

oglyphische lnschriften, XLIV, LXIX gave Il Î fi.. . for t î . ~ . (VI, 156, 1; . u ~~ . ~~ 
235, 6) imi sJtwt, an epithet of Horus (cf. KEEs in ZAS., 64," 107-112). 
Exarnples of this understandable type of error lcould easily be multiplied. 
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11.13); '°'~ f V~ b1 ~n/} n R~ (Vl, 102, 3); '°'~ '°'~ 
~~ ~ !~ ~~ bJw ntrw (VII, 5, 2). Although I have 
not made ·a thorough statistical survey, I have the firm 
impression that at Edfu ~ and ~ are the .normal 
determinatives of b1 and that they occur much more 
frequently than ~ and its variants. There is therefore 
no need to seek further than b1 for the origin of the value b 

that botb ~ and ~ so frequently bear. 

XXXVJII. Hence ~ is pn, "tbis" (VJI, 31 4). 

XXXIX. This example must be considered as exce,. 
edingly doubtful. Chassinat (VIII, 5, note) notes that 
the bottom of the sign is missing and marks the whole 
sign as doubtful. Unless independent confirmation is 
forthcoming, therefore, this example should not be ùsed 
as evidence. There is no doubt, however, that a sign 
equivalent to -A- originally stood here, for this is abun
dantly 'clear from the context ' ~::: ~ ~ '} ~ n(n) wn 

~r /}y.f, "there is none like unto him". See Add.itional 
Note 4 on p. 497-498. 

XL. ~ acts as a substitute for nm as a result 

of misinterpretation 'of the hieratic form of ~ ~ (1). 

This simple misunderstanding had typically Egyptian 
results. Starting with the writings with • as in 

.,.,,,.,.,.. IA l t (I, 37, 8 =XI, Pl. 221) nmst "nmst-vase", 
the au~omatic development was the separation of the signs 
composing • as in ,,.:_~~a (IV, 28, 11) !J,nm, 

( 1) Cf. Spiegelberg's review of Junker, Grammatik der Denderatexte in d~t
tinger Gelehrte Anzeiger, 1908, 123. 
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~'.odour, scent''.. The logical result of this was that the 
origin of • in ~ ~ tended to be forgotten and the 
way was open to a variety of writings : 

(a) c::== or l was substituted fo r the origin al~ , as 

m !!" % . (IV, 50, 4) [uim, "odour"; 
c::== tJ 

(b) 1\ or ~ ~ was interpreted as simple ~ 

as in ~ ?Ç) (IV, 62, 9) bnrn, ''sclell"; or 

(c) NWVV\ and ~ coale_sced, as in ~ ~ tJ tJ (V, 89, 6), 

var. ~ 8 (III, 130, 15) b:. (n) mty, "nostrils". In the 
· . o \\ EJ · 

case of such writings as o.-=-. 0 fJ (IV~ 138, 11) it is 
\\ 

uncertain whether ~ was still considered to be equivalent 

to - ~ ~ or was regarded as simple ~· I am inclined 

to favour t~e latter view, as in l~ 1\. jn 1
11(VH,230, l) 

4mzw, "generations ", and recommend the transliteration 
b:,(n)mty. · 

XLI. I have failed to find a single well authenticated 
instance at Edfu in which this sign is equivalent to """"" ... 

XLII. One's first impulse is to seek for the origin 
of this value in bnw, '~phoenix", but second thoughts 
will show that ail is not quite so simple. At Edfu) -~ is 

not the normal or general ideogram or determinative of 

bnw, which is the similar but quite distinctive sign 'i 
(cf. J ;: 'i, VII, 308, 2) (1). ~ itself is a very common 

Pto1emaïc variant of the earlier ~, and its commonest 

(1) But ~ is sometimes the ideogram bnw, e.g. /i [jJ (VIII, 145, 

8; cf. VIII, 107, 13) bnw ntri. 

4ï5 

value is Jfl. The grovp 'i ~ is generally to be read 

!M. "field" but sometimes it is t1, "land" (cf. V, 85, IO 
and V, 45, J). ~ with the value b is rare, and the most 
probable explanation of this value is that the anci.ent scribes 
confused ~-,and "i· This ctmclusion appears to be 

borne out by ~ (No. 182). 

XLIII. The origin of this value is qui te un certain. 
It may perhaps, be , imagined that a species of ·duck or 
goose was called w, but no such name bas corne down to 
us. It is possible also tbat the \alue arose through. conf
usion between ~ and ~· A hint that this is so is 

found in a variant at Dendera in ~ ~ ~ (Mariette, 

Dendérah. IV, 40) where the second~ is clearly a sub· 

stitute for ~ sr. Dr. Drioton has drawn attention to 

other cases in which ~ replaces ~ , ~ and other 
birds(1). 

XLIV. Perhaps also in ~ ~ ~ "» l (VII, 82, 7) 
"birds". This must be considered .l)some~hat doubtful 
since a word ~ ~ ~ ~ (cf. VI, 56, 13) occurs ilot 
infrequently, but the writing with ..Jj and the parallel 
phrase in VII. 82~ 2 speak élgainst reading p1yw in this 

case. The word ro ~ hyw (h1vw), which I have suggest-
A 111 ~ 

ed as the origin of this value, occurs frequently at 
Edfu, but almost always in the plural. It does not appea.r 
to be known to the Worterbuch. It may be objected that 
~ dôes not occur as the determinative of this word, 

but ~ is so well-esta blished as the normal determinative 

(1) Ocioton, L 'Écriture énigmatique in Piankoff , Le Livre du Jour et de fa Nuit, 
105, § 12 . 
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of. birds, replacing ~ and other forrns, tbat this is hardly 
a real objection, thougb it must not be ignore~ entirely. 

XLV. ~ ~ ~ in the Late Period must have been equi-
. . ~ 

valent to !!J{', and thus Ptolemaic could \\-rite~~~ (V, 2, 6) 

for riwt, "joy" (p~we), ànd r~~~ (IV, 5, 7; note the 

exception~! var. r ~}, VJ, 21, 2) for s~rw, "counsel, 
pJans ". The latter survives in Coptic in P!!Jl!!Jl = ..c:Q>

n. ~ ~ ~, which indicates the development " ·ith J'<:::> 1 1 1 ' , . 

assimHation of s and s, *sïfler) *s7iie) *HSë) *Sïsï. 

XLVI. At :first sight this vc:>.lue appears to be ex

traordinary and inexplicable. I owe the following sug· 

gestion, which l think is almost certainly correct, to my 

friend Dr. J. èerny. ~, the feather obtains the general 
meaning of "Wing" and hence by rebus that of the 

' 'arm" of the bird (of. Notes XLVII and XXXI). A 

further extension of the pun gave the "wing" the mean· 

i;g qf . "si de", and in this \\-ay ~ acqu ired the value 

gs, both as ideogram and phonogram, which it bears so 

frequently in texts of the Late Period. Late Egyptian, 

however, uses ~ 1 ~ ~ :..n rit instead of gs, "side", and 
V . 

Cerny suggests that the Ptolemàic scribe rnay have 

equated ~ with ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ and thus hàve obtained the 

value r on the oonsonantal principle. Ptolemaic, not 

unnaturally owing to its archaizing te!ldency, normally 
uses gs for "side", but rît clearly was not forgotten. 

XL VII. ~, as bas been indicated in the preceding 
note, is regarded as the whole "wing" of the bird arïd 

hence as its "arm" (-D), in much the same way as ---11 

and ~ came to be identified (see Note XXXI). 
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XL VIII. -1\.... and J.. arc often made so alike in 
form that they are frequently indisting1,1iShablt! the one 
frorn the other (cf. IV, 62, note 5). 

XLIX. Sethe(1) derived s from r ~· Î ~ sw~t, "egg". 

Ulti ma tel y this may be so, sin ce s1, "son", i.e. be who is in 

the egg, he who comes from the egg, is derived by reb.us 
fr.am s11 ·~t, "egg", but there is no reason to doubt that the 

irnmediate origin was r;::, s1, "son", which was w~ll-estab
lished from the New Kingd,om onwards. Note that sw~t. 

"egg" is sometimes synonymous \\-itb ~'child, son" (cf. 
IV, 303, IO; V, 185, 1). 

L. Cf. also ~~ ~ (Wb. d. ag. Spr., IJl, 411) and 

r ~ ~ C:: as a ria.me of ~ (Jequier, Frises d'Objets, 14). 

LI. ~ acts here as a variant of -wt, 0r Cf. ~ 

(VII, 269, 7) as feminine of ~ml in an epithet of a 
goddess. 

LII. This value probably originated in some such 

name or epithet as ::'.:in cJt, name of a goddess 
cc~ 

~PrANKO:F, Le Livre du J~ur et de la Nuit, 30). Cf. 1 ~ 
1(t) (VliJ, 66, 8), a.n epithP.t of Hathor as urreus ?). 

A po~sib.le altermitive rnay be ~ ~ ~ i crt ~'uraeus'' 
but th1s 1s not very convinoing. 

LUJ. The value n (-l'l-) for l is su ggested by 

L~ 1 r~ (IV, 11, Il) n Jnw-sn, "without number". 

~·) . Sethe, Die Neuentdeckte Sinai-Schrift und die Entstehung der semitischelf 
S chrift Ill Nachr Kg! G' d w· .. . 
p. 473'. · · es. er tss. zu G:Jttmgen. Phil. Hist. Klasse, 1917, 
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If h .. r i is to be read -1l- it is, l think,,Împos.sible 
't ow~v~e'the passage in it which it occurs without emen .. 

to ran s a . MN'l'A .......- <=> ____ ~ , l 
dation : ~ ~ '.Q ~ ~ <;}<j() n !: MMM *l 17' ~ ~J: 
~ <==> ~ 1Q::;:: c==. ~À J! (VII, 4, 2-3). 1 càn.11ot V c::=U 111 J!!! ~. . 
offer a connected translation of entire passage unles~ it 
be assumed that a verb bas been omitted. Assumtng 

that a verb, probably : !Jp(r), has been omitted between 

t and 7. we can translate "in order that their might 

may be increased by those who have not seen (them~, in 
order that generatiôns which . have not (yet c~me mto 
being) may praise tbem, and in order tbat therr names 
may be uttered within the Great Seat". A some .. 
what similar example occurs at Dendera in the phrase _ ~ ~ = J_: ~ ~ {Chassinat, Le Temple de Den-

darah, III, 101, 14) wnere unless L ~ is equivalent to 

-1l-~ "mistress of names in the Two Lands, who bas 

;o'0image", once more a verb (~ ~ ?) may have been 
omitted "whose image is not (known)" · 

The origin of this value is quite uncertain. Itmight 
be suggested that l and J may be variants of ~ and 
become n by acrophony frÔm the value ntrt, "goddess" 
so frequently borne by ln (1). In the present case, howe-

ver, this is not a satisfactoty solution, partly because "tr' 
though very oommon, is never either MMM or -Le. at Edfu, 
partly because I know of no instances in which . ~ ~nd 
J_ eitber have the value ntrt or act as determmatives 

(') Cf. Junker, Schriftsystem, 1, artd:brioton in Annales du Service, 41, .1.16. 
. • o 81 · f · d1tion = p. 222 here. See also Annales du Service, 40, .J33 = p. 8 -· m nis e · · 
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to that word or to the name of any goddes·s; and partly 
because it fail~ to explain why their employment should 
apparently be restricted to being equivalents of ._.._ 
The only suggestion l have to offer is that n is perbaps 
derived ultimately from ~ , a frequent equivalent of 

~ ~ ~ in the titulary of Hathor (cf. ZA·s., 43, 120) 
c ill ~ 

whicb perhaps may have been construed as a a variant 

of fil ~ ~ Îwnyt, but this is a somewhat wild speculation 

and J have. no particular confidence in it. It is wiser 
to consider the problem as still unsolved. 

LJV. While ~ ~ t1 is dearJy the immediate ongm 

of the value t, we still seem to be as far as ever from dise~ 
overing bow ~ itself came to be t1. This is one of tbe 
oldest and most obstinate puzzles of late hieroglypbic 
and 1 bave no suggestion to offer beyond the feeling that 
it may bave originated in a pun. 

LV. The use of ~, f, 1;, "'1, J, and è in spell

ings of the Egyptian word for Kbemmis presents us 
with a problem of no little complexity and interest. Since 
some of the spellings I am able to quote were not 
employed by Sethe in his study of tbis word(1), it may be 
of interest to quote such examples as 1 have collected 
and brietly to set out the nature of the problem. lt 
must be emphasised, bowever, that I bave not listed 
all tr·e examples of tbis word that occur at Edfu and that 
the following excimples do not neœssarily exhaust all the 
possible variant spellings, and therefore no arguments 
on statistical grounds can be drawn from them. The 

(') z;i·s., 30, 113-119. 
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f ollowing remarks aim rather at stating the nature of tbo 
problem than at giving the fimù solution. 

The main outlines of tte history of this word are 
clear. The original form was z!J,-bitî, which was modi~ 
fied, by the omission of weak consonants, into [ib(y) ~ 

This modified Jorm, by the change of b into · m, led to the 
Greek forms xef.lfUS, xef.l~i s. AH these stages can be 
observed at Edfu: 

(a) Historical wr!ting. 

1. ~ Î (IJI, 24, 8; 193, 3) 5. ~i <VII, 249 4) 

2 . ~t (V, 209, 9) 6 ~: (VII, 78, 1) 

3. ~ "'1 (V, 298, 9) 7. ~Il--
. - t3 

(JV, 145, 7) 

4. ~t: (VI, 238, · 5) 8 .. ~-~s (VI, 214, 9) 

(b) Intermediate stage. 

9. ~t (VI, 74 ~) 15 . ®* t; (VI, 1389 5 ; 
301, 2) 

10. !w (VU, 298, 3) @~ri-16. • . Î eJ (\II, 15, 3) 

1L@+-1i (HI, 191, 11) 17 . ®j~~ (Ill, 135, 5) 

12. ® 11 (V, 338, 9) 18. ® + ~: (VII, 124, 2) 

13. ®.: (IJl, 135, 4 ; 19 . @J ~ H~l1'.~ (V. 
VI, 187, 7) '21'6~ 8) 

14 .@ j t: (Vl, 149, 1 ; 20. ~~~Y(: (VU, 65, 9) 

219' 6) 
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(c) Transition to Khemmis. 

21. .,~ (V, 255, 12) 26 . .}..,\[ (III~ 311, 4) 

Cl,gi. 1-22 . !Al $ (VlI, 299, 2) 27 . Jt (Ill, 193, 4 . 
' 

Mam., 55, 18) 

23. ~Alt (III, 103, 1) 28. Jt (VIIJ , 132, 16) 
r ' ., 

<v1. 87, 4) 29. Jt (Mam., 56, 16), 24. &Al 

- 1 3o.J; 25 . a.Al .g,. 1 1 (Ill, 135, 8) (VI, 438, 14) 

. Ail the writings in dass (c) are based on signs wbioh, 
originally at least, induded m. ln 21-26 the original val-: 
ue of the signs ...,, q,_. (.- is an error for"-·) and "I is 
lim, which bas become !J,m by phonetic change, while 
!Al, whicb must be equivalent to î or Ît, gives a hint of 
a weak ending as in 19 and 20, In 27-30 ji itself bas 

the value !Jm, from CIE:!~} 1
1
1 (IV, 320, 7 (~mw, 

"children". lt may be reniarked here that th is is the 
only hieroglyphic example of this word known to me, 
tboqgh it is known from Demotic and Coptic(1) . The 
spellings of class (c) clearly offer strong' grounds for 
considering that J!J,-bÎtÎ and bb (y) ha d already acquired 
the value !Jm. 

If this be so, what vocalisation do the variants h'! class 
(b) represent? Are they to be transliterated as !J,b(y) 
or [un (y) ? lt is just possible, of course, that in this word 
the transition 1from b to m was so recent that forms· 
with either b or m could be used, but this is somewhat 

(') It may be rcmarked that in the persona! name ..,. } ~ T t J 
1(1)-lrit-p(J)-di-Mn-t(J)-'!Jm (ZÂS., 50, 42, and Pl. 3, 2b) the demotic version shows 

that t had the value '/Jm, 
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improbable since 3, 10 and 22 all occur in the sarne text, 
as do 13, 17 and 25. Particularly instructive are 9 and 
24 which occur in identical sentences uttered by Isis in 
the course of the dramatic section of the Myth of Horus(l), 

These · two sentences must surely have been pronounced 
in the same way, and therefore it appears that j and .e,. 

have the value m in spellings of this word~ My prelim
inary and tentative conclusion, therefore, is that through
out the period covered by the texts at Edfu tbe · Egyptian 

word that was originally spelled ib-bÎtÎ had the value bm. 

It still remains . to decide how ~ Î and the other 

variants in class(a) are to be analysed. lt is obvious that 
in their present form they are to be explained as mechani

cal reproductions of histo~ical, early writings and that 
their pronunciation, if they were ever pronounœd(2), 
niust have been akin to that of the variants in classes (b) 
and (c). The question arises, tberefore, did the scribes
regard these writings as a phonetic transcription of the 
current ptonunciation '? If so, was it realised that the pos

ition of ~ was due to honorific pre-position and that 

Î was in reality the first elelllCnt? 

!hese are questions that it is difficult to answer with 
finality. Jt is true that if these were genuine phonetic 

<') --k~1'J~~ c=€ft (VI, 14, 2);~};1j~ };f. 
c=::. ~ Î ~ (VI, 87, 3-4). See the note on these passages in the trans

lation and commentilry . on the dramatic text (VI, 60-90) by Professor A.M. 
B!ackman and the writer which will be published in JEA., vols. 29 and 30. 

<2) It should be ob1~rv~d that there is no need to assume that these writings 
eve~ w~œ pronou~ced. The majority of them only occur in divine titles and in such 
co~ e~i5 f5 make 1t app~ar very improbable that they were actually spoken. Only 
m ( • 93, 3, but not Ill, 24, .8) and 7 is there any likelihood that these words were 
uttered by an 9iliciating priest. 
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transcriptions, it would be a simple matter to justify ~, 

Î, Al[ on th.e 'ccmsonantal prinoiple whatever tl',e position 

it be imagin:ed that they occupied in the word. Neverth-: 

less, 1 make no attempt to append any such justification, 

fof. such procedure seems to savour too much of a game. 
J hav.e the very strong persona! impression that all the 
writings of class (a) are merely graphie, that if they ever 

were pronounced they were pronounced in accordanre 
with the current vocalisation, and 'that the scribes never 

att~mpted to analyse them further. This is by no means 
a rare phenomenenon in any language. In English, for 
instance, the pronunciation of the persona! names Marj
oribanks and Beauchamp, to mention only two, differs 
considerably from their spelling, yet when the need arises 
one utters them automatically witbout a thought for their 
spelling. SimilciI.rly, we may write i.e. or e.g. where we 

would always read out or say "that is, that is to say" or 
"for example'' without a thought for their origin in id 

est and ex~mpli gratia. 

LVI. Y/,'-. is the Ptolemaic form of 1 (Gardiner, 

Grammar, p. 468, Sign List L 6). 

LVII. t, whioh is not of comm~n occurrence, is 
used as a negative in a few stereotyped phrases of the 

form t';.. ~ 1 ~ ./\ ~ (V, 43, 2) "there is no with

standing his attack". Here it is clear that ~ is equiva .. 

lent to Middle Egyptian -11-, Late Egyptian j and 
Coptic MN, it fa not m~consonantal and 7annot 

be derived from ~ j: -i n~bt "lotus bud". I owe to 
Mr. Grdseloff the suggestion that the probable word of 

origin is to be found m ~ J \_ \..\_wnb "lotus bud" (the 

exact form of the determjnàtive does not occur in the 
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fount: for the history of tbis word see Blok's remarks in 
Acta Orienta/ia, 8 (1930), 232), by phonetic change 

:and metathesis. 

It may be objected, perhaps, that t is to be rea< 

n"tim and that is not impossible in view of. MMM ~ w 
~ ~~ f: ~ J ~r~ ~ (IV, 68, 11). On the. other band, it 

may be argued that the full writing n~m is due to 
editing qy a scribe who misunderstood the true function 
of ~, that when n~m is to read it is usually written with 

a ùeterminative, G (V, 399, 1) and that the use of this 

phrase in the in the negative is well authenticated, e.g. 

...JL.::: f-:: c::::: ,~ ~ .11 ~;: (IV, 123, 6). Moreover, the 
negativeis usually written in phrases of somewhat similar 

import, e.g. _n_ f ~ ~ ~ .._ (IV, 80, 13). 

The solitary instance known to me of the lotus bud 

replacing""""""' occurs in -:: ® 0 ~111 N c::::: n ° \:. (V 255 6) 
~V~~~ ~llJJJ ' ' 

~'who overthrows the enemies of Horus in the Banks' 
(i.e. Egypt)". This value developed from nn in 
accordance with the Consonantal Principle as defined 
below p. 513-514. 

1t is as well to point out here that although at various 
points in the Sign List J have indicated signs tbat acted · 
as· negatives (particularly Nos. 122-126), this should not 
be constru~d as an attempt to prejudge the thomy question 
of the reading of _n_ ând füe other equivalents of the 
negative at Edfu. This is a long and complicated quest
ion and l do not yet p0ssess a sufficiently complete docum
entation to give a final ruling. Jt is certain, however that 
there are many instances in which......1L-. and ths other signs 
wbich act for it are equivalent to ......IL-. 

,..,..,..,.,.,. 
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LVIII. On the change of 0 into K, cf. Dévaud, 
JS.tudes de Lexicographie égyptienne et copte in Kêmi 2, 

11··12, wbere it is suggested that at Edfu ; ~ (1, 489, 16), 

is equivalent to 'fRR "fat". For an example from the 

TwentiethDynastycf.~~~~for::, ~ ~}~ 
(Baud and Drioton, Le Tombeau de Roy, p. 30 ; cf. 
Grapow in Sitzb. Preuss. Akad. d. Wiss. (Phi/.-Hist.Klasse), 
28 (1938), 330, note 1). See also Sette, Verbum, I, § 255. 

LlX. Dr. Drioton(1) has suggestyd that 1 • fj 
. ' '~ .c;::::::-

(Vl, 133, 1) is to be read !J,pr, ~ bein·gr~,quivalent to lj. 
An examination of the context shows that this reading 
cannot be sustained. The word in question occurs at 
the beginning of Section B of the Nlytb of Horus(?.). The 
Legend of the Winged Disk (Section A of the myth) (3) 
condudes with a series of explantions of the winged beetle . 
and otber divinities and with a description of a powêr·- · 
ful oharl}l for the protection of the king with the words 

~ <t ~v.•:~~t:~ (VI 131 3) "a winged " > _ ,_ 1n , ..___ "'-- 7"'" • · , 

beetle in writing sball be made on bis breast when be sees 
trouble". It is these words that are immediately ta ken 
up at the beginning of Section B of the myth : 4 • 

~ 

~ ri 2 t T 0 0 ~ A o [1] ~ ""-- @ 1( ~ Q <;i rn n ,0 , cv1. 
""""""~~ 1 ~o'?Ll +· ~ c::=:::s~ooU~~ 1 

133, 1), which is followed immediately by gd mdw and 
the cartouche of the king. It is clear therefore that 
these words introduce new section, but refer back to 
something previously mentioned. In order to indicate 
this, these words are preceded by ~ <:::::>, and it is not 
possible to start with !Jpr alone, quite apart from the fact 

( 1) In Piankoff, Le Lirre du Jour et de la Nuit, 105, note2. (2) JE A.,21, 
26. (3) JE A., 21, 26 If.; VI, 10~·131. 

--------------------------------------~.ilï....----------------------------------....-
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that #pr n ktm is not the normal phrase. It is necessary 

therefore to analyse ~ 1 as ~ <:::> 11 as an equivalent 

of ~ ~ ~ (VI, 131. 1) and to read Îr p(1) 'bb(1). The 
whole passage is acc<ndingly to be translctted "Concerning 
the winged beetle of best quality gold (ktm mn!.t) on a 
piece of "'god's cloth" wbich the king placed at his thrnat 
when he saw trouble and strife". The positions· of 1 

and'<~=> were inverted in order t_o give a better grouping, 

cf. -~ ~ (VII, 10, 4) for ~ ~ ~ (VI, 13, 14) În 'Irnn. -
LX. The origin of this value is un certain . Possibly 

i_t is due to a pun, ill • representing a small tract of 
land or a field with reeds, may have been interpreted as 
~- :rr 1 w, "district" and thus have acquired the value w. 
This is pure supposition whicb 1 am unable to prove . 

LXI. t was undoubtedly -biliteral originally and had 
the value nn, but whether it actually retained this value 
in Ptolemaic texts or whether it has becorne .simple n in 
<:ertain cases is quite problematical. J am inclined to 
suspec,t that it had become monoconsonantal n, but 
pending a detailed survey of the circumstances in which 
the sign is used, it is best to leave the question open. 

LXII. ~ is considerably more common in this 
sen se than ~, which is somewhat infrequent. ,_. is 

equivalent to ~J in 9T'-il (IlJ, 107, 5). 

LXIII. The sign represents a block of stone (nonnal 
value Înr) and is different from c::::J (No 247) for which, 

( 1) ~ is the correct ideogram and determinative of 'bb but ~ occurs 

not infreqtiently, e.g. H 1 (Mam ., 146, 13), 
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bowever, it acts as ap occasional substitute. The com .. 
paratively few examples which I bave noted all corne from 
vols. V and VIU, particular1y the former. 

LXIV. lt is possible, . but not very probable, that 1.::::5:>1 

bere and in the numerous variants is biconsonantal Ît and 
that ~ (or the signs that replace "'l in the variants) 
is the phonetic complement. ln suggesting that k:::::::J is 
monoconsonantal 1 have been infl.uenced by the following 
considerations: (a) by the Ptolemaic Period the feminine 
ending must certainly have disappeared ; (b) in spellings 
of Îtn ~ is never clearly biconsonantal or accompanied 
only by n , but is always followed by signs equivalent to t 

and n ; tliis seems to indicate that the spellings are fully 
alphabetic; (c) the use of ~in t.--=--i 1!> 1r1 (III, 135, 8) and 
other spellings, of Khemmis (et. the variants listed in 
Note LV). 

LXV. Cf. the rare variant MNM J1 in + IWWY. .11 {Vlll, 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

118, 10) wn rnw, "be disloyal" and ;::= IWWY. (VU l, 132, 3) 
. y 1111 J1 

~tp ~r mw, "be loyal". Note the rare spelli11g ~ '} IWWY. 

mw (Caire 565 (Dyn. XXIV)= BoRCHARDT, Statuen und 
.Statuetten, II, 115); 1 owe this reference to Mr. Grdseloff. 
See also DRIOTON, Annales du Service, 41, 108, 109. 

LXVJ. c::::i is to be distinguished from - (No. 
243), see Note LXIII. c:=J is the early form of on::::J (No. 248), 
which is the normal and most frequent Ptolemaic fonn. 

LXVIl. Comparatively rare at Edfu, but cornmon 
tn Dendera texts. 

LXVIJI. Cf. r--- ~ 0 R:i:::::r MW."'- l-. (Pyr. 1162) 
0 Jr c:::J 1 ~ 

d f'--... 0 1 N'olVWI """""' 32 an 1 /VVV'oM (CoUYAT-MONTET, Harnrnarnat, p. : 
0 c::J 1 o. /VVV'oM 

(No. J, 6) = Pl. 3). 

._1, 

/ / ,, 
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LXIX. Confusion between o and m is not com
mon at Edfu,. but in other sources where the signs are 
small or the scribe prone to carelessness they are frequently 

apt to interchange. Cf. ~ 'J ((Jrk., II, 51, 8) for 

nlzm "rejoice" and g (VII, 290, 3) for g , and 1 ~ 
î\ î\ î\ 

for 1 * (Urk., II, 191, 8 and often), See AdditionaJ 

Note 7 on p. 527. 

LXX. In fü J (lV, 152, 5) n!J,n, "stripling", how

ever, cc is probably n!Jn, the original valu~ of this sign 

as a variant of@ , the two /WWY\ being the phonetie 

complements. While the origin suggeste,d here is the 

most direct and simple explanation, it is .not impossible 

that in giving the value !J, to this sign the scribes were 
influenced by - (No. 233 b). 

LXXI. Cf. the somewhat similar ~J. wsrt (Dihr. 
~ == 

ICHEN, Baugeschichte, 43, 4, quoted by JuNKER, Schrift· 
system, 29). 

. LXXII. The nwnconsonantal nature of f in spel-
1mgs of !i'w is rather uncertain, and it may be biliteral. 
However, in view of the tendency for -.a to weaken or 

fail _away when fo11owed or preceded by l' it is not im
possible that in this word it is. equivalent to simple fi. 
Cf. Notes IV and LXXVI. 

LXXIII. Two dear instances are known to me : · 

~ml~ (Ill~ 133, 1) "on which ] shine"(1), and î)) l 
(HI, 190, 12) "with my fingers". A rather doubtful 

cxample is 8 ~ l (Mam., 80, 12) ''like my Majesty", wbere it 

(1) The context shows that the translation "on which the god shines" is no& 
r>ossible. 

• 
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is a moot point whether 1 is the determinative of ~m, the 

suffix being omitted, or wbether 1 is itself the suffix. 

Two further uncertain examples may be mcntioned. 

--+;/ 9 'f::M -01 (f, 217, 13-14 = XI, Pl. 289, 
~~~~"! 

14 = runkér, Stundenwachen, XVIII, 83, p. 118) "l 
have opened a way to my brother" (or alternatively, 
Junker's translation, "Horus bas opened for me a way 

to my brother"), where once again 1 may be either the 

suffix pronoun (in this case, however, lst. pers. sing. fem.) 

or the determinative of sn, the suffix not, being expressed. 

Similar doubts exist in ~JI :;:: 'f ~ fl ~ 1 6 ~ f 1 ~ 1 
~ ~ (I, 208, 5 = XI Pl. 293) "l give thee my office, 

my seat, my throne and my possessions in this land", 

bere it is uncertain whether j is the suffi.x (m being omit-

ted), or whether, .f is the suffix, 1 being an errÔr for Î· 

LXXIV. The real origin of this value bas yet to be 
found, but it may be suggèsted that it is probably to be 

sought in a name, now lost. of the '-·beaddress. It is 
not inappropriate, however, to draw attention to a word 

which ha!r not been mentioned in this connection. A 
stela of the Ethiopian Period mentions a headdress 

4! "t- (Urk., III, 139, 6) or\ n ..,_ (1) (Urk., III, 146, 7) ; 

cf. also ! ).. jr (Jéquier~. Frises d' Objets 7). Is it 

impossible for the value k to have originated in tbis 

word through the transition of~ to ~ (H) ? (cf. Note 

( 1) The for1n employed in the original differs sJightly, tha uraeus having two 
s rnall horns. 
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·LVIII). The obvious objection to this suggestion is that 
since "' is such a common equivalent of k, one would 
have expected to have found at least one or two examples 
of a word * ~ ~ "' . Although .no such word is 
known, this suggestion may be wortby of considcration 
in default of a better. 

LXXV. ln this most elaborate form tbis s1gn rep
resents a folded piece of clotb with fringe combined 
with p(l). It is essentially a· combination of a w01;d-sign or 

determinative (e5) and its phonetic complement (p), the 
complete word undoubtedly being sz3t(!i). This analysis, 
if correct, would explain how E'.:J itself could occasionally . 
have the values (see No. 313b). 

LXXVI. Ptolemaic scribes often confuse ? and f. 
The two forms are much alike and if a careless scribe om
its the cross-strokes, as be frequently does particularly 
in the early parts of the temple, they are indistinguishable. 

LXXVII. The ~' which occurs so frequently in 
spelJings of owd "enrich" and related words, while pos
sibly indicating a weakening of the original d (though 
~ does not usually bave this fonction), is due to a 
false ortho graphy on the part of the ancient scri bes(3). 

LXXVIII. Wb. d. ag. Spr. III, 353 transliterates 
!J, tm (!J,t-mn ?) and is apparently only aware of examples 
in which this word means ''world". At Edfu, however, 
a, by no means uncommon, name of Egypt is -'; 

( 1 ) Cf. Gardiner, Grammtlr, p. 494, Sign List S. 28. 

( 2) = T, (VI, 56, 10) ss, "lasso", of which l know only this one 

example ,can hardly be considered as a likely source of the values. 
( 3) Cf. Edserton in Jo!4rnal of the A.m~rkat1 Oriental SJci~ry, 60, 434, 485. 

• 
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(III, 188, 13), ~ + (VII. 58, 10) !J,tm, "fortress"(1), 

with which @ 0 1 ° and its variants are sometimes ~Q,~ 

synonymous. .a. ~ is almost invariably Egypt, the 

fortress, impregnable, protected, from which the -enemy, 
particularly the enemy from Asia, is repelled or driven 
out, but it is not always easy to decide wbetber :: 1 ~ 
is to be translated "world" or "fortress" (Egypt). Ther~ 

are, however, a number of clear examples. ln the tw(!) 
following exarnples can be no doubt tbat we are to read 

!J,tm, "fortress": ~ ~;-; 1j _,Ï _:. LJ i rD. ! ~!: 1 ::E 
• - :J ~1 "'•/ "--' (VIII, 34, 1-2) "thou hast ruled 

c:m::J " c ~ ~ ""' . 
Pr-w r, thou ha·st ruled Pr-nsr, thou hast ruled the Fortress, · 
thou hast united the Two Portions which were divided"; 

,=~~~=~1~~~~sr~·tr aJAt 
~7 ~ (VIiI, 62, 16-17) "strong(2) of arm in the 

Fortress, hero, great of strength, wbo protects Egypt 
from str [ife and guards] (3) the Fortunate Eye' (Egypt) 
from evil". Similarly, comparison with "such phrases as 

~~;:5 (VIII, 144,3) "who repels the enemy from 

the fortress ", renders it probable tbat !J,tm, "fortfess" 

(1) The conception of Egypt as the inviolable, sealed fortress (cf. 1'11, 188• 
13}îs one of the results of the strong Egyptîan nationalistîc reaç:tion to ~orei~ a~d 
ab5ve all Persian conquest. There is considerable evi.dence of this nat1onahsm ~n 

, . thetexts at Edfu. For Egyptian nationalism at this period see Drioton, Le Nati~na, 
lismeauÛmpsdesPharaonsin Revue du Caire, No. 52 (Mats 1943), 427-438, espec1ally 
434-43~~, Guentch-Oglueff, Noms propres imprécatoires in BIPAO., 40, 117-133 ; 
Kees: K~ltlegende und Urgeschichte in Nachr. Ges. d~r Wiss. zu GQttingen. Phi) 
Hist. Klasse, 1930, 346 ff. 

(2) R:i:A1> n'< s '. This is better than nid which does not have the ~ 
determinative. 

(3) READ !1J['y/ SWflJ (?)] B(J) ~/ r b(whJw. 

-
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is to be read in ~~~. ~.ll e ~ (VI, 287, 1) '•who 
.lr -'1 ~"" a ~ 1 

drives away Be (Seth) from the Fortress", and 91."'-ii 

~ ~ Î: ~ ~ (VIII, 143, 14) "smiting thy enemies in the 

F ortress". On the other ha nd, "world" . is possibly 

but not certainly a .better translation than "fortress'~ 

in hc::=::. 1~~!\1-~@"V80~ (VII, 170, (8) 
~ o ~ rJ1I <::::> q ""> Ill 1 t 1 ® o o@ 

"thou art corne in peace, 0 prince rich in fields, with 

numerous meadows in the world ", and 1 
M/'.AI',/\ ~~"; ~ 

~<::::::::A';:,111111 
e e .12. a o ~ '=:7 

0 g T c:> a . . . o Jrr (VU, 170, 3) 
[man y, ~;J] fields m the world with all 
fruits". 

"I gi ve th et 

kinds of sweet 

It is clear from the examples quoted that in this word 

] , ml and llM are equivalent to m. and that we can 
1:1 -

safely transliterate /}tm. This conclusion is supported 

by various spellings of ~smn, "natron" and its derivatives. 

The spellings { ~ ~ (III, 122, 16) and = (VI, 70, 1) 
are clèar indications that they are equivalent to Coptic 

20CM and that - =~ (IV, 61, 13) l ~ ~ (VI, 55, 5) etc. 
are to be transliterated ~sm (n). 

LXXIX. The distinction drawn here bet\\>een 7J 

and A and their variants is, I feel, somewhat artificial. 

& appears to be the normal Ptolemaic equivalent of fil, 

but Ptolemaic makes no serious effort to distinguish 7J from 

A and both signs are to all intents and purposes fused, and 

either can equally well represènt g, gr, ~r, nst etc. They 

are so alike in use that I have tbought it confusing and 

needlessly pedantic to separate them still further and to 

list A between Nos. 227 and 278 whichi stdctly speak

ing, would be its proper position. The variants occur 

mucb Iess frequently tban rJ and •, which are the forms 
1n common use. 
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LXXX. Dümichen(1) suggested that 7J acquired the 

value n by acrophony from nst in the three following exam-

'". ples from Philae(2), ::: f rdi.n.f, "he gave", ~ ..L .', 
mntyw, "Asiatics", and ~ ~.~: tp.sn sn n .f IJ ' 'tbeir 

heads kiss the eartb for (i.e. before) him". It would be 

better to suspend judgment on these examples until the 

copies of Brugsch and Dümichen have been collated. 

Wbether they are correct or not_, the examples of~ and a 
quoted in Nos. 302 b and 303 e are certain. There seems 

to be no necessity to adopt Dümichen 's suggestion of the 

acrophonic origin of n, for the more direct explanation 

appears to lie in the great similarity between tl\ and 1 when 

the former is eut carelessly or on a small scale. At times 

the two forms are almost indistinguishable and often fot= 
scribe in attempting to eut one or the other only succeeded 

in producing a sign that was quite indeterminate. An 

instructive example is a phrase which was printed in I, 132, 

6 as 1 r· il 0 ["] .c:::::J but "'hicb an examination of the 
ll...-1l ~ c::=::. <9<=1 

photograph (XI, PL 261) shows is really to be read 
1 Î Ll lJTJ g. ln this example n is made the same 

à...-ll ~ c:::::= .a-= 

size as o and but for a slight broadening of the base is 

almost identical with o . lt is easy to see how both the 

ancient scribe and the modern copyist could on occasion 

have confused the two signs. 

LXXXI. A further possible instance o_f l being 

used for m occurs in p ~ ~ ,'. Î}; ~ "--~ ~V, 301; 

6-7) "who overthrows the enemies in the Place-of-slaughter

ing-the-Foe ". 1 am inclined to think that these two 

ex~mples are due to l having been used in error for Î· 

(') ZÂ0S., 1 (1863), 51. - (2) B&uoscn, Die Geographie der Aegypter (Leipzig 
1860), III Pl. 1.x .. No. IX. , 
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It is not altogether impossible, however, to argue that r 
migbt have become m tbrough phonetic change from 

t :l ~ n4, "ask" since, as is well known, Î weakened 

to nt in .f 1 (VI, 102, 3) nt', "rules" or in the 

femioine of the genitive and henc.e might hav~ given rise 

to simple n. If any confidence is to be placed in this 

explanation, however, it would be desirable to prove 

that r was at least sometimes equivalent to n, but this 

is ·a point about which I am very doubtful. 1 am not 

aw~re of a single instance in which Î replaces NW'M in 

the spelling of words. · Î occurs not infrequently as the 

genitive, feminine, e.g. ~1~ Î ~ fJ} (VI, 158, 7) "Mother 

of Great-of-Justification" (an epithet of Horus). Î aJso 
occurs in a number of cases where in texts of earlier 

periods one would expect either NWW\ or ~ , but in most 

of such examples 1 am inclined to doubt whether Î is 
really the mascuJine . genitive n and it seems to be rpore 

likely to be equivalent to Coptic NTE. Thus in ~ 1 ··-· Î t~ (V, 321, 1) ''this se(l.t of the falcon", 'm 1ll 
,.._ Î tir.'• - (V, 287, 13-14) "great chieftain (hrÎ-tp) of 
<::> ~~Ill • 

ail the gods' ~ or <::::>nt 0 ~ Î 1fl (VII, 6, 6) "until 
. L\ €1* ~ 

year 16 of His majesty" Î seems to be employed in the 
same way as N'Te and I should prefer to tra11sliterate ntÎ(1). 

Those cases in wbich Î is neither the feminine nor 

apparently equivalent to N'TE: are infrequent, e.g. ~ ~? 

~ ~ ~ Î ~ Î ~ (V, 342, 8) "who drives away 
darkness with the light of his eyes", but even in such 

( 1 ) Cf. SnrnnOBFF, Koptische Grammatik, 167 ; CRu~x, Coptic Dictionary 

?30. For Late Egyptian examples $Ce Wolf's remar~in ZÀS., 69, 108. 
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examples J hesitate to state at present that Î was undoub
tedly n, for the Ptolemaic uses and forms of the genitive 

are confused and urgently need careful study and analysis 
and pending the completion of such a study it · seems 

wiser to ·be cautious. For the time being, therefore, I 

~uggest wjth due reserve .1ba t r is an error for î ' thougb 
rt may be necessary to revise this opinion when more 

material is available. 

While correCting the proofs. of this paper; examples 

hav~ corne _to my notice of a use of r which bas a 
bearmg on the subject under discussion. There are a fèw 
cases in which + is employed instead of _n_ : e.g . ...- l=M 

1 u 111 

.!. ~ Î Î:;: (IV, 97, 3) "the distant lands with the 

products which are in them" ; Î } 2 (IV, 168, .16) 
-~- ·-

"those who are in his train"· . ~ f T::: (IV, 97,6) 
"between his eyebrows' '. 

Î itself is used for Î in ~) ~ ~ i =i 2 "Lo~ 
l decided matters of dispute" (nef,wt-r), which occurs on 
a fragment of the base of a statuette of the Late Period 
in the pbssesion of Dr. Puy-Haubert of Alexandria. If 
was Mr. Grdseloff who drew my attention to this example 

and enabled me to examine the original. 
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ADDITIONAL NOTES 

Dr. Drioton. who was kind enough to read the manu
script of this, paper and who is not in agreement with 

much of the theoretical section, has drawn my attention 
to a number of points, some of which, with his permission, 
1 am glad to quote. 

1. Note X, p. 450. Grdseloff, however, points out 
to me that ~ as a divine name appears to have existed at 
an early date and occurs in the Sixth Dynasty in the 

personal name ~ 0 } '(-. "(The 
god) 'I is his protector" ( Urk .• I, 
113,' 16 ; cf. J.J. C~RE, Nole.t 
d'Onomastique in Révue d'Égypt .. 
ologie, 3, 111, No. 29. 

2. -. (No. 159, p. 415). Al
.though it is generally agreed that 
"===- represents an elephant's tusk . 

(") which presumably had the value 
1~ ~ w ., no example of this word 

has yet been discovered. lt is 
Fig. 28 now possible, however, to make 

a suggestion that seems to point more definitely to 
the existence of this hypothetical *~w. In the XVIlth 

Lower Egyptian Nome there is a district named ~ 
(Sethos I, Abydos : DüMrchEN, Geog. lnschr., 1, pl. 91), 

f} ~ (Sethos I, Gurnah: BRuascH, Dict. Géog., 1271). 

With the kind permission of Dr. Drioton 1 am able to 
<1.uote the earliest example known to me of this name 
which occurs on the still unpublished kiosk of Senusret 

I at Karnak as 111,.... • ~ (see Fig. 28 which 1 owe to 

! . 
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the kindness of Dr. Abul Naga). Here we apparently 
have a word ~w "elephant,, which is presumably a nisbe 
derived from *~w "elephant tusk' '. If this suggestion be 
accepted, it is opposite to quote the analogous English 

use of "tusker" to describe a grown elephant with 

developed tusks. 

M.A. Varille infiorms me_ that traces of a similar spe

tling of the place name ~w occur. on an unpublished 
block (Inventory No. K. 1759) of Amenophis 1 forming 

part of a similar nome list. This and other blocks from 
the same building of Amenophis 1 (a small peripteral tem

ple si.inilar to the kiosk of Senusret I, cf. Varille, Karnak, 

I, 16) were found by Varille reusecJ: as foundations in the 
Temple of Mentu erected by Amenophis III at Karnak. 

3. ~(No. 162 and Note XXXII, p. 467-468). Dr. 
Drioton points out that tbis usage occurs as early as the 

Coffin Texts and quotes De BucK, Coffin Texts, I, 54 

j; 68 a, 12lb. 

4. ,K (No. 172 and Note XXXIX, p. 473). Fùrt

her consideration of the use of this sign as a negative bas 

revealed certain points wbich ought to have been obvious 
to me from the outset. 

If ~ is correct f\Dd if it were really monoconson

antal, it is dear thaL~rophony does not afford a satisfact
ory explan·ation of its origin, for we are faced with a choice 

of alternatives. Moreover, in the passage quoted in Note 

XXXIX it is clear that ~ ~ is equivalent to Middle 

Egyptian _:: ~ nn wn. ~ mùst. tberefore be biliteral 
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and ntr cannot be the word of origin. How then is 
this value to be explained? There seem to be two possibi

lities : the negative use of }\ may be derived from 

either Îmnt "west" or nb "lord". The first of these alt

ernatives is to be preferred, for although 1 do not know 

of any Ptolemaic example of ~ Îmnt "west" (Ptolemaic 

normally used * · ~. ~ or their variants), the employ,.. 

ment in · old texts of "}- and .~ in writings of Îmnt 

"wes.t" and Îmnî "right") cf. Pyr., 1156 c ; 1252c; De 
BucK, Coffin Texts, 1, 86 a, b, etc.), the less frequent use 

of ~ itself as Îmnt "west" {De BucK, op. cit., I, 116a; 
12lb) and .ÎmnÎ "right" (De BucK, op. cit., l, 6c), as well 

as Ptolemaic ~ tmnt (VII, 196, 11) all indicate that in 

Ptolemaic it was not impossible that · Îmnt should be 

imptîcit in }\ . Any attcmpt to . seek the origin in nb 

"lord" is .open to the objection that such a derivation 

is less direct and more involved, for this sign is nb "lord" 

and never the adjective nb "all, every". Since Coptic 
distinguishes between nb the noun and nb the adjective, 

which are NR&,,, N~&- and N1.u. respectively, it is unsound 

and dangerous, în spite of the known fact that b and m 

interchange, to postulate ·a phonetic change which Coptic 
indicates did not exist. 

l must stress once more, however, that since "the exact 

form of this sign is uncertai11, it çannot be quoted as evid-
. . 

ence and discussion of its probable origin is more acad-

emi<; and theoretical than practical. ·lhe only certain 

fact is that at this point in the o.riginal there . once stocd 
. ' a s1gn that was equivalent . to ....JL.. 

5. ~ (No. l 76(b), p, 418), Dr. Drioton very 

kindly sent me an advance copy of his recent note on 
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this sign (Bulletin de l'Institut d'tgypte, 25, 11, note (f)) , 

though unfortunately too late for any refcrence to be made 
to it in the main part of this paper. H e has suggested 

that ~ \.. J - L.J (VI, 68, 2) is to be read Îbw. Although 
I find myself unable to accept bis interpretation of this 

word and the passage in which it occurs (an alternative 
rendering will be fou11d in the translation and commentary 

on the dramatic section of the Myth of Horus to be 

published by Professer A.M. Blackman and the writer in 
J .E.A., vol. 29), Dr. Drioton is entirely correct in assigning 

the value w to this sign in certain words. U nder the 
stimulus of Dr. Drioton's suggestion 1 have found a 
number of examples of this usage at Edfu which 1 had 

overlooked in the preparation of my original draft: As 
far as my present notes go, its use is confined to three 

words: it occurs frequently in ) : ~ ~ (V, 124, 3) (wt, 

and somewhat less frequently in ~ t ~ ~ (V, 223, 14) 

Îbw, a plant, and ~ J ~ ~ (IV, 68, 6) Îbw a title. 

6. C10 (No. 248 f, p. 433). Dr. Drioton writes : 

"Origin : variation de ~ = m (mr, "bassin ")". The 
suggestion is plausible but impossible either to prove or 

disprove. It would be desirable to have clear Edfu exam
ples of = with the value mr. In the present example, 

however, if the origin mr be adopted l should be inclined 

to consider that ~ is not monoconsonantal m but bil
iteral mr with <:::> as the phonetic complement. 

7. L.J (No. 253 b, p. 434 and Note LXIX on p. 488). 

Dr. D rioton writes : ''Est-ce vraiment une erreur? Le 

remplacement de o par fil est presque universel sur les 

stèles d'époque romaine". The question is qui te open, 

but the impartial use of forms such as ri and fJ for 

both c::-J and ru suggests error or confusion. 
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8. o (No. 304 b, p.· 443). "Et si, pour expliquer 
f: .. l' E5~ .. o = m, on a1sa1t appe a o = MMM 0 , (.JuNKER, ZAS .• 

43, 102 ?)". A suggestion every bit as probable as the 
one I have suggested, and in conformity with the de.finit
ion of the consonantal principle given on p. 505. I have 
a completely open mind on this point, and feel that a 
final binding conclusion is impossible until the ideas 
behind the formation of phonetic values bave been studieçi 
and codified more completely taking into consideration 
both monoconsonantal and multiconsonantal signs. This 
study is at the best only an introduction to one section 
of the · signs used at · Edfu and the answer to many of the 
problems that arise or the choice between possible alt
érnatives will only be forthcoming when they can be duly 
weighed against the results of the study of the whole body 
of signs and the system of writing that will emerge from 
that study. · 

D.-ORIGINS 

An analysis of the origins which bave been suggested 
in the preoeding sections of this paper reveals that the 
alphabetic values originated in the following ways :-

1 . By direct representation, by an extension of the 
1 the use of ideograms or word-signs. 

2 . By the Consonantal Principle(1). 

3. By Acrophony. 

( 1) 1 have been using this term in my private work for some time past, under 
the influFnce of Drioton's "acrophonie consonantique" (Annales du Service, 40, 397) 
[= ici, P~ 170] which is a less adequate and accurate designation. As far as I am aw· 

arè bripton himselfis the first to have used the term "consonantal principle" in print 
and in 1his most recent study (cf. A11nales du Service, 41, 128-132) [= ici, p. 231-242)', 
he employs "principe consonantique" instead of "acrophonie consonantique", 
withoft, however defiaiog or explainiog the form!r term. 

1 
. 1 
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4. By the use of old signs eitber in new forms or 
from different aspects. 

5. By confusion between signs, (a) genuîne confusion 
between similar signs, (b) scripal errors. 

6. By phonetic change or fusion with related 
pbonemes. 

7. from the hieratic, either by adaptation of hieratîc 
forms or by misunderstanding of tbe bieratic. 

8. By rebus. 

9. By conventiofl(1). 

10. Graphie reasons(2). 

11. For reasons unknown. 

The origin of a given value often lies in on ly one of 
tbese reasons, but frequently the value is the result of the 
combination of two or more factors. Most of the ways 
in which the values could originate are obvious and further
comment would be superfluous, and the follo\\iing disc
ussion is therefore concerned only with the first tbree fac
tors, Direct Representation, the Consonental Principle 
and Acropbony. 

1. Direct Representation. 
The use of word-.signs in Egyptian to give the names 

,0 f the objects depicted needs no disoussion foc it is, one of 
the fundamenta 1 usages of Egyptian writing at all .periods. 
Such word-signs, though frequently ernployed in Ptolernaic 
with multi-literal values, do not act as alpbabetic signs 
except in certain strictly specialised cases. Nevertheless, 

(2) Only ~' (No. 135) for b. ,(1) Only 1 1 1 (No. 314 c) for w. 1H~ 

/ 
1 

----iiiiii----liiiiilll--------------------~~~----~~~~----------------------..... 
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ît is only an extension of the ideographic principle that 
a word-sign, instead of giving the name of the thing 
depicted, should in certain cases represent a pronoun 
referring to the person speaking or spoken to. This use 
is strictly limited : in the Ptolemaic period it is confined 
to the suffix pronouns lst person singular, masculine 
and feminine, 2nd person singular feminine, lst person 
plural and the dué!l. In theory the figure or figures of 
any human being, god or goddess could act in the appro
priate context as one of these suffix pronouns. In pre
Ptolemaic texts the chief signs employed in tbis way are 

~, Jî and '1{1, and a few variant forms, for the lst 

person singular masctdine, and, in Late Egyptian, ~ for 
the lst and 2nd persons singular feminine. 

It is by a further extension of the same principle that 

j (No. 269) can also act as a suffix prorioun, for if j 
ntr means "god " there is no logic'al objection to its being 
used to express "l" when a god is speaking, in the same 
way as in earlier periods ~ can act as the suffix lst 
person singular masculine. 

The origin of the use of 1 as the suffix lst persoo 
singular masculine and feminine is, perhaps, less obvious 
but it may also be due to the same process, since 1 for SUJ> 

erstitious reason s replaced human figures in religious texts(1) 

and thus ·it could play the same part as the sign for which 
it was substituted. Ptolemaic in using 1 in this way merely 
continued a usage established at least as early as the Coffin 
Texts. 

(') Cf. Lefebvre, Grammaire de l'égyptien classique, p. 24, § 27, end. 

1 
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What is puzzling is that the use of these signs was 
not extended to the other suffix pronouns The explana
tion that they were perhaps the determinatives of the 
pronouns hardly seems adequate and fails to account for 
the fact that the suffixes of tbe second and third persons, 
except the second persan singular feminine, are never 
represented by similar signs. It may have been the ditfe
rence in the meaning of the pronouns that precluded the 
extension of the ideographic principle to all of them. It 
is possible, moreover, that a considerable part of the 
original nominal meaning of the word-signs rnay still 
have clung to them when they were used as pronouns, 

for .::J ÇJ means "Tho th says" and also "l (Thoth) 

say". In this respect the situation is not altogether 
dissimilar from that of a child who is learning to talk, 
for the a ver age chi Id at first bas difficulty with bis pro
nouns, especially that of the first persan, and wil1 say, 
for instance, "May John have a cake ?" Where he means 
"May I have a cake ? " 

The use of word-signs for the first person plural is 
probably to be explained in the same way. Once it bas 
been admitted that the picture of a given person can 
represent not only the name of that person but the 
pronoun "I" when he is speaking of himself, it is a 
natural development to argue that two or more figures 
can represent the pronoun "we' ', provided the figures 
are those of the persans who are speaking or who are 
imagined to be speaking. 

The origin of the suffix second person singul~r 
feminine is perhaps kss clear. The explanation is hardly 
likely to be the same as that for th~ pronouns of tne 
first persan since in that case one would have expected 
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to find male figures acting for the second person singular 
masculine. It is possible that the figures of women and 
goddesses came to be considered as adequate substitutes 
for the pronoun because their association as determinatives 
with the feminine ending 0 and its variants almost inevi-<:::> tably attached to them the value !, t, and the tendency to 
write the suffix as ~ , or variant, plus a ferqale figure 
can only bave increased the temptation to assign the 
values f or t to female figures and to regard them as 
legitimate writjngs of the suffix second person singular 
feminine. Once this was granted or admitted the argu
ment came round to the full circle and any figure that 
could represent the suffix first person singular feminine 
could be replaced by ç,., ~ or some similar combina
tion by mechanical substitution based on the faulty 
assumption that since a female figure could replace o etc. 

in the second person, then c. etc. could replace any female 
figure in the first person. 

"' 

Wbatever the true explanation of these phenomena 
may be, it seems reasonably clear that in using these signs 
the phonetic aspect was less prominent than the purely 

·graphie, the signs had little if any phonetic value. 
It is this that probably explains the fact tha.t none of these 
signs are used in the spelling of -other words and nouns 
with the values which they appear to have acquired as pro
nouns. The apparent exception that the figure of Thoth 
is sometimes equivalent to · ~ is not in contradiction with 
this observation, for the origin of this particular value 
is to be sought elsewhare (see pp. 450, 496). 

· lt is hardly necessary to add that this attempt at 
explanation is highly speculative and far from being 
establisbed conclusively. These remarks are offered as 

r·, 

1 

l 
1 
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suggestions and in no way as statements of fact, for further 
research into the nature and use of the suffix pronouns will 
be necessary before a solution can be found to the problems 
which bave been briefly indicated in the preçeding lines .. 

2. The Conspnantal Principle(1). 

It is now generally admitted that the normal alpha
betic signs appear to have originated in words composed of 
one strong consonant and one or more weak consonants 
which disappeared or fell away(2). These weak conso .. 
nants originally seem to have been only J, Î, w and the 
feminine ending t, but in the course of time r, 1, d and d 
all shared this weakness and could be dropped. These 
weak consonants could fall away from any part of the 
word, beginning, middle or end. 

The tendency among the majorîty of schofars sec::ms 
to be to separate the alpbabetic signs from the system gen
erally known as "group·writing" or, much less accura
tely, "syllabic writing"(3), whereby a number of bicon· 
sonantal signs are employed as though they were mono· 
consona.ntal. It is difficult to see why this distinction 
should be retained since the principle that underlies 
the formation of the alphabetic signs proper and the 
use of certain signs in group-writing is essentially the 
same and consists of the employment of signs in which 

(1) In conn-,ction with the following remarks much valuable and interesting material will be found in Edgerton's paper, Egyptian Plwnetic Writing from its lnven· 
tion to the Close of the Nineteenth Dyr.asty in Journal of the American Oriental So~iety, 60, 473-506 though it will be noticed that 1 differ slightly from him in one 
or two points of detail. 

(2), Cf. Sethe, Der Ursprung des Alphabets, 119-124, 151-157 • 
( 3) For the following see in particular Edgerton op. cit., 486-494, who quow· 

most of the examples given b:::low, plus many additional ones. 
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only the one strong consonant is retained while the weak 
consonant or consonants are dropped. The difference 
between the two seems to be that whereas most of the 
"normal" alphabetic signs have lost their original multi
consonantal values almost completely, the signs used 
in group-writing retain both monoconsonantal and bic
onsonantal values. This difference, however, is not a 

genuine one, for ~· which is universally recognised as 

alpbabetic rJ, rerains its original value w14yt down to the 
Ptolemaic Period, and Q--=> in addition to its alphabetic 
value "[! retains its original va.lue "b:_t through a 11 periods 
and in Ptolemaic, for phonctic reasons, even acquires 
the addition al value b_r. 

The earliest example of group-writing known to me 
occurs on a seal of the Third Dynasty in which Ô is, us~d 
instead of o in the name of the woman Snt- Nt (Fig. 29 
p. 508) (1). 

In the Pyramid Texts a nu.mber of group~writings 
occur :___, 

~ is used for s in certain forms of the verb ms, "go, 

transport" e.g.; imperative ~ ~ ~ (2) and the perfective 

relative ~ ~ (3) and ~ ~ (4) and also in 4 ~ (5), 

\Jar. ·~ ~ ~(6) is, "go"; 

( 1) From an unpublished cylinder seal of the Third Dynasty in the i::ossession 
of_Mr. G. Michaelides of. Cairo. I am grateful to Mr. Grdselofffor giving me 
th1s example and for allowing me to quote it. 

( 2) Pyr. 645 c (T). 

( 3) Pyr. 85 c {W). 

(') Pyr. 85 c (N). 
(') l'yr. 798 b (N). 

( 6) Pyr. 798 b (P;M). 
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1 
, or '- is used for ti in ~ ~ (1) !ms, "traverse", 

' -(~) lmf. "cook; bake", .... r<::::> \_d'(3) "[isr, repel", 
~ ; . 

and a ·• a ., . ~(4), var. o '-' ~ ( 5) t[it~, a n 
epithet or gods hostile to Rer ; 

Ji is used for s in '(j ~(6), var. 'r:::J n 1 (7) ~ms, "sit" ; 

l is used for t in 1 o 1 o (8) f!J,t[i, an epithet of gods 

}?çstile to Re', ~ ..c2> 1 MoWA ~(9) Îr.t.n lJr, "that which 

Horus did" (perf. rel.), ~f ~ 1r(10) imyt.s, "that which is 

in it" for ~ f Q r(ll), and ~ MMM 1 p MMM (12), MMM 1 rVNM (13) 

for -;;: p fWll'M , independent pronoun third person plural ; 

~ is used for 4 in Jf ~ ;. ; .(14) rçjw, "efflux". 

After the Pyramid Age other group writings occur 
sporadically, ranging from such words as ~"~ (15) 

m'!!r, "granary" to the rebus = (16) m-"[!nw, "in". They 
MMM 

(1) Pyr. 198 c. 

(•) Pyr. 16 a (W.N) ; Ji!QUIER, Les Pyramides des Reines Neil et Apouit, Pl. 
IX .204; J:i:QUIEB, La Pyramide d'Aba, Pl. VI, 179. 

(1) Pyr. 1150 b (P); cf. 2158 a (1'1), 2158 c (N). 
('J Pyr. 1701 d. 
(•) Pyr. 1701 c (M.N). 

(•) Pyr. 51 c (W), 622 b (M.N). 
( 7) Pyr, 129 b (M.N). 
(') Pyr. 392 d (W.T.N). 

(•) Pyr. 80? (P.N). 
(10) Pyr. 532 b (T). 
(") Pyr. 532 b (P). 
(1•) Pyr. 1650, 1651 (N). 
(U) Pyr. 1651 (M). 

• 1 

(1&) Pyr. 166 c; cf; 766a, 788b, ail in N. 
(U) Plilr&IB, Dender:ih, Pl. XVIII. (Dyo. VI-V III) . 
(11) See Sethe in ZAS., 59 61-3, with two additional examples quot~d by 

Edgerton, op. cit., 491. 
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are employed not only in hieroglyphic but in hieratic also 

~n the words ju:~ ~ o 1 ; 1 (
1) msdmt, "eye-paint" and 

rfil 1 <::> "<"-. 0 (2) srmt; name of a drink. They do not 
1 ~Ill 

become frequent, however, until the New l<.ingdom and 
find their most developed expression in the so .. called 
"monumental cryptograms" of the New Kingdom and 
the following periods. 

ln the Ptolemaic Period decorative writing of the 
same type as the "monumental cryptograms", in which 
&roup-writing played its due part, became even more 
common; it was used not ooly in the ''randin&chriften" 
door-jambs, architra
\'es,and ceilings as in 
the case of the monu-
mental cryptograms, 
but was also employ- Fig. 29. 

ed in the ordinary texts on the walls of the temples, though 
rarely in its most developed form. 1bere is no apparent 
break between this developed, decorative Ptolemaic writing 
and the earlier monumental cryptograms, in general it 
occurs in exactly the same places in the temples, it 
empJoys the same principles and its subject matter is 
approximately the same, and l can see nothing crypte-

. graphie in either the one or the other(3). Both in Ptole
maiç writing and .in the "monumental cryptograms", the 
manner in which the signs used acquired alphabetic values 

( 1) Ebers 56, 17; 58, 4; 63, 10: with slight modifications 61, 21; 26, 18; 31, 
18; 60, 7. 

( 1) Ebers 67, 18; 88, 2); 10.J, 19; cf. also 24, l ; 35, 7-8; si, 4.15; 83, 10. 13. 

(J) It should b~ emph4sised that for the time being these remarks are applied 
obly to monwnental cryptoarams. · . 

forms part of one -and the same consecutive, historical 
tradition of writing that can be traced without a real 
break from the Old Kingdom onwards. 

Edgerton (1) bas cast doubts on Sethe 's view that 
group-writing originated in predynastic time$ and considers 
that commenced in the Fifth Dynasty. It is bard to sub.s
cribe to this view. If we find an example of group writing 
as early as the Third Dynasty, may not further examples 
be forthcoming as our knowledge of earlier texts is increa· 
sed? Moreover, if it is tme that group-writing was in
vented in the Fifth Dynasty, it is surely very peculiar 
that the next group-writings that we can find did not use 
thè forms which we encounter in the Pyramid Texts but 
other new ones. If the group· writings of the Pyramid 
Texts were the outcome of some new procedure, we ought 
to find some of them at least, plus additional signs, 
in the immediately succeeding periods. The fact that 
we do not do so affords strong grounds for suggesting 
thàt these group-writings are not a new invention, but a 
survival. 

If we stop to consider the manner in which the normal, 
standard alphabetic signs came into being, it must seem 
uulikely and illogical to suppose that the Egyptians quite 
arbitrarily selected a handful of signs to act as monocon
sonantal signs when they must have possessed a con
sidera ble number of signs that could have acquired mono
consonantal values by dropping their weak consonants. 
It seems more logical to suppose that there must have 
once been a time, of which all traces have admittedly been 
lost, when the Egyptians employed qui te a variety of signs 

( 1) EDGERTON, op. cit., 489 and note 37. 
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tbat bad monoconsonantal values. This multiplicity of 
signs must bave presented the Egyptian scribes with the 
sa me sort of difficulties that confront the student of Pto
lemaic hieroglyphic to-day, for the profusion of alternatives 
does not exactly conduce to speedy decipherment. Thus, 
it may be suggested, it became desirabJe to reduce and 
standardise the number of monoconsonantal si.gns in 
normal, general use, and th us the . Egyptian "alpbabet" 
with which we are familiar may have c.ome into being~ 
Nevertheless, Egypt being Egypt, what had once been ·was 
never lost, and group-writings could be used at willi at any 
time, without any affront to the rules of writing, thoug.h 
as a matter of convenience at first they were never 
frequent. However, the sporadic and haphazard nature 
of the early group-writings is precisely what might be 
anticipated if they were a survival and not an invention, 

The question of Wby group-writing. was revived, par~ 
ticularly in and after the New Kingdom, and why itwas 
so widely used in the Ptolemaic Period is best discussed 
with reference to the whole body of Ptolemaic signs and 
accordingly only a summary sketch of the probable 
reasons is attempted here. Four main motives can be 
distinguisbed : 

(a) decoration and a desire to increase the decorative 
effect of the bieroglyphic texts(I) ; · 

(b) archaism, partly as a conscious or unconscious · 
reaction to the entry of foreigners and foreign influences 
into Egypt, but probably to a greater degree as a result 

(1) Cf. Ju1:nuH1, Sehriftsystem, 12-15, whose arguments apply with e.qual forç·~ to Edfu. · · 
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of the "rediscovery" of the Pyramid Texts, and probably 
other early texts, in Saïte times ; 

(c) a form of înferiority complex, foreign domi
nation resulted in a deliberate attempt to impress foreig
ner.s with the mystery and antiquity of Egypt, by empb
asising all that was different and typically Egyptian ; 
this tendency showed itself in more tban one way, but 
in writing it took the form of a deliberate attempt to 
increase and emphasise the mystery and strangeness of 
the 0 utward form of the bieroglyphic texts ; 

(d) an effort to indicate in part the contemporar:y 
pronunciation; this was only a minor motive, it seems to 
have been ooncerned largely with indicating the changes 
in consonants but not the vowels, except perhaps in a 
few cases; it was never generally and regularly opera
tive but when applied it was in the main wiîb real 
knowledge(1). 

In none of these motives can there be detected any 
trace of an attempt to obscure or bide the content of 
a text, and if this decorative method of writing resulted 
in a text being more difficult to read, this was purely 
incidental and not deliberate. In fact, decorative wdting 
to a very. large extent left alone tbe ritual and those 
texts which one might imagine to have been secret and 
concentrated mainly on what was well known, the common 
divine names, the commonest divine titles and above all 
on precisely those texts whose contents there was every 
reason to have well known. 

(') It is cle:i.r th:i.t all these reasons do not apply to the texts of the New 
Kingdom. ln the New Kingdom l imagine that·(b) and (c) played no part, (d) onl Y . . · · t have been decorat10n a very mrnor part, 1f any, and the pnme motive seems o ' 
based on principles ·or writing that were traditional but to a large extent obsolete. 
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In addition, however, to the falling away of weak 
consonants, two further aspects or applications of the 
Consonantal Principle have to be conside~ed.-

A sign may acquire a monoconsonantal value if 
originally it was composed, with or without additional 
weak consonants, of either two identical consonants 
o·r two consonants so closely related as to be practically 
identical, but such consonants must be in direct juxta
position. In such cases, for purposes of writing and 
sometimes even in pronunciation, the signs were consi .. 
dered as having one consonant only, Thus we find~ 

(No. 2) n from 1111, If (No. 7) and its variants is ~ from ~~' 
• (No. 175 and Note XXXIX), originally mm or 11m. 

is m, ~ (No. 239) is m from mnt, 1. and } (No. 289J 
and E5 (No. 313), which normally bave rhe value mn, have 
the monoco~sonantal value m (cf; Note LXXVIII), and~ 
(No. 291) and-\::, (No. 292) are g, apparently from wgg. In 
these cases there is no question of acrophony, the 
component strong consonants are either identical or so 
closely related that for purposes of writing they are 
considered to be one and not two; This assimilation or 
coalescence of identical or related consonants, which bas 
also been indicated above in the case of r an~ cm::i (No. 
248 d, cf. Note XLV) is not confined to individual signs 
but can be observed in Coptic also. Thus, to quote a few 
examples only, 'We have MNq(' "Memphis" from Mn-nfr, 

€i·rn2 "eternity' ~ from rz~~' 201tT "priest" from ~m-ntr, or 
2ocM "natrc:>1r" from ~smn. The process, therefore, is 
in itself nothing strange to Egyptian but is a natural result 
of the development of the language(1). 

(') SEraE, Die Vokalisation des Agyptischen in Zeitschrift der Deutschen 
Morgen/andischen Gese//schaft, Band 77, N.F. Band 2, pp. 179, 180187;verbumt 
l, § § 59-~1. 63. 

Finally, ..,._li, which originally was not one of the 
weaker consonants, falls a.way when in direct contact 

with 1 as in J (No. 16c.) and perhapsalso in YCNo.265) 

and ' (No. 277). Here the explanation appears to be that 

wben ·in contact with f there was a tendency for ..,,._11 to 

become <=>, which, being one of the \\'eak consonants, 

could fall away leaving l alone. 

As a result of this lengthy di~cussion it is now possi· 
ble to attempt to define the term "consonantal principle ". 
The term "consonantal principle" is applied to the 
process by which, under certain definite conditions, a 
multiliteral sign, having been reduced to one consonant 
only of its original consonantal skeleton, is employed as 
a monoconsonantal or alphabetic sign. This survivi~g 

consonant could occupy any position in the original word, 
the important factor being not whether it occurred at 
the beginning, the middle or the end of the word, but the 
fact that it was the only strong consonant. In the Late 
and Ptolemaic Periods the conditions under which this 
reduction could take place were three in number :-

(i) When the consonantal skeleton consists of one 
strong consonant and one or more of the weak consonants 
,, ;, w, r, t, 1, d and ij,. It may be surmised that even in 
those cases where the word cf origin appears to have 

~me radical only, ·as t from ~ t, it is probable that the 

word was originally at least biliteral. 

(ii) When the éonsonantal skeleton contains, with or 
withou.t other weak consonants, either two identical con
sonants or two consonants so closely related tbat tbey are 
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practioally the same, sucb consonants being indirect 
juxtaposition and not separated by any other weak or 
strong consonant. 

(iii) When the consonantal skeleton contain~, with or 
without other weak consonants, l and --11 in direct juxta
position, in which case there is a tendency for ~ and 
the weak consonant~, if ar,y, to fall away leaving { alone. 
Instances of --JI fallmg away when in contact with signs 
other than f are very rare and appear to belong to 
a Iater stage. 

It will be noticed that although man y of the signs that 
have monoconsonantal values are also word-signs or ideo
grams, a considerable proportion only occur elsewhere 
as "determin atives". There is a tenden cy in some quar
ters to regard the determina6ves as "dead" signs, devoid 
of any phonetic significance(l). In my view, it is impo .. 
ssible to explain in a satisfactory and scientific manner 
eitber the monoconsonantal and multiconsonantal values 
borne by Ptolemaic signs ·or the spellings of many words 
unless it be conceded that practically every so-called deter
mina tive always retained îts full and appropriate phone
tic value. There are, it is true, a very few generic 
c!:terminatives for which phonetic values cannot be 
claimed, 1 should not, for instance, c1aim that ~ was a 
phonogrnm in most of the words in which it occurs 

' but such signs are exceptional and can aJmost be numbe-
red on the fingers of the band. Jt is unreasonable 
to think tha.t tbese "determinatives" should be without 
pbonetic significance at one moment, and tben at 

(') For the following see also B. VAN DE W ALLE Les Soi-disants "Signe1 
dé~erminatifs" d!l système hié;-oglyphique égyptien in Méla~ges de Philo/<>1ie orientale 
(Liége 1932),p, 203-218. . . . . 

/ 
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another moment be used phonetically with multiconsonan
tal or monoconsonantal '\lalues simply because they 
were determinatives. If a determinative could at times be 
used with multiconsonantal or monoconsonantal values 
derived from the words which it determined, this must 
bave been because it always retained its full phonetic 
D·a ture. This is surely the scien tific basis of the fact that 
in practice almost any determinative, except a limited 
number of generic determinatives, can actas a phonogram 
with the value of any word that it determines. 

Since the hieroglyphic system of writing was 
originally ideographic in form, every hieroglyphic sign 
must originally have been an ideogram. Egyptian, like other 
languages, had many synonyms and one ideogram could 
legitimately represent several words. If, for instance, 
a scribe wrote the sign l· there are numerous cases in which 
it is impossible to decide wbetber the sèribe intended to 
write Î1w, dw1, ~f, sns or a number of other words, and 
it is only when other multiconsonantal or monocon
sonantal signs are added that it is possible for the reader 
to tell which of the legitimate values of the ideogram ~ 
the scribe had in mind. 1n short, the true determinatives 
in hieroglyphic are not those which are habitv.ally called 
the determinatives but those phonograms and alpha
betic signs which when added to the word-sign indicate 
which of a number of synonyms the scribe had in mind 
when writing. 

. 3. Acrophony. 

The part played by acrophony in the formation of 
the Egyptian alphabet is a matter of no little importance 
and interest and one on whicb some divergenoe of opinion 
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exists. In 1916, Sethe(1) i.n bis study of the origin .of.th~·· alphabet stated tbat the 1dea of acrophony w ~ · fi · . as qmte ore1gn to Egyptian and asserted categorically that it 
played no part m the formation of the Egyptian alpha
bet. . In the following year(2) Sethe modified this 
sweepmg statement and voiced the opinion that in 
texts of the Graeco-Roman period and in c t . . ryp ograms there was a hm1ted number of signs having mono-
co~~onanta1I values for which apparently only an acrophonic 
o.ngm cou d be suggested and quoted a number of sucb 
s1gns ,that occurre~ in Ptolemaic texts and in cryptograms. 
Seth~ s argumen~ 1s not strengthened by the fact that it is 
possible to expiant on the consonantal principle or in other 
ways some a~ Ieast of the signs and values which he 
quoted, and mdeed he seems to have realised that the final 
word had not been uttered and was careful to note that 
som.e of these apparent instances of acrophony might in 
reahty be explained by some form of pun .(a) 

.In reoen t years Dr. Drioton bas devoted a series 
of nnportant studies to the deciphertnent of Egyptian 
crypt.o~rams and bas attempted to analyse the principles on wh1ch cryptography was based and to formulate the 
rules govern ing the formation of the values used.(4) Th~ 
two most striking features of the system of writing that 
em~rges from these studies are the dominant part whicli 
Dnoton suggests was played by acrophony in the formation 
0_f ~be monoconsonantal valuys and the largely alphabetic 

( ') SETHE , Der Ursprung des Alphabets 121•3 ( •) St<JT IIE Di N, d . . • . • · ,S chrift in Nach,rich:en /ue;t e:k;e Smai-Schrtft und die Entstehung der semi/ischett i 917. pp . 472•4• .' on er g · Ges. der W1ss. zu GiJttingen. Phil.-Hist. Klasse, 
(•) SET HE, op. cit., 473, note 2. 
(') A 1 ist of thestl studies ill b f: d · · 

monumentale (Annale d S . w e oun tn. DRIOToN, Recueil de Cyptogràphie Frise d'Écriture énig s ~- erv~ce'r.4o,:01, 308). To this list should now be added C.a l'Un il'rrsité Foua:I /11,t llJU~ u om eau de Padykam in Sami GABRA Foui/les de énigm'iitique in PIA~ 0 wa/Z1i~rmodolis Ouest "Touna el Gebel". 29:31; l'Écriturt du Papyrus Salt 825K. FFÀ e ivre u Jo~r et de la Nuit, 83-121; La Cryptographie mi>st of tlie>e studie~ns nna/es du Service, 41, ?1~13+. [This volu.me incorpor~tes on a-;rophony . as well ~ff~ernentfed b.Y a Îull q1bhography of D11oton's writings ose o Fa1rman] • . D .A. 
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nature ofthe spellings, these two features being interdepen>
dent. It may be remarked in passing tbat, even acceptiog 
Drioton 's decipherment, it is doubtful whether the crypto
grams conta in many monoconsonantal signs as be suggests, 
and it is certain that many signs for which an acrophonic 
ori~in bas been suggested can be explained either on the 
consonantal principle or in some other way. Jn fact, in bis 
most recent paper(1) Drioton admits that many values 
which he had previously suggested had originated m a 
form of aoropbony (acrophonie consonantique) (2) were 
formed by application of the consonantal principle. 

It remains to see what part was played by acrophony in 
the texts of the Ptolemaic Period. As far as Edfu is con
cerned, m this paper there are listed 320signs, in addition to 
a number of variant forms, that bet"een them 'represent 
484 monoconsonantal values . .AnaJys.is of the origins that 
have been suggested in the preceding sections of this paper 
reveals tbat these values were formed in the following ways :-

Consonantal Principle 3 55(3) 
Direct Representation . . 103 
Unknown 19(') 
Acrophony . 5 
Convention 1(5) 
Gra~k 1~ 

(1) Annales du Service, 41, 128-132. [=ici, p. 238-242}.lt should be noted, however, tha.t Dril)!Ol1'S conception of the consonantal principle differs somewh:it ftom mine, it is more restricted and manY of his examples of acrophony are m my view exa~n\)les of the conmnantal principle as defined above p. 505. 
( 1) Annales du Service, 4o, 385 (No. 3 [=ici, p. 1521), 397 [=ici, p. 170]. 
( 3) Th' values that originated in the Consonantal Principle may be. analysed thus: (a) direct, by dropping of weak consonants, 191 ; (b) by phonetic ,chan~ of '!ahei aquired under (a), 83 ; (c) by confusion or errors, 49 ; (d) by rébus, 10; (e) from;the biera,tic, s ; (/) by assimilation, n' (') Including 7 values by phonetic change from values of unknown origin. 
(•) Only 1 1 1 (No. 314c) for w. 
(•) Ooly f .. (No, 135) for b. 
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lt will be noticed tbat the five signs that are apparent 
examples of acropbony are in reality only variants o( one 
and the same sign ~,.so that the evidence for acrophony 
rests on a particular use of a single sign. It is obvious, 
therefore, that at Edfu there is an overwhelming body of 
evidence against acropbonv. Even if all the values of 
unknown origin proved to be acrophonic, whicb on the 
Jaw of averages is clearlyunlikely, the position would notbe 
materially altered. Acrophony appears to have played, 
at the best, but an insignificant part at Edfu in the 
formation of mono<.'onsonantal values and it is inevitable 
that doubts sbould arise conceming the aecuracy of our 
attribution of acrophonic origins to these values. 

It would have been desirable to complete tbis survey 
with an accurate and final analysis of the monoconsonan
tal signs and values employed in the other temples of the 
Late Period. Unfortunately tbis is not possible at present, 
partly because of the enormous mass of material involved 
and partly owing to the incomplete nature and doubtful 
accuracy of much of the publisbed material. 1 have 
IJfade, however, in complete and unsystematic studies of 
the original or photographs of texts at Dendera, Esna, 
Karnak, Deir el-Medina and Tod and have read other 
published texts from these temples and from Philae.Korn 
Ombo and Medamud, in addition to a number of miscel
laneous sources. Tbe general impression obtained from 
this reading, whicb 1 must emphasise is not thorough, final 
or complete, is that there is no evidence of any marked 
increase in the use of acrophony in tbese texts, though 
it is possible, particularly towards the end of the 

-. 
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Graeco-Roman Period, that there may have been a very 
~light increase in values which apparently and with our 
present knowledge can only be explained by acrophony. 

Attention may be drawn to a few exceptional cases at 
Esna in which the only origin that can be su.ggested at 
present seems to be acrophony. These examples occur in 
the following spellings of the name of Khnum, I+ 1 (1), 1 ~ f 'J (2), and 1=1 J (2), but on the other band 
acropbony plays no part in the variants ~ é'-,... ~ J (3

) 

and •:!-··J ~ J ('). These spellings, h~w~ve~, are qu~~e 
exceptfonal, 1 have failed to find any md1catlon. tbatth1;;1r 
apparent use of acrophony is in any way typ1cal of the 
other inscriptions of Esna and 1 suspect that they owe 
their forin to the desire to give the name of Khnum a 
particularly decorative appearance. 

It is true that in a number of olde-r publications it is 
stated that certain signs bave acquired monoconsonantal 
values by acrophony or tbat a number of signs and 
values that occur in such publications appear to bave 
acropbonic origins. Sorne ~f tbese clai~s and copies 1 
bave been unable to cbeck, but very few, 1f any, of tbose 
tbat I bave been able to trace will survive close examination, 
and in general itwill befound that these claims and appar~nt 
values are not c~rrect and are due partly to inaccurate cop~es, 
partly to faulty analysis of the texts and misunderstandmg 
of words and signs; and partly to incomplete knowledge 
of Egyptian vocabulary. Indeed, as our knowledge of 

(1) Brugscb, Thesaurus, 651 D. 
( 2) Brugscb, . op. cit, 651 F. 
( 3) Brugscb, op . cit, 651 C. 
(') Brugsch, op. cit,, 651 E: (!.; is to be read lJn, .Ji being the phonetic 

<:omplement n. 
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pgyptian texts and vocabulary grows, there is a steady 
decrease in the number of signs and values for whkh 
acrophony is apparently the only explanation. It \\'Ould 
not be difficult to quote a quite considerab!e number of 
such cases, some have already been mentioned in this 
paper; and the following signs are quoted merely · to 
serve as examples :-

lll : Dümichen(1) bas quoted three words from Philae 
in which !lJ is used instead of "'w""' and bas argu.ed that value n 
was obtained by acrophony from nst. 1t bas been pointed 
out above in Note LXXX (p 493) with reference to 7ll 
(No. 302b) and a (No. 303e) that even if Dümichen•s 
copies are accurate this value did not originale iQ 
acrophony. 

*: this sign occasionally bas the values, e.g. * ~ i (2) 
c:::=. 1 smw "vegetation ". The immediate origin, however is not sbl 

"star" but the late form of the same word which occurs as r ~ * (3) in hieroglyphic and which survives as crny in Coptic. 
fil: appears at first sight to have the value i in fil~ ! '9(4) 

i'moon " . Such spellings as IB l ~ ~ l(5) and the numerous 
variants of this word at Edfu and Dendera indicate that the true reading is not ii but iwn-h~~ . This is also the 
view of the Worterbuch. (6Y 
~ that this sign had the value n at Dendera is attested by Junker(') but there appear to be no examples of this 

(1) ZÂ·s., 1 (1863), 51. 

( 2) ZAS., 9 (1871), 92 ~ DÛll!ICHEN, Tempelinschriften, 1, 35b, 23. 
( 3) V, 352, 6. Cf. SrrnoELDEao, Demotische Grammatik, § 3. (') BRuoscH, Thesaurus, 5_l_L 
( 5) V, 49, 6. 
( 6) Wb·. d. ag. Spr., 1, 53. 
(') Junker, Schriftsystem, 26. 

' · 
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u~ge at Edfu. In my experience this is not a common 
\!alue and I suspect tbat many of the appar:nt exa~
ples of this value are to be expl~ined otherw1se, owmg 
to misunderstanding of the phonetic values of .~ a~d its variants and of the structure of the words m wh1ch 
tbey oocur. The current view appear~o be that ~ acqu.-
ired the value n by acrophony from ~ ~· nrt "vulture" 
because tbat word is preserved in Coptic as No1fpE- (S), 
No1rpl (B). This view is entirely mistaken and is an 
excellent illustration of the dangers that accompany any 
attempt to suggest origins, whetber by acrophony or 
by any other means without stuqying all the uses of 
the signs concerned. 

Nr is one of the many values tbat ~ bears in Ptol
eroaic It occurs in nrt "vulture ", and in ~ • • • (1). 
==~ (2) nrî (t), which is the Ptolemaic form of Late 
Ègypian :;:: ~ i 0 and whicb is partly a synonym .of 
rnpt "year" and partly an expression of yme ':1tb somewhat wider and looser significance(3). Nrs{t) survives 
in Bobairic as Net. A furtber use of ~, not common 
at Edfu but rather more frequent at Dendera, is as an 

( 1) VI, 263, 6. 
( 1) IV, 7, 10. . 
( 1) The WÔrterbuch i~ores the full spellings with ~ and wrongly lists ail 

examples of ~ 1 1 1 ·and i ts variants as rnpt. ~ is certainly sometimes · 
equivalent to 0 ,npt, but the reading nri (t) is assured ~omparing IV, 7, lOwi~ Vll, 6, 4 or IV, 115, 4, with IV, 238, 11 and by numerous other examples; c • also YI, 195, note 4, and Liverpool Annals of Archaeology and Anthropology, 25, 136 note 4. A further note on this sign will be found in the commentary on. ' . . the VI, 61.S to be published in JEA., vol.29 in the translation and commentary on dramatic portion of the Myth of Horus by Professor A.M. Blackm:i.n and the 
writer. 

• 



equivalent of ~ niwt "city" e g ~ :!11!1-. ~ c::::= 
Ci 1 ' • • '?. (1) 

~-~ . · ~ 

"be sees his city in festival" or ~ /VVWv\ """-A J 
' ~ -~ ~ (2) 

"within (for <m> knt) thy city Edfu'; J0t · '' ~I h .· 
. . - • 1s c ear t at tb1s 

~n~m~ could only have developed as a result of some 
s1m!Ianty between the vocalised forms of n' t d ~ 
· ·i . iw an a 

s1m1 anty which clearly did not exjst in No " , • 
T r€ or even m 

;he purely, monoconsonan'tal n. A1thougb the Coptic 

. or?1 of mwt has not corne down to 'us, Greek evidence 

md1c:ates that in the Late Period it was equivalent 

to l'î1(3), and the chain of development from "'-' nrÎ(t}, 
f'ltl t ~ ' . d' _M 1 

0 a 1 lS Imme iate.Jy apparent. These facts demons-

trat~ that ~ nr had two forms, one of whicb always 

~etained r as in Hoype' and anotber which lost the r as 
m N€1 from w.h · h ""- · 

. ' ile, _Ah) acqu1red the monoconsonanta] 
value n on the consonantal prinaiple. 

,..- : the values p and t wbicb this sjgn bears are among 

th~ best known examples of apparent acrophonic origin 

W1th regard to p, 0 r ~ ·~ appears to be the only. 

word kn~wn at present from vvhich this value could have 

been denved. A1though for the time bejng 1 can make no 

ot_h~r suggestion, it would not be surprising if eventuaIIy the 

or~gm prove~ t_o be a sti11 unknown wo1d pwÎ, or perhaps 
p1l. The ongm of th 1 · 

a. e va ue t 1s usuaIIy presumed to 
~e -~ ~ tf "spit". At Edfu, hO\vever, there are 
m~1catio~1s that there may have existcd another word from 

wb1ch th1~. v~Iue could have been derived on the conso,. 
nantal pnnciple lt Id b 

· Wou e premature to express any 

(1) IV, 115. 
( 2) VII, 135, 9. 

M. (a) . S&rHE, Die Vokalisation des A · h . . 
orgenf:ï.ndischen Geselfscha"t B d 77 egypt1sc en (m Zellschrift der Deutschen 

'J'• an ' N. F. Band 2), 166. 

.. 
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final opinion on this point at the moment for my enquiries 

are not yet complete, but it is hoped to return to this 

matter in the near future. 

These considerations obviously do not prove that 

acrophony never played any part in the formation of the 

monoconsonantal values. As long as a single value 

exists that can only be explained by acrophony it is 

not possible to deny that acrophony may have played 

its part, though perhaps only a very limited one. On 

the other band, it is quite clear that until we know every 

word that was used in Ancient Egypt and until the man· 

ner in which hieroglyphic signs acquired their varîous 

values bas been throughly studied, analysed and digested, 

it is impossible to state categorically that a given value 

could have originated only by acrophony. Jn the pre· 
sent state of our kno'\\ledge it would appear that, with the 

doubtful exception of certain cryptograms, acrophony 

was not typical of Egyptian and was not in general use as 

a factor in the formation of monoconsonantal values. 

At Edfu, if the results of the present study are accepted, 

acrophony played at the most only an insignificant part, 

so small a part indeed that none of the appareîlt instances 

of acrophony can be accepted unqEestioningly, though 

no alternatives can be suggested at present. There is 

no evidence that there was any radical difference in proc

edure in the other temples of the Late Period. 

lt would appear to be a sound rule in attempting the 

decipherment of hieroglyphic texts of any period never 

to have recourse to acrophony as an explanation of ori· 

gins unless all other attempts at explanation have failed. 

Wherever possible origins sbould be sought in tbe Con

sonantal Principle because thereby it is possible to obtain 
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a more precise and unequivocal answer to the question of 
origins, the possibility of produring alternative versions of 
one and the same text is reduced, and our ability to controJ 
and check individual values and the decipherment as a 
whole is increased. Acrophony on the other band bas 
pi:ecisely the opposite effect : it frequently fails to indica.te 
the exact origi!1 , it is often the cause of the creation .of 
two or more alternative versions of the same text all of 
wbich must therefore be viewed with suspicion(J.): it is 
a cause of error, and it reduces very considerably the 
chances of controling results 

(
1

) Whe.n.' for example, three entirely different versions are suggested for one 
s~ort text as m the case of the Athribis cryptogram (see the versions ofBLACKMAN 
Liverpool Annals, 25, 133-7, DRro-roN,Anna/es du Service, 38,109-116 (=ici, p.7-13)', 
and H~MZA, Annales du Seri'ice, 38, 198-200) decipherment is reduced almost to an 
absurdity and ail versions are equally discredited. lt is immaterial whether we claim 
-or d~ny that in Ptolemaic texts and cryptograms the scribes deliberately sought to 
dece1ve the reade b · · · 

. r Y wr1tmg tn such a fashion that more than one way of reading the 
le~t ma~ oc~ur to the reader. Such a claim may or may not be true, but the esse-
tll1ai point 1s that reo rdl f · h · · 

. ea ess o Jts trut 1t 1s absolutely certain that there "'as 
.one version that the scr"b h d · · 

. 1 e a tn mmd as the correct one and there must exist some 
way of findmg and prov· th . 
t bJ . . mg a t vers10n, but acrophony conspicuously and lame.n-
a Y fa1 ls to prov1dc tne safe way, 

E.-ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA 

Grdseloff*, after bav1ng read this paper, has gjven me 

a number of comments and suggestions some ofwbich 

with his permission 1 am glad to reproduœ. I take this 

opportunity of ·inserting a few additional remarks and 

corrections. With the exception of 3, 5, 6, and 14, all 

the following notes are based on Grdseloff's obser .. 

vations the material be bas quoted. 

It should be made clear tbat Dr. Drioton 's paper 

"Procédé acrophonique· ou PriDcipe consonatal ?", wbich 

immediately follows this· paper**, was written entirely 

without reference to tbese Addenda. Dr. ·Drioton 's paper 

was based on my original manuscript, wbich 1 lent to him 

before it was sent to the press, and on the galley proofs, 

and these Addenda were not accessible to bim until bis 

article was in page proof. Similarly, these present notes 

were all drafted and completed before I had any knowledge 

of the contents and nature of Dr. Drioton 's remarks 

which were only known to me when be kindly gave me a 

set of bis page proofs at a time when I had already prac

tically finished correcting my own proofs. This ex

planation will, 1 hope, help to acaount for the fact that 

in one or two points Dr. Drioton and 1 appear to anti~ 

cipate each other, in actual fact our remarks were made 

entirely independently and became known to each of us 

too late for the necessary modifications to be made. 

• r = p. '533-542 in thiS' edition]. ** In this edition please see p. 253-289 • 



l · ~' No. 29, and ~' No. 30 (p. 395) and Note y 
(p. 449). Grdseloff suggests tl1at in the examples quoted 

in Nos. 29a and 30 ~ and ~ are not alphabetic but 

as the ideogram Îk, wbich is derived from ~ ~ ~ ik 

"quarry man'.' the writing J n ~ ~ ~ ''four falcons'. 
~ rn 1111 . 

being particularly significant. This suggestion, is much to 

be preferred to minè and the text should be emended 

?ccordingly: The value 1 (No: 29b) holds good, how .. 

ever, and-' is obtained ·on the Consonantal Principle from 

4~~~· 

2. ~,No. 176b (p. 418). Grdseloff points out that 

the writing ~ '\_, J - C""J for Înb arose out of the as. 

similation of b to . n giving m. The combination nb 

could be rendered by J only as in ~ j ~ ~ rJ (Famine 

Stela, Sebel, · line 11 = de MoRGAN, Catalogue des 

Monuments, 80 and fig. on p. 78). It is worthy of note 

tbat in ~ '\_, J - C""J it would appear that ~ is a later 

addition or correction since it is small and squeezed 1~ 
high up between ~ and j : for the exact grouping see 

XIII, Pl. 5 OO. 

3 · & , No. 196, · L, No. 197 (p. 423) and Note 

LIU, P• 477-479. As a result of furtber consideration and 

of readings in Edfu building texts with some friends and 
oolleagues the doubts 1 have always felt atout the 
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. reading of these signs have crystallised. ] DOW COJj)SÎder 

it. most improbable that these sig~s are monocon

sonantal or equivalent to simple -1l- • l would suggest 

. that they are really equivalent to -1L- @ ~. lt \\'ill be 

recalled that I have already suggested that e ~ should 

be supplied in° CHASSINAT, Le Temple de Dendara, III. 
101, 14. In VII, 4, 2-3 ® ~ suits the context at least 

as well as the 1 !Jp(r) l originally suggested and would 

make excellent sense in IV, 11, 11, which would thus be 

brought into line with customary Edfu usage. It cannot 
te mere coinddence that the only examples of tbese signs 

known to me sbould ail occur in rontexts in whicb a verb 

is apparently missing and the reasonable course is to assu

me that the missing verb is preserit in the signs them
selves. I am unable to explain the origin of this value. 

4. + , No. 221, and Nos. 222b, 223 and Note LXI, 

p. 486. Grdseloff remarks that Sethe pointeè out long 

ago (iu ÛARSTANG, Mahasna and Bet Kl.allâf, 20) th~t .} had 

the value n, nw in :: t ~ rn n~m and in the na me of 

Binotris :: t ~ rnw, which ocours on tl:e Palermo Stone 

as .~jl-Ët~+= . Notealsothat 

in · Late Egyptiari · the hieratic text of the battle of Kadesh 

has + + =' + + - where the hieroglyphic texts have 

1f, if (cf. KuE~Tz, La Bataille de Qadech, 252 (1205, 

285 (218)). Grdseloff doubts wbether t was originally 

biliteral nn, but in tba~ case the precisè word of origin 
is ' apparently unknown and must presumably bave been 
a word *nw or *nwt "rush" now lost. LORET (Griffith 

Studies, 304 ff) equated t t 7 ~ witb Copti.c NO<rN~ : 
No~Ni, but tbis equation is not yet proved. 
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5. '>,No. 236 (p. 430). Grdseloff asks whether hoould not have been derived from ~ l ~ "field". Wh0

ile this is not impossible, it is also certain that at Edfu "" acts as a substitute for '- as determinative of words denoting teeth, e.g. n~dt, lst as idecgram ib!J, and also as the phonograms b~ and ~w. For the present, therefore, I adhere to my original view. This usage, of course, originally arose througb a misunderstanding of the hieratic form of '--· 
6. ~, No. 239e (p. 430). Jt should be noted that the singular e5 ° is not known to the Worterbuch nor to ..,,,.,.,,.,.~ 

' the best of my knowledge, bas any example of it ever been quoted, not even by Drioton who first made the suggestion. This word always occurs in the dual ~ 0 ~ which NVWV\ \\ ~, denotes the cliffs that delimit the Nile valley. It is a reasonable assumption, however, that there must have been a singular form e5 ° from which the dual was NWWI ~ 
, derived. 

7. c-:J, No. 253 (p. 433). Grdseloff asks whetberC"J with .the value pis not after all merely a graphie variation (an error) of • Cf. the confusion between C'"J and ra noted under No. 253b. 

8 · fiJ, No. 254 (p. 434). In spite of the Worterbuch, Grdseloff doubts whether the word liJ • really • ' C":J ex1sts. ln the Pyramid Tex!s Ill is a variant of f"W ws~t (cf. Pyr. 59c, 214c, 807b, 1069a, 1749a, and numerous other variants). If Grdseloff"s a'oubts are justified, the value h of ru-is to be derived from ~ hyt "portal". 
Grdseloff points om that the identiy of ro and fW wskt is proved in the Old Kingdom by the expression Cn-;; 71c!1~ (Pap. Berlin 886}) recto, a Vlth Dy~asty 
p~pyrus from Elephantine), ~re} C'"J (Urk., 1, 283; 

!JI 

I 
\ ' 
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287; 292). The opposite process whereby rw ÎS· written 
for ro h is attested in the word ~ f'D A -~ ~(Prentice 
DuELL, Mereruka, 1, Pl. 80). 

9. ·-&, No. 267 (p. 439)· (Grdseloff po!nt out that originally tbere appears to bave been a pot wbich bore the name b1 . (cf. also du Mesnil du Bu1ssoN, Les noms et signes égyptiens désignant des vases ou obje~s similair.es, 79 ff.~ though I am rather in.clined to doubt h1s co~clus10~ that this was a lamp). Tlns pot was spouted (Fig. 30) () and it was tbrough a degradation of form and confusion tbat the fonn u arose, whkh_in turn was confused witb 6· The cbain of development, apart 
from the instances quoted in the 
preceding footn<.?te, is apparent 
in the following spellings of the 
name of the god B1-pf: ~ ~ • 1 \ (Tomb of Meresonkb 111, .._ C":J ....... Giza, unpublished)*, , ·Ji".._, 
varr. t:;J. • EfJ ~, ~· (cf. Pyr. Fig. 30. 
334 a and SETHE, Kommentar, l1 17), 1 \ +"' ~(un published statue of Queen Ti 01 found by Selim Bey 
Hassan at Giza), "'~ J (BRuGSCH, Thesaurus, 28). 

10. ~. No. 293 (p. 440). Grdseloff remarks that T represents the boit - around whicb is twined th.e string by which the boit is drawn (cf. KoNIGSBERGE~, Die If.onstruktion der ·agyptischen T ür, 41) and thus ~ with the 
(') From a drawing made by Grdseloff in the Tomb of Mereson~h 11~ at ?iza (in the first example quoted of B1-pf). A somewhat similar if not 1dent1cal orm occurs in' the Pyramid Texts, e. g. Pyr. 1098 c, 1378 c and 1478 c. 

. · th 'es "GizaMasta-
* Edited in 1974 by W.K. Simpson as First volume m e sen , h Ill bas". See D. Dunham and W.K. Simpson, The mastaba of Queen Mersyam;; " N.H., 1974. D.A. 
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value S is only a variation (variation matérielle) of_ 

This is a more satisfactory explanation than mine and Î 
accept it, Moreover it appears to be confirmed by 

the substitution of - ~~r ~ 1 s in --;- _î 1 (II, 41, 2); 

cf. Junker's note in Z.A .S., 43, l l9. 

11. f, No. 297 (p. 441). Hitherto no convincing ex

planation has been advanced for the value ~ borne by J. 
Grdseloff suggests that the value is derived from f ~ 
~et "wick" and that it is for this reason that f is used as 

the determinative of U l tk1 "torch, candie" (SETHE, 

Zu~. Geschichte der Balsamierung, pl. 11; cf. ScHOTT in 

Z.A.S., 73, 8 and Wb. d. 'àg. Spr., III, 39). 

12. IAJ, No 302 (p. 442). lt is generally agreed tbat 
l:J represents a pot-stand wbicb occurs in a variety 

of. form (c:f •. Mitu~:!ungen des Deutschen Instituts für 
agyptische Altertumsh,unde in Kairo, IV, 2S, fig. 36; 26, 

figs: 37, 38) but bitherto its name bas not been brougbt to 
notice. Grdseloff points out that the name of the lJ-

stand appears to be lJ ~ gw whicb occurs in the Old 

Kingdom in lJ ~ ', ', '~: nnn ~'430 (groups) of five stands'; 

(Annales du Service 16, 196) a!Jd it is front tbis word, 
thereforç, tbat it obtained the value g. 

13. f, No. 320 (p. 446). f, as is well known, 

is a Iater form of -'m, its reading being assured by its 

employment in s1 "back" etc., though naturally this does 

not mean tbat s1 back" was the real word of origin. Grd

seloff has reminded me that many years ~go Borchardt 

demonstrated that -'m, was a razor (Z. A . S., 42, 78-9). 
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.Borchardt himself was unable to produce the Egyptian 
name of the 6 razor, but Grdseloff points out that 

i 0 ! s1t (LAcAu, Sarcophages, II, 13) occurs as the 
na~e of a chisel or knife, and this is very possibly also 

the name of the razor or razor blade, from which the 

value of the la ter cLJ> could be derived. 

14. ~, No, 172, and Additional Note4- on p. 497. 

My remarks on -the occurrence of ~ a t Edfu need 

some slight qualification. Wh ile I know of no exam-

ples of ~ itself acting as Îmnt, that value is certainly 

borne occa.sionally' by lî as in ~ imnt "\\'est" (IV, 19, 9). 
~ 

15. Group-writing pp. 506-508. Grdseloff draws my 

attention to some interesting Middle Kingdom examples of 

groupwriting in spellings of~ f é: j e.g. ~ ~ 7 (LACAU, 

Sarcophages, I, 6), 2 ~ ~ Î (LAC AU, op. cit., 22), 2 ~ - , 
0 e - ___., 111111111 .....__, sic .&.....Je 
1 ':' (LACAU, op. cit. 33), - e- , ,__ e- and ~ _, 

(LAcAu, op. cit., 43-44). The reader will appreciate that 

I lay no claim to have quoted all the examples of group· 

writing that occur in the Old and Middle Kingdoms, but 

only sufficient to demonstrate its existence. 

16. Appendix, p. 538 below. •Jtrwj: this Dame also 

occurs in the tomb of Ahmose at El Kab as ~ ~ ~ ~ = ~ f ~ (L.D., Text, IV, 50, bottom left), showing tbat 

in the examples from the toinb of Paheri the scribe 

intended to write the word for "father" as the phonetic 

element Ît. 

H.W. FAIRMAN. 

\ 
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[Extrait des Annales du Service des Antiquités de l'Égypte, T. XLIII] . 

APPENDIX. 

LE . SIONE '(..,._ ET LE MOT ~ ~ "PÈRE". 

Tout semble avoir été dit concernat l'interprétation 
matérielle et phonétique des signes hiéroglyphiques unil
ittères dont se compose l '"alphabet'' de ! 'égyptien classi
que. Mais en fait, nombreux sont encore les problèment 
qui se rattachent. à certains parmi eux, et les solutions 
proposées sont restées en partie discutables : tel est Le 
cas surtout de l'hiéroglyphe représentant le serpent at-.. 

De l'avis de la grande majorité des égyptologues, 
il s'agirait de la vipère à cornes (Cerastes cornutus Forsk.) 
qui a pour habitat principal l'Afrique du Nord. Ce 
serpent était fort bien connu des Anciens qui en donna
ient la définition suivante : serpens, qui in capite cornua 
habet (Isid. orig. XII, 4, 18). Le médecin alexandrin 
de la fin du ne siècle de notre ère, Philumène(1), dans son 
traité fameux sur les animaux venimeux, en donne une 

· description détaillée : "La vipère à cornes, d'après les 
renseignements des iologues, atteint 45 cm., et au maxi
mum 90 cm. de longueur. Elle est couleur de sable et sa 
queue est mince. Sur la tête elle a deux excroissances que 
l'on peut comparer à des cornes, c'est pourquoi elle a été 
dénommée vipère à cornes. Sur le ventre, elle est munie de 
rangées d'écailles dont le frottement, en rampant sur le sable, 
produit un cliquetis ; elle se déplace d'ailleurs latérale
ment et non p~int droit en avant". D'après Élien(2), 

cette vipère est très dangereuse et cause la mort des 

(1) PmLU•IENos, XVIII. 1 (éd. Wellmann, CMG 1908, 10, 1, 1). 

(*) ÉqEN, Hist. An., XVI, 28. 
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hom~es et des bêtes, à l'exception cependant des Psylles(1). 

La science moderne n'a pu que confirmer l 'exactitude des 

observations des Anciens : un excellen t dessin de la 

vipère céraste exécuté par D2sève figure à la pl. 40 de 

J'ouvrage àu n1turaliste C.S. SONNINI, Histoire Naturelle 

des Reptiles, Paris 1830, t. HI (voir fig. 31). 

Le nom de la vipère 

à cornes en égyptien clas
sique était resté inconnu 

jusqu'au moment où I ·on 
croyait pouvoir le dégager 

du composé ~ (Pyr. 

46ld), nom du xnenome 

de Haute-Égypte(2) l'An

taïopolite, qui dans les 

textes récents se trouve 
, . u -
cent :J: ~, comme dans 

Reptiles 

une rédaction tardive du 

Livre des Morts (version 

Ca; éd. Naville, cbap.31,l. 

5): la lecture Dw-f.r pour \ 

ce nome que Setbe rendait ~ 
par "Berg der Horn-

Pl. 40 t 

viper"(3), suggérait l'ap- Deseve del .~ill~t Scll\P• 
Fig. 31. . 

pellatif féminin f t comme nom de la vipère céraste. 

sacr~) qc~·· Hk~?00rE II, 74: . "Dans le$ environs de Thèbes, il' existe des serpents 
cornes quu1 lneeur opnt pas de mail au11 homanes ; ils sont de petite taille et ont deux 

1 <>u:>:>ent sur a tète O 1 t · 
sanctuaiœ de ze ··5 car ils 1 . • 0 , es en erre,. quand ils meurent, dans le 

u , u1 sont consacres, comme 11s disent". 

<iro~~ai!I~~ Hl'E.._uay_'PAB11oernNE3l , E_gyptia;i 3Grammar, p . 466, 1 9 ; Gustave LBFli:BVR:&. 
"' c assujue, p. 9.S . 

(') SBTWI, Vrzeschichte, p, 44. 

Cette · solution qui a été aujourd ~ hui presqm; 

universellement adoptée, repose cependapt sur une fâeheuse 

méprise: la graphie Dw-ft du nom géographique en question 

ne peut évidemment pas servir de base pour l'établisse

ment de la lecture de soa élément at-., puisqu'elle 

appartient à cette période décadente de ! 'écriture hiérog· 

lyphique où des noms géographiques du genre masculin. 

recevaient arbitrair~ment la désinence féminine t, pure· 

ment graphique, en vue de former le groupe stréréotype 
0 servant alors de déterminatif à la plupart des noms 
@' 

géograpbiques(1). 

A un moment donné, Griffith(2) défendait une 

thèse très différente, croyant reconnaître dans le signe 

~ une limace. Son principal argument était fondé 

sur un dessin de Prisse d'Avennes(3) reproduisan~ une 

peinture thébaine où l'on apercevait un repJile fort 

semblable au signe ~ , rampant le · long de la tige 

d 'urt lotus. A vrai dire, ce vieux dessin incontrôlable, 

offre peu de garanties, et le reptile qui y figure peut 

être un vers quelconque autant qu 'une limace. 

Aujourd'hui, plusieurs autres considérations entrent 

encore en ligne contre cette identificaton avec la limace. 

D'abord, le nom du reptile !(.,_ est conservé_ en démo

tique sous la forme _J11111/. fij.w ( = fj) que Spiege~berg 

avait jadis commentée dans son Mythus vom Sonnen• 

anauge(4). Dans ce texte, il est dit d'un chat que "le souffle 

(1) Cette corruption est due à l'hiératique qui a développé le groupe 0 

~ 

réinterprété en hiéroglyphe par 0 • 
~ 

(2) GRIFFITH, Hieroglyphs, p. 24. 

{3) NEIVBERlW, Beni Hasan Ill, p. 23. 
(') Sru:a:&LUQ, M ythus vom S1mnenauge, p, 135; cf. GRIFFITH and Tno:.rrsON'tt 

The DemfJJic Magical Papyrus of London and Leiden, vol. 111, p . 33, no. 333 ; "fY 
'iUbst. uceraste.>" 24/27 [V. 3/1]" , 
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embrasé de sa gueule était une flamme comme chez le 
reptile fi" (8, 12). Déjà ce contexte contredit la thèse 
de Griffith, et pour la faire crouler entièrement, une fois 

. pour toutes, il suffit de se référer à certaines formules 
magiques qui sont inscrites sur ~e statue prophylac .. 
tique de Ramsès III tr<rnvée récemment â A1maza(1). Les, 
formules III et IX y sont consacrées à la ~ ~ "j 

,_ J!!M~ 
(var. 2 o ~ MMM !(-....) "conjuration du serpent f ", et 

NWW\ ~ 0 ·~ 
l'on y parle à plusieurs reprises d'un ~ ,_ ~, 

,. ~ --JI 
'1d'une coudée", c'est-à-dire de o m., 52 qui serait aussi 
méchant qu'un serpent de 12 coudées. C'est encore 
de son caractère redoutable que dérive ! 'usage assez 
répandu dans les Textes des Pyramides(2) et ailleurs('), 
d'écrire le signe 3(-.. coupé en deux parties '--, pour 
le rendre en ·quelque sorte inoffensif, dans fo domaine 
.de la magie scripturale. Il s'agissait par conséquent 
d'un reptile venimeux. Enfin, d'après une observation 
de Borchardt(4). sur le cercueil d'Enôtès(5) ('In Ît.j) à 
Berlin, le . reptile ~ y est représenté partout dans les 
inscriptions avec une langue fourchue. 

Tout cela évidemment exclue l'identification avec 
l'inoffensive limace, et nous met sur la voie pour retrouver 
la lecture authentique du nom du serpent it-.. ' la vipère 
à cornes. En fait, dans un passage des Textes des Pyra-
mides qui appartient à la même famille de textes magi· 
ques pour la conjuration de serpents, mais d~une origine 

( 1) Étienne Druo-roN, Une statue prophylactique de Ramsès III, Annales vot 
39; p. 70-71. . 

( 2) LACAu, Mutilation de signes, etc., iiz., 51, 56. 

(3) Jakob PoLoTSKY, Zu den Inschriften der ll. Dynastie, § 12, p. u, 
(') Ludwig BoBcRARD-r, Àz., 35, p. 105. 

. ( 5) Pour la lecture, voir EBMAN, Der Nam~ Antef. A0Z., 39, p. 147. 

... lllliiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilm-----------~~ 
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beaucoup plus ancienne que le texte qui recouvre 
la nouvelle statue prophylactique d'Almaza, ce même 
reptile est mentionné en "scriptio plena" ~ '(.,_ ~ ~ 
wf] (1). C'est de ce mot donc que dérive, en faisant 
abstraction des consonnes faibles, conformément au 
principe consonantal de Mr Fairman, le phonogramme 
~ f de !'"alphabet" classique. 

Les déterminatifs ~ de wf] dans les Textes des 

Pyramides et -. de ::C sur la statue prophylactique 

représentant la 'vipère sans les cornes, ne constituent pas 
un obstacle pour notre identification qui est suffisamment 

étayée pat ià variante ~ ~ · Il va sans dire, qu'il 

s'agit ici de déterminatifs génériques de serpents. 
l)'aill~urs, à l'origine, d'après la paléogràphie archaïque 
de M• Emery(2), le signe ~ est toujours figuré sans les 
cornes dans les inscripÙons du début de la Première 
Dynastie. Plus tard, se11lement, les Égyptiens on:t adoptéf 
pàr suite d'une observation plus précise, la forme habi
tuelle ~, où ioutefois, les proportions des cornes du 
reptile ont été grandement exagérées ; en nature elles 
sont à peine perceptibles. Mais encore sous l'Ancien 
Empire, sans· parler des époques plus récentes, on 
rencontre sporadiquement le signe s-- sous la forme 
-. . Il en est ainsi par exemple dans l'inscription 
de Nenki (IVe dynastie) ; cf. Urk., I, 260 : c::=:> 

"""""" 
~ '- et l= ~ . 

(1) Pyr. 4l 9c. - Un serpent du nom de "efa" est mentionné par les auteurs 
grecs et a été identifjé avec I' "Echis carinata ~chn.". Cf. PAULY-WISSOWA, 

Real-E•c.yg/6pNtii, Bd, II A (1'921), su6 voce "Sc.Illange", p. 544 et suiv. 

( 1) Walter B. EMK&Y, lforA~a, E:xca,ations at Saqqara 1937-1933, c.tiro 1919, 
p. 91, no. 27 • 
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A côté de la valeur primaire f du phonogramme 
"'--' il s'est développée plus tard une valeur secondaire 
t que nous pouvons attester plus d'une fois. Mr Fairman 
me communique à ce sujet un exemple tiré . du Temple 
d'Edfou (VI, 112, 5), dans le mot ~~i· flfljw "les 
ennemis", et un autre cas intéressant dans !'Hypogée 
de Séti 1er où le nom d'un génie se lit : 6 f1 <> <e 
lfrj-w1rt "le préposé" au cordage" (Lefébure, ~ ·xXfü; 
cf. la variante v==l g ). En réalité, cependant, ce phéno
mène jusqu'ici insoupçonné, remonte à une plus haute date 
et l'on peut citer des exemples tirés d'inscriptions de l~ 
XVIIIe dynastie . Ainsi, tout au début de l'Hymne au 
Soleil_ des architectes Souti et Hor, on lit en guise de titre: 
* ~ ~ =~} J T ~- ~ ~ "Adoration d'A~on, 
quand il se lève en tant qu 'Harakhtès" (i), où ...!, est 
é~demment une graphie particulière de la conj~tion 
~ flft "quand". Puis, dans le nom propre masculin 
L:_ :=: ~ i 'Jt 'ltrw j i.Paberi, pl. IX, I. 36), var. 
~ ~ ~ n (ibid , pl. X, east side ), nous retrouvons une 

formation en nisbé qui dérive du substantif ~ :,_ ~ 111 
(Pyr. 1693) "la saison" (pluriel du mot tr "temps" avec 
une vocalisation telle que "'*îetr~w). Ce dernier exemple, 
surtout, nous paraît de très grande portée : il tranohe 
finalement le problème, si longtemps discuté, de l 'inter
prétation phonétique du groupe ~ ~ ~ "père" en 
fave~r de~ vues exprimées à ce sujet en dernier lieu-. par 
Eugene D evaud(2), tout en nous montrant que fa valèur 

Sout~1;/J;:ni~r~ ;é!~gio~ 1 : Al\!xandre Varille, l 'Hymne au Soleil des Architectes caractère . r, 1 d • ' p. 25 . . L'auteur ne semble pas avoir été frappé par le anor.na e cette graphie de ~ft. 

"Pè <:~ Eu_gène . DÉvAun, Études et Notes, etc., VII. - L'État radical du mot re en Ei;yptim (Kêmi, l , p . 142·143). 

-
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secondaire t du signe ~ constitue une dérivation cons
onantale du mot ~ o Ît(j) "père" C'est à Dévaud 
que reviendra, dès lors , le mérite d'avoir montré pour la 
première fo is, qu'après tout peut-être, le signe ~ dans 
la graphie ordinaire ~ ~ n'aurait pas la valeur f, mais 
constituera it en fait l'idéogramme d'une vipère à cornes 
pour le con ce pt de " père", genre de personnification 
animale du chef de la famille, tout comme cette sorte 
de vautour : ~ mw.t, fut celle de la mère dans le 
système graphique de toutes les périodes de l'antiquité 
égyptiénne . 

11 était toujours gênant d'admettre l'existence de 
deux vocables en égyptien pour le mot "pèr.e"(l), différ
an t seulement par l'adjonction d'un f final dans la forme 
plus récente, phénomène qui est sans parallèle dans cette 
langue, alors que le copte ne connaît qu'un seul mot, 
eiooT : 101T, où la persistance du t montrait qu'il se term· 
inait en égyptien par une semi-voyelle et présentait, en 
d'autres · termes, le consonantisme Ùj. Ce résultat est 
en accord avec la forme du dérivatif en w ~) ~ ~ ;tjw 
"patron "(2), " souverain" . 

(•) Voici , à titre d 'aide-mémoire, une liste bibliographique sur la question : 
Wilhelm S PIEGELBERG, varia, LXXIII: Die Lesung der Gruppe~ ..::__ ltf( ?)"Vater"' 
~ec. de Trav., vol. 26, p. 148-149 (1904); - Alfred JAHN, Agypto/ogische Miszellen: 
1. Über Q1. und ~ ~ ~· it und itf uVater", Wiener Zeitschrift für die 

Kunde des Afo rgenlandes, vol. 20, p. 373 ;- Max BURcHARDT, Das iigyptische Wort f~r uVater", AZ. , vol. 48 (1 910), P~ 18-27; - Gaston MASPERO, Notes sur la grammaire égyptienne de M. Erman, Rec. de Trav., vol. 40, p. 2 (1923) ; - Hermann KEES, Die 
Schreibung Q ~ fu0r Vater, '.Az., 64, p. 91-9l (1929); - Antoni SMIESZEK, Notes 
onEgyptian Accem as evidenced i1' Copiic Nouns, Poznan, t. \IH, 6, p . 11-12 (1935); Gustave LEFEB VRE. Grammn fre dt: /'ÉgyptllJll.- cfas.riq", p. ~8 {1940). 

( 1) Cf. B. GRDSELOFF, Detn. inscriptions juridi~u.fl de l'Ancien Empire. .Jlnnales, vol. 42, p. 54-57. 
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D'autre part, les Égyptiens n'ont pas manqué par 

différents moyens graphiques, de marquer ostensiblem

ent le caractère symbolique de l'idéogramme ~' dég

énéré en déterminatif. Dans l'écriture très avare en 

déterminatifs des Textes des Pyramides, la· gta~hie ~ o 

est la seule courante ; rares y sont les exemples pour la 

forme 0 qui ne s'introduit en force qu'à partir des 
~ 

inscriptions .civiles des mastabas de la V" dynastie. Sous 

le Moyen Empire, on crée alors la graphie conventionnelle 

~ ~ ~· présentant le signe-mot ~ précédé de ses 

compléments phonétiques €t suivi du déterminatif gén

érique. Cette forme devient stéréotype et se maintient 

depuis avec ses éléments gràphiques quasi immuables, 

surtout par suite de la rigidité de l'écriture hiératique. 

Cela n'empêche que, souvent, les inscriptions hiérogly

phiques, dans des graphies libres du mot, font clairement 

transparaître la nature symbolique de l'idéogramme de la 

v~père à cornes; tel est le fait surtout dans les cas suivants: 

a) Au singulier, on écrit parfois le mot ttj "père" 

par le signe-mot ~, sans compléments phonétiques : 

1. Stèle d'Aménophis lll, de son temple funéraire 

derrière les Colosses de Memnon (L., D., lll, pl. 72, I. 151. 

Discours d'Amon-Re-Kamêphis à Aménophis HI: ::J 
mm~ ~) ! 6 b "J'ai admiré tes monuments, m01 qm 

~~~''CA 
suis ton père qui créa tes charmes". 

2. Texte de la Bataille de {)adech (éd. Kuentz, . 

"Poème K", I. 29) : Discours d'Amon à Ramsès : 

o}[~J=J~~~ ~Jl<c:A ~JI~~ (1) "Je 

(1) M. Ku.entz a copié le pa3sage ~ J1 ~ ~ ~ en restituant un 

dans [aJ . ~ ~, mais si l'on ex1 mine la photographie de ce passage du 

~ î!J . 
texte qu'il reproduit à fa pl. VU, on se rend compte, en raison de la direction 

.de la cassure et de l'esp1c~ off~rt, que ~tte restitution est matéri~llement 

1mpossibie. La lecture correcte elt donnée dans l'édition çle Séllm bey 

Hassan, l. 29. 

1 
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suis près de toi, moi qui sms ton père, et ma main 

est avec toi". 

b) Pour faire ressortir le signe-mot, on le fait ~uivre 

souvent d'un trait vertical • ; les exemples pour ce phé .. 

nomène abondent, et il suffira de citer quelques graphies 

empruntées aux différentes époques : 

1. Temple d'Edfou (VHJ, 166, 10): 

S:i'fr:•1,11 a fondé un monument à son 
"-- _.. r ~-A. 

père Horus d'Edfou, grand dieu, seigneur du ciel". 

2. (j ~ (RocHEM., Edfou, I, 554 ). 

3. ~ (Caire, 20268; Moyen Emp.). 

4, ~ o ~ (Louvre C 13; Moyen Emp.). 

c) En tant qu'idéogramme symbolique, le signe >.\...::.._ 

peut se placer entre ses deux compléments phonétiques : 

cf. ~ ~ ~ ~. Ît(j) .f "son père" (Tb. Pap. J ouiya, éd. 

Naville, pl. 12, J. 21). 

d) Comme phénomène secondaire, rappelons aussi le 

transfert du signe-mot Il(-. avec son phonétisme intrinsèque 

Ît dans un autre terme homophone : l'exemple classique 

est le mot it "orge", en copte €IWT, €1o~T: 1wT: 

1. n ° ,-dtil (JVb., 1, p. 142; Basse Époque). 
~~Ill 

2. Texte de la construction du temple de Dendérah 

(Johannes Dümichen, Baugeschic11te des Denderatempels, 

pl. XXXJI) : A propos d'un champ, on rapporte qu'il 

.était planté <:::> JJ 7 - c= ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c= g ( 0 J :..:: 

c:=::. ~ ~ i "dans sa partie antérieure d'orge, à l'autre 
"== 1 

extrémité de froment et en son centre de fleurs". 

1 

1 
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e) Dans les forme> du pluriel du mot ztj "père", fa 
vipère à cornes ~ se révèle encore comme signe-mot 

par sa triple répétition : 

1 . 0 ::::= (Îtj) Îtyw ''père des pères" (Edfou, lI, 
~~ 

37, 9). 

2. ~ o ~ "les pères" (Urk., IV, 554; Stèle de 

Kouban, I. 22). 

3. ~ '<--- "ses pères'' (Caire, 20164; Moyen 
~ 

Emp.). 

f) A titre de curiosité, citons encore pour le pluriel 

la forme 00 1 1 1 (Edfou, VII, p. 3 et 11), qui est une 
~ . 

variation de la graphie ~ en ce sens que les deux pre· 
~ . 

miers signes sont remplacés par leurs phonogramme~ 
correspondants. 

Ainsi, force nous est de conclure que dans le mot 

~ ~ ~ "père", le signe~ n'est pas un phonogramme, 

mais un idéogram.me symbolique. Dès lors, il n'y avait 
en égyptien qu'une seule vocable pour le mot "père", à 
savoir Ît (j), dont le phonétisme s'apparente évidemment 
avec le même mot dans les langues . syro-cananéenne et 
accadienne : ad, adda(1). 

B. GRDSELOFF 

( 1) s. Y1UVI'1, Studies in comparative Egypto-Semitics, Kêmi, 6, p. 67. 
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[Extrait des Annales du Service des AntiCJuités de l'-Égypte, T. XLIV.} 

• 
PTOLEMAIC NOTES. 

In this and the subsequentartides* 1 hope to givÇ! some 

notes on the readirig of a number of Ptolemaic signs or 
groups· of signs and o:p points of Ptolemaic lexicography 
ànd philology. ln order to avoid needless repetition 1 
shall refet to RocHEMONTEix and CHASSINAT's, Le Temple 
d'Edfou; CHASSIN AT, f:e Temple de Dendera, and CHAS

SIN AT, Le Mammisz d'Edfou, as E., D., and MAM.., res
pectively, quotation being by volume, page and line of 
the publication (1). 

Thé present notes have been , discussed by letter with 
Professor A.M. Blackman to whom I 'sent a draft copy 
of the .manuscript _and to whom I owe ·man y valu.able _ 
comments and suggestions of which I have gladly availed 
myself. 

,, _11 
1. a\\llll 

The following are the cbief spellings known to me 
of this epithet of Isis and Nephtbys 

;\\.1 • 
-" 11, 1 (E. IV, 295, 14). 

"\'\.. ~" J (E.I, 120, 8; not collated). 

"'\..\..:) ~ lf (E. IV, 289, 3). 

\.\. (E.I, 376, 5; not collated). -:r 
,,-:-J .~E. 1, 433, 4) (2). 

\. \: ~ ~ (D. IV, 144, 10). 

• · See p. 370, above. 

( 1) Cf. Annales du Service, 43, 193, note l, = (ii;i .P· 377 note 1 ). 

/ 3) Not collated : the determinative is suspect and may perhaps be . li· 
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\\. lJ ·JI. (E.I, 432" 11 - XII, Pl. 347)(1); var, 

\,;.\. il JI (E. I, 45, 2)(2). 

\..."'-.:: li li ( Rec. de Trav., 23, 165; Karnak, not 

collated); varr. ·\,;.\._li;_ )l DE MORGAN, Korn Ombos, I, 

p. 63, No. 68; (not C<?llated); \-..\.. ~ ,J J (D. IV, 113, 6). 

\.'\. ~ 1111 (E. VII, 159, l); var. \...\..:: UU. 
(DE MoRGAN, op. cil., II, p. 162, No. 747)(3). 

The Worterbuch(4), s'omewhat diffidently, has read 

. this word as msntyw with a cross-refere.nce to ~bt. While 

it might be possible to justify the latter, it is diftkult to 

see how the former could have bee.n obtained, and in fact 

both readings are wrong. 

The key to the correct reading of this word is 

to be found, I think, in the wdting of the place-name 

''' ~ ~ (E. VI, 147, 13) ldbw r!J,ty(5). Th~s 

reading, and that of the somewhat similar Îdbwy rMy, 
Ïs assured by the spellings of these names ·that occur . 

in numerous copies of chapters XIX and I of the Book 

of the De~d. Thus in Chapter XIX we find ! : 1 ~ il ! 
~ f \.. ~ ' ' ' ~ ~ • (6), with varr. "> "'~.~ 
- .1\111'-. '-11'....;;......_ ~ , nnno" 

( 1) = is damaged and from the photograph it is impossible to determine 

whether = or ~ is the correct reading. 

( 2) Not colla~ed: the determinative is suspect and ~ ~ is to be expected. 

( 5) Not collated : the determinatives are suspect and may be · '1· '1 · 
(') Wb. d. ~g. Spr., II, 144. 

( 5) Cf. GAUTRIE~, Dict. des noms giogr., I. 141 who, however, reads âbout 

hl Rekhti which is ~indefensible. 

(•) BuooE, The Book of the Dead (1898), 79, 11-12. 

1 
1 
~ 
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\. \. ~ (1), ... ... ... \.:_~,, C\ (2), ' ' ' 1 \ \,;. - ;\. - (3'\ ... ' ' 
""&. '- ...... 1 1 1 ,_...,,, \\ ""'" ~ } ' "S. "S. '-

'~ S,: (') In Chapter I of the Book of the Dead is. 

the ph~ase iË~·cw>. ~~fj~ii!~~~~~ 

: ~ .-b (s) and the varr~ 

~ ~ \..,'\. = k.~ (s) etc. 

It is thus certain that a possible reading of \.."- is 

rhty and in fact an Edfu te'xt gives us the writing ~ 
- · œa 
~ ~·\ (E. IV, 279, 2). Further..,more, · a study of~· 

passages quoted below reveals that · such forms as ~,, 

J J and W J·J ,occur as variants of \,;.\. J J (cL 

Nos. 2, 3, 5, 6, 9 and 11 below). Them can be no 

possible doubt that these are all writings of one and the 

same word and theref9re the ~orrect reading of \. \. J J 
1s R~ty " the Two Da msels ". 

The phonetic phenomenon revealed by these spellings 

is of no little interest. The old form of the word is 

R~ty, which ~lready occurs in the Pyramid Texts (9). 

That Ptolemaic could write this word either with a full 

( 1) BuooE, The Papyrus of Ani, Pl. 13, D. 3. 

( 2) BuooE, The Papyrus of Ani., Pl, 13, E. 1. 

(') Pap. B.M. 10109, 12~..,,LIEBLEIN, Le livre égyptien "Que mon nom fleurisse", 
Pl. VI. 

(•) Pap. Cairo 58008, 2, 24 = Go1.~NISCHEFF, Les papyrus hiératiques, l, p. 40 

and Pl. VIU= LrnnLEIN, op. cit., Pl. XLV, 21 ; cf. Lieblein, op. cit., Pl. LIV. 

( 6) GAUTHIER, Cercueilr anth1·0.poides des prêtre5 de Montau, 446, 17-18. ln ~d
dition to the examples quoted below, there are numerous variants on the sarcophag1 of 
the Late Period,. 

(') GAUTHEIR, Op. ht., 65, 16. 

( 7) Bui;>oE, The Baok of the Dead (1898), 19,9; for other varr. cf. SaosTJCB, 

Cata/:gue of Egypt·ian _ R~li'1~us Payyri in the British Museum, I, 25. . 

( ) ·GAUTHIER, op. Clf, :>\ ' 6. 
( 9) e.g, Pyr, 2200. · 

/ 
1 / 

'· 

\ 
\ 

. \ 
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1. 

1 
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spelling as thougl:r it were to be read RMy or with some 
phonogram that originally had that value is due to the 
faet tpat !Jin the Upper Egyptian dialect had weakened to ~(® 
= 2_) and thus ® could'be used to represent that sound(1). 

The examples already quoted above render it a rela
tively simple matter to arrive at an explanation of tbe 
forms \. \. lJ lJ , '\,\.. ~ J J and their variants. Ali 
thes.e writings are due to a misinterpretation of the hier-

c. 

·
lf, atic form of .. , a fact 
~ which is s~fficiently clear 

from a study of typical 

IL 
h 

hieratic forms · of au 
periods (see Fig. 26) (2): 
the origina 1 hieratic form 

Fig. 26. of .. in . the course of 
time was interpreted as ~"\. over a , horizontal sttokè 

(1) See further th:: remarks by Blackman and myselfon the use of--and~ hm 
in writings of Khemmis in J.E.A. 30, 24. Cf. also B:l.F.A.O., 43, 95. "The following 
additions an'd com:ctions to the latterpap~r should be noted: p. 63, li ne 4, wfi: fora 
criticlsm of this suggested origin see K~imet, Études d'Égyptologie, VII : Zoolpgica, 
III, :;. Nots au sujet de l'hiéroglyphe~ et des vipères dans {'Égypte ancienne, 
èspecially p. 40 ff. There is, however, considerably more evidence of the existence 
of the word wfi thari has' yet been indicated in print by either Grdseloff or Keimer; 
p. 85, line 18 : for (1li read pi; p. 98,' n. 1; add: Two further ex. of this value. 
were suggested by Blackman and myself in Miscellanea Gregoriana, p. ·423,.n . . 
126, but I now believe both to read [!s(1)-i1l; p. 105, li ne . 9 : the . complete.: 
reference to the se~ond example of î~r should read . I, 377, 17 = XII, Pl. 327. ; . 
p. 111, .Obs. 1. Delete "Since Coptic uses only ~n ". The se·ntence should read 

"Itis impossible" etc. The use of ~ and ~ to write [!n' is due: of course, 

to the weakening of li to [;, tw becoming~n ; p. 12L Une 5 : For stp Pt~ read stp n 
flf! , p. 121,n. 1: For a further note on [!s-in', · see Miscel/anea Gregoriana, 
p. 4} 8.,_ n. 70, and cf. p. 423, n. 126. I am not satisfied that we have yet established 
the true meaning of this C)(pfession. . 

(~) T~ese · facsimiles have been taken from M'c;r,LER, Hieratische Pal"dogrpphie, 
I-HI, No. 225: (a) GurnFITH, Kahun, Pl. 28; 17 : (b)Peasant, B. 1, 169; (c) Ebers 25, 14; 
(d) Anast. IV, 10, 5; (e) Two Brothers, IO, 8; (f) Pap. B.M.10053, rt. 6, 7 = PEET, 
Tomb Robberies, Pl. XIX= NEWBE.liHY, The Amherst Papyri, Pl. XIII; (g) Pap. B.M •. 
10Q53. rt. 6, 2; (h) Pap. Berlin 3073, 1, 5. 
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wbich was transcribt:!d either ·as---, or, quite untbinkin-
. . . '· \ . ' ' "' 

gly, as NMN- . The plural strokes that accompany some 
spellipgs are only a late writing of the dual : 

The following are the principal uses of • \. \. J J 
whirh 1 bave noted(l). 

(a) The Rl,ity as makers of cloth(2). 

(1) ~~ffi~]; Alî~ \.\.JJ (E. I, 4321 
to-ti = XII, Pl. 347) "Falcon, greatfy feared, born of 
Isis, wbo arrays the god in the work of the Two Damsels' '. 

aie • 

(2) A ~ ! l ~ )Ç' • \1 U (E. V, 190, 12) "l have 
' arrayed (thy) Majesty in the work of the Two Damsels". 

~ illllllill = ~ e \A= of-,__,,= .t, ri<==> J 
(3) • - \ • (il 1 ? =-1 \\ ~ ~- - ~ ~- ~ ~ 'A 
~ J, 1

1 :::! ~ Î ;en. IV, 179, 11) "'Take to thee .the 

r,aiment (mnfit), my bandiwork, excellently' fashioned by 
(lit . "the excellent work of") the Two Damsels in order 
to deck thy statues with the White Eye of HorÙs". 

c~) v~f ~ : = + l , • , ~ t - : \. \. :·u ~ en. 
IV, 144, 10) "lt is the bright red cloth for glorifying the 
Powerful Ones with the "excellent work of the Twp 
Damsels". 

(S) ~ : : .. ~î(~Jt11r~w:~H~~A 
~ ~ (E.VII, 260, -10-12) "May your bodies [b~ arrayed] in 

( 1 ) The r(Jty (r[!ty), of course, are best known as rnournmg for Osiris, e.g. E. I, 
216,9-10=XI,PI.289=JmmER.Stunde1.1wachen.p. ll2,XVII, 156-158, bu! I donot 

know of any spellings with \. \. . 
. -

(') ·In addition to the exampbs quoted below see also E. 1. 45, 2: 120, 7-8; 376, 
'!-5; IV, 289, 3 ; VII, 158, 15-159, 1; DE MoRGAN, Kom Ombos, II, p. 162, No. 747; 
l.>E MoRGAY, op. cit., I, p. 63, No. 68 and its parallel Rec. de Trav., 23, 165. 
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clean raiment tbat is pure, and your persons be attired 
m shining apparel, the ~ork of the Two Damsels'', 

(J - X (Je m~--=-J 1 (6) . 1 ";;:' _ LiJ ?; ::::= 1 ~,I li (D. IV, 1161 

5-6) "The great ·pure garment is clean for thy person 
being the work of the Two Damsels'~. 

( 1'-. t ~ t _,,.___, \. \. e -
7) ..,. .. i L!J = ~' "" " J J (D. IV, 113, 6) 

"The red cloth (Îd~Î) is for thy pers on, bein g, the 
work{1) of the Two Dalflsels". 

(b) The 'R'.J;ity as the nurses of Horus or the King. 

(8) : j ';f 1 ~ -... J i (2) (E. J, 433, 2) "The 
babe whom the Two Damsels brought up". 

(9) ~ (j} f ! mm r1 j ';f 1 f~ : J l (E. 1, 31, 
11)(3) "Holy falcon standing on the sr'/}, the stripling 
whom the Two-Damsels reared';. cf. also DE MoRGAN~ 
Kom Ombos, II, p. 208, No. 818. 

(c) The Rl;itv as protectors . . 

{lO) â ~~ ~ J !~Je~~~~ J ,',!à 7'\ 'tn 
(E. IV, 295, 14-15) "I give thee the rpywt to protect tbee 
the Two Damsels io guard thy body(4)". 

\ 

( 1) ::=::;: is an inaccurate writing of ~ kU "work", cf. E. 1., 376, 4: <!? \\ • . 
IV, 289, 3 : seé further B.l.F.A.O., 43, 114, n. 2. 

( 2) See above, p. 545, n. 2. 

( 3) Not collated : ~· is frequently used for f cf., Misce/lanea Gregoriana, 
_ I . t [Aiready p. 419, n. 83 and see p. 413, n. 37 ;. )1 is probably to be corrected )I ' corrected]. 

• (') A more literai translation would be "l give th,ee the rpywt protecting ~~ee,lhe Two Damsels guarding thy body''. The present translation is due to a suggestion by Professor Blackman wno comments that for a long time he has been think!ng that · it would be permissible sometimes to translate hr + infinitive after rdi by "to do so ,and so". · · 
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(Il). ll:J'J ,.-:n.·.~r:Jl!!L. ~(E.IV, 
245, 16-17) "The Two Sisters are united iE protecting thee 
white the Two Damsels guard tby body". Cf. E. I, 45, 
4; 384, 8. 

Il. 

Although this name of the urreus occurs not infr
equently, I have been un able to fhtd:it in the Wor~erbuch. 
The chief variants noted are(1) : 

=i; 'tn 
165, 13): 

=i-•~ • • rn 

(E. V, 70, 14; D. J, 79, 3; 11,19,5 ; 111. 

(E. _YlJ, 43, 16). 

(E. VI. 285, 11). 

) C (E. V, 36, 13). 

=? t; (D. IIJ, 185, 4, Mam., 116, 2), 

S 'tn (E. VII, 191, 3)! 

C • 'tn- (E. VI, 307, 3). 

Ç; °tfl (Mam., 84, 16. E. 111, 104, 4; IV, 52, 12; 
70, 8; V, 137, 12; VII, 133, 4; 197, 4; D . IV, 270, 10). 

~ -•• 'tn (E. III. 172, 11. 17). 

.=iJ; tn.· (E. III, 15, 2 ; 113, 8·~ ; IV, 162, 4; 372, 
1; D. II, 74, 17; 109, 6; 191 , 8; III, 106, 6; IV, 201 , 14). 

(1) There are minor and unimportant variations in the grouping of signs and in 
the exact direction of J. 
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~I r 

There is also a· dual form r- - -
"-- .y Il • (Mam., 69~ 

y • 1 1 
16), · cf. c _ • rn _ 
(E. VI, 186, 16). 

(E. V~ 37, 16) and C: ln, ... 1 

The difficulty in esta blisbing the true rea,ding of 

~-· ~ ,. • m is that of reconciling the simple forms such as 

:J ; ~ and those which employ o or ---n with any of 

the known values of ::J, e.g., psi, p~1, dnî or, Jess 
likely, mn. At first sight ·the writings with v and -.JI 

do not accord witb any of these values. Nevertheless, 
it seems certain that the correct reading n,mst be found 

in either psi or p/l'J because of the spelling F=< :::i 
which occurs in i::m=i . 

o> ·~1-t ~--v~~+aLtJ®i==:i :::i • · J n <::::::::> .. ~ ~ J LJ ~ x ao c==. + '\.. ~ (F. IV .. 254, 12-13) "The.White Crown cornes 

to the place wherein is the Red Crown, [they] are united 

as one and the Supdered One is merged with ber fellow". 

This conclusion_ is reinforced by the pun on the Old 

Perfective • >< ~ p(s) i-tî and c • l in 
cm:::J ./). • -• m 

(2) ~ (\ 1 ~ .. r= :;. î~ u u o u 0 _. ~ ~ ? a • )( 
v ~ Ç) M'. ! ! o ! Ç) 11 li r 110"" ~ 111 Cl1t:J Jl 

<eo DflliTOY,V1'9® 
· c:== ( c Ç) ({/\ 0 0 111 " t;/ ~ (E. V, 37, 16-17) "l consort 

with the Kindly One (1~t), I join my Sister, J am at peace 

in the company of my fellow; we ceâse being divided as 
two Sundered Ones and we unite as the Double Diadem 

upo_n thy head". Cf. two further very close parallels in 
E. VI, 186, 16-17; Mam., 69, 15-16. 

Hitherto my personal inclination has been to read 
P !fit "The Sundered One". Although the twa examples 
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Just quoted may create a bias in favour of -P(s)St, 1 hav6 

found it difficult to suggest this reading because l could 

not explain the ocrurrenc~ of u _ and • 0 • At the sa me 

t~me, the variants =:J ~ fn and ~; ln would appear 

to indicate that we are ~ot dealing with a compound 

word. But if Plut be the. correct ·reading; we still have 
to explain u and .-JI. 1 bave no confidence in tbe sug

gestion that u and .-JI, normally r, are here equivalent to 

~ under the influence of the preceding ®(1), althougb 

f am able to quo te one example or a similar phenomenon 

in ~ l i=w (E. III, 316, 16) for b1~ "phallus". The 

only suggestion that bas occu_rred to l)Je· is that in writing 

~; ~ the scribe was influenced by ~ .. 121, ~ ~.. (3) 

p!J,1; a fruit drink that often occurs in the offering texts. 

u might therèfore have been written as a kfod ·of phonetJc 

determinative and some scribes may bave misunderstood 

its true funation and substituted its alphabetic equivalent 

.--11 in tnuch the same way as <::> (E. III, 119, 5) is 
'Cl 

sometimes written for <::=:> rdi. The objection to this sug
---n 

gestion is that u and .-JI only occur in the word under 

discussion and are not found in other examples of p'/}1. 

I have, however, receotly received some interesti~g 

comments from Professor Blackman wb.O writes : "l 
. :J -i. . 

have thought for a long while that ___, • Ul etc-. 1s 

probably P(s)u-r. •Sbe wbo was sundered as to place'= 

Sundered from (ber) pJace' and 1 presumed tbat ~e had . 

( 1) Cf. Annales du Service, 43, 250, Note IV.(= ici, p. 447-448}. 

( 1) Pyr. 90 f; PETit:lE1lllahun, Kahun and Gurob, PI. XI. 

( 1) DAvIEs, SheikhSaid, Pl. XX; ScHEIL, Le Tombeau d'Aba (Mem. Miss. franc., 
V), Pl. I.; ScHEIL, Le Tombeau de Montou-m-hat (Mem. Miss. franc., V), P!. I. 
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a reference here to the time when Egypt was separated 
intq two kingdoms or to the u1 · 1uitous legend of tbe 
straying eye of the sky-god. I favoured the former idea. 
If PM is to be. read, oar. the v be due to its occurrence 
in M a wri6ng of the name of the goddess P1!J,t (New~ 
berry, Beni Hasan, I, 18) ? A lion-goddess so easily 
becom.es a urreus-goddess because of Tphenis. Then 
perhaps after all we have to read P(1)/}t, remeµiberipg · tha~ 
~ at this time oftep was pronounced i, so there was a pun 
in No. 2 (quoted above) on the goddess' name and the 
verb p(s)i. ln any case, it is quite likely tbatP(1)bt and 
P!J_1t were by this time identical in sound: *pashe. Certainly, 

.; may account for g and a scribe migbt easily 

substitute .-.JJ for it. This is a possible exp1anation(1). Then 

=?; ~ could be the goddess P1!Jt. But 1 feel very 

uncertain still and wonder if Psit-' is not the reading 
with v occasionally dropped, and I still favour this'~. 

These are interesting suggestions which are not lightly 
to be disregarded, but I am bound to confoss that 1 am 
not yet absolutely convinced that either Psl-t-• or Psit are 
the correct reading. In the first place, I doubt the exis
tence of two forms, a full form PssJ-• and a short formPsit 
obtained by the dropping of ._..11 , and such a writing as 

:J ""'." l_ seems more likely to be an indication that 
1 • (fl 

( 1) Noté however that if Professor Blackman's suggestion be correct that o 

originatetl in .,; , it is obvious that the Ptolemaic scribes m~t have misunder· 

stood the real nature of the siga and the fonction of o which itself replaces an 

original shrine on which the lioness was Jying; cf. the figure~ of Anubis ~ 
~,~. 
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~be en tire reading is contained in :l. If tbis be so, 
i. know of no wày of explaining the presence of o or 
.-11. io' a writing . of pss.t. A second point is that there 

is no real_proof that vin ~; to : really read\ altbough 

it is obvious -that some scribes did .' equate v with . .-.JJ, 

but th~re is n'o :proof that thls equation is anythipg more 
than a false analogy. If we read Psi.t-\ then 1 think w~ 

must expect to find tha! _ 3; ln is the oldest form and 

it would be natural to find that it is also the mo_stcommon 
form. It is diffi.c:ilt to give precise dates .. to the ~xa-mples 

that we possess : of the 9 examples .o( .3 ; În known 

to me, 5 are from Dendera and are latet than the Edfu 

examples, but of the 19 instances of =;i; fn only 2 are 

from Dendera. There are 5 examples of :J; ln or 

'?;ln ·and of thes.e J are from Dendera and all the 

Édfu and Dendera examples are later than the earJiest 

examples of either ~;ln or ..3; ln, which, how .. 

.ever, are roughly contemporary. 

:J-}_ 
These observations seem to indicate that .. • rn 

is likely to be the earlier form : although this cannot be 
:stated as a proven faot, it is probable, and it'is certain that 
at Edfu, whose texts are in the mail) earlier than those 

at Dendera, ~;ln is by far the most common form. 

l doubt, therefore, wnether the evidence at present avail
able supports the rea:ding Psit-<. 

The question of the reading cannot yet be re gar_ded as 
settled, but I am still inclined to favour either P(ï)~t or 
P!J1t, the most likely explanation of v being Professor 
Blackman 's M . Jf there had been any full spellings_ 
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of a similar wôrd Plut, it would have\been ea~v to settlo Jbe 
problem; but with the exception , of E. IV, 254, 13 (quoted. 

No. 1.above), which unfortunately is not decisive, I do 1,1ot 
know of any certain examples, bu~ attention may bt ,4raw~ 
to a few somewhat similar names. In a. text at Edfu 

Me~yt is . called 1 ! ~ J fil} ~ 7 ~ U;• I •. 459\ 
16-17) "Th~ grem. :s,undered One for rerror of whom 

men fiee". Here the Worterbuch{~) is inclined to see a 
writing of the name of Pakht of Speos Artemidos. A 
somewhat sjm.ilar name occur~ UVice in the<Premner-Rhind 

Papyrus(2) in :== 1).; ~-~ :1 ~e> which Fautk

ner{4)_ suggests is to be emended ~ +, 1 ~ ~-; ~ --.. 
5 ~ Ar "Pekhat bas pu,t him in ber fire ,, al]d again in 

another passage "fire is on ail tby ways· ~ . ;..-. ~ ~ · :: 1 
~ ~; rJ, Pakht bas condemned thee, ber. ffanie · is-tbe 

great tlame, lady of terror, mistress of :fire, and she 
takes away tliy flesh, she condemn,s thy soul, ber fiame 

bas · burnt thee up:"(&) Until further and more precise 
information is forthcoming it would be unwise definitely 

to equate any or all of these with =il; )0 • 

=?o.; ln ·is primarily a name of the u,rreus: 

(a) In a wide and general sense. 

( 1) Wb. d. ~g. Spr., 1, 498. 

( 1) 1 owe these two references to Mr. Grdseloff. 
• 

( 1) Pap. Bremner-Rhind 27, 19 = Faulkner, Biblioiheca Aegyptiaca, 111, 64, 7:. 

(') J.E.A., 23, 183. 

(~) Pap. Bremner-Rhind 30, 25=F.A.ULXNBB, BibJiotheca Aegyptiaca, m, 81. l·l~ 
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(3) Nekhbet says ~ • .<t>-J o 1 1 1 l 1 1 C - 1 ~ 
i ... , " ~ - .: • m 1111 

~ X fi) fi) ~ •H 
\- hi'1 t .. , <=> ~ _.,, (E. IV, 52, 11-13) "We unite in 

protecting thee, the Sundered One consorts with ber 

fellow and we emit our fiery breatb against thy foes". 

-- - 7"• - ... _ - • i -=---' 1 /\ 
(4) .Â. - ~ Cw rn-.. 8-.. =:;:: , , , \ (E. VI, 

307, 3) "Thy Kindly Sn~kq and thy Sundered One are 

Üfted ·up to thee, they, that is their hands, offer thee 

protection." 

..... =:J - l_ • ..J x - 1 1 1 n =V t:=i 
(5) 1 _ • • u, :;::.: ~ ·<:::> • m i m ·1 - • 

(D. IV, 270, lQ) ".Take to thee the Sundered One that 
she may appear gloriously on thy fore-head, and the 

Great One that she may shine forth up on thy brow." 

(addressed by Edjo to Hathor ; here Edjo offers her own 

self to Hathor). 

(6) ;: _2; tî ~~ !J j n:: f :;1 :- (D. TI, 

1()9, 6) "Take to thee (Hathor, cf. Nos. 18-21 below) the 

Sundered One, the first of the forbears, that she may seat 

herse If between thy eyebrows." 

(7) ~ ~;: .!.h-JT ~t?~ (Mam., 

p6, 2) "How very te rrifying be is, how very majestic he 

1s, like Atum, the Sundered One being on bis head." 

(b) Frequently identified with Edjo, who is 

(8) .. .. (E. 1 , l -;-rn·XX=:J-rnt- ;,;~ V 
• c=- • - -- -=---' • 

162, 4) "Edjo, the Adornment who is in the sky(1), the 

Sunderd One, the left eye of the Winged Orb (py)." 

(1) Cf. Annales du Service, 43, 227, No. 186 (b) [= ici P· 420] • 
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=:l - Î_ ' 1 ,__ -1 ' (9) ___, • U1 • , A \~ tD, IV. 201, 14) "Sundered 

One on the head of the ·Horizon God". 

(10) ~ r;; ~ ffi r ~ _3; t? (E. III, 15, 2) "Son 

of the Lady of F'g (Nekhbet), born of the Sundered One 

( = Edjo)". 

(11) ,- Î - ~ - V li. - Î c- - Î ,__ • m •,el , el ~~ .I' • Ul ~~ • m ~ (E. IV, 

372, 1) "Edj6, Mistress of Pe and Dep, Queen of Lower 

Egypt, the Sundered One of the King of Lower Egypt". 

(12) ~ ~ Î ~ ~ _S ; t? ~ t\f ( E. III, 113, 8) 

"Lower Egyptian Sorceress, Red Crown, the Sundered 

One of the King of Lower Egypt". 

(13) ~ ~ Î • 1 l - Î c:. - • i-:"' T U1 el • m .. • m \l ( Mam., 84, 

15 = E. IV, 70, 8) "Sorceress of Pe, Edjo, the Sundered 

One of the King of Lower Egypt".(I) 

. (14) Horus of Behdet is · : m ~ Î Î: Th : ~, fi 
~ nffi ~ î 0 ffi r f\\ ;t;~= ~; t? (E. VII, 197, 

3-4) "he who shines in the heavens, bis two und protect

ing him gleamin g in the sky, rising as Dnut-pç!wt, setting 

in the west as the Sundered One". 

There are also a number of examples in which the 

identificati~n with Edjo, though possible, is notas certain 

as in . those just quoted : 

os) 1 i 1 ; . 1 ~ - ~ ; T ~ :. ln ~ + ~ r 
E. III, 172, 11) "Offspring of Edjo, nursling of the Lady 

--------- --·---
(') Other ex. of pfJlt n biti are E.III, 104,4;V,36, 1 3; VII,43,16;191,13. 

of F~g, who unîtes the Sundered One witb ber fellow''. 

Cf. E. V, 70, 14-15. 

(16) The King " is on bis throne as sovereign in Pr-wr 
rL :=l - I_ ' ' + - i t = l .-:>- = & .-,.__ · • ~ 9 ___, • m , î ~ ~!:\. • U1 , __, î - = . î - (D II, 191, 

18-192, l)° uniting with the Sundered One, joining witb 

IJrÎt-tp, and placing the_ Right Eye beside the Left Eye"! 

Cf. the very close parallel E. III, 172, 17-18, and also 

E. IV, 246, 2 quoted below No. 23. 

(c) ldentified with Nekhbet (rare, but cf. also E. IV, 
254, 12-13, quoted ahove No. 1). 

(17) ~ ~ t? ~ +); fn l _ ... t? ~ ~ 1\J (E. V, 137, 

12) "Upper Egyptian Sorceress, Queen of Upper Egypt~ 

the Sundered One of the King of Upper Egypt"" 

(d) Identified with Hathor (as urœ_us ). 

<18) .+= ~ T\n:n r 1 T ~ m . 1.r~; rn i~:K -
. ,. - _K (E. VII, 133, 4-5) "She is the Eye of Atum 

)> \\ 1 1 1 

who illumines the Two Land:; with her rays, Sundered 

One of Drty the lord of the Drtyw". 

(19) (D. Il, 74, 17) "Great 

Sundered One in ~Land of-Atum' (Dendera)". 

(20) ~ ln i; : * ~ .. , !: (D. III, 165, 13 = D.f, 

79, 3) "Great Sundered One who is upon the head of ail 

the gods". (P~~t wrt brÎ (t) tp n ntrw nbw). 

(21) ~ t?,: .. ;;: (D. III, 185, 4) "Great Sun-

dered One on the bead of ber fatber". 
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(e) As a crown (?). This use is rare and by no 
me ans certain: in the follovling example P !J,1t may once 
again be the uneus (but cf. No. 1 above). 

(22) ~u- ai LJ \.~ ! :: ~ ~ (E. VI, 285, 11) "Who 

wears the Upper Egyptian Crown (Sm'-s) together with 
the Lower Egyptian Crown (m~w-s) and joins the 
Sundered One to ber fellow". 

Finally, it is of interest to record that occasionally 

~ ; , ~ _ t? occur as variants of ~; t?_. 

(23) Thè King is r H ~ ~ ~ M ! J ~ ~ r î ... -.•@•-·<=> '.1.~c=> • ..-,._ 
~ ... r~•··~' -==·i (E. IV, 246, 2-3) 

"on bis throne as the Two Mistresses on the Throne of 
Horus uniting with the Sundered One, joining witb 
If.rÎt-tp, and placing the Right Eye beside the Left Eye ". 
(cf. No. 16 above). 

(24') '-r-' ~ - • ~ J J ,, --"------ ' •• , ~î • c =:J 
Ul~ll1L-~~ ~e e 

(E. IV, 145, 15-"16) "The Sundered One is joined to ber 
fellow and I establish them upon thy head as ruler of the 
Two Halves". 

J think there can he, little doubt that here we must 
also read p!J,1t, the substitution of 1\., for =i being due 
to the well-known confusion between the two signs which 
produced such writings as f\ )j (Metternich Stela, 170) 

for F, ~ (E. I, 101, 8) dyt (dwyt, dnîwt) "cry, noise". 

. Il 1. :..: 

In an intere.sting passage in the Bremner-Rhind Papy'!' 

rus( 1) we read 8 - "11 ~ " -c=> 1 1 ' 1 ---S @ ~ 
~ _,,__, Ili! --- ,__... ,.,.._.. • • "'-- -

( 1) P<lp. Br~mm:r·Rhind 29, 15 ~ F.i.uLKNt:K, op. cit, 73, 13·15. 
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=c~~J~~~~f;:~· ~ -··~:.·:r~ 
~ ~ ~ ' ,-.:.,. t "' ~ o • ~ ~ which Faulkner(1) has 
translated "and the names of 'Apep and of ail the enemies 
of Pharaoh, dead' or alive, are to be written in pigment (?) 
on the ground and trampled with thy foot in the correct 
manner." In a note, Faulkner remarked _that the reading 
of• <0 - was uncertain(2). For this I myself was largely 
to blame, for in discussing this passage with him J over
looked the fact that long ago Piehl established that .• is 

• <0 and certain other words is to be read sr(3), and 1 -simila~ly failed to realise the correct reading when discus-
sing ~ li (E. VI, 109, 7)(4). • <0 - therefore is to be 

read s1w. 

Faulkner's suggested translation of • ~ - ., however, 
is less certain, for "pigment", unless it be imagined 
as being in the dry form, is hardly a suitable medium for 

· writing on the 1ground. In a text at Edfu, however, mention 

is made of el T ~ -~ ~ T + IJl În (E. V!, . 20~~ 3). 
Here it is dear that s1w. _nw w14 ·must designate s~me
thing capable of being used to seal a templ~, hence 
presumably something that can be moistened to make a 
"pas te", which Prof essor Blackman and 1 con si der to 
be the best translation of $1w nw w1g. This paste may well 
have been of "clay" or "soil" since Papyrus-Bremner· 
Rhind tells us that • e ... was something on the ground, 
and "soil" accords well with the normal uses of !! 
which are listed below. Thus in E. VI, 203, 3 we may 

( 1) J.E.A ., 24, 42. 
(2) J.E.A., 24, 49. 

( 8) P.S.lJ.A., 15, 33-36. 

(') J.E.A., 21, 27. 
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translate "paste for ma king the sealing of thy temple'', 
and in Bremn er-Rhind the scribe would "write" (i.e. 
scratch or trace with his fiEger or a suit~ble instrument) 
the names of <Apep "in the dust on the ground" before 
rubbins them out with bis foot(1). 

The two examples just quoted are not typical of ~, 
which in Iate texts occms in a number of sterotyped 
phrases with the general meaning of "soil" (usually 
translated "domain) ". There are no really important 
differences in spelling, but for the sake of completion l 
give a list of those that have corne to my notice. 

• ~ - (E.l, 575, 18(2); III, 127, 6; lV, 217, 8; 
280~ 13; 390, 7; VII, 193, 5; Vlll, 76, 11; 84, 9)-

• - (E.l, 162, 3 = Xl, PL 270(3); 499, 8 = Xll, 
Pl. 362). 

• <? C""J '(E.I, 385~ 1 = XII, Pl. 330; DRIOTON, Fouilles 
de A1édamoud 0925): Les Inscriptions, p. 53, No. 12i, 
2; Rec. de Trav., 23, 167). 

• 1:: 1 { 4) ( D. If, 191, 12 ; l V, 8 7 , 6). 

• 1 (4) (E.L 483, 12)(2). 

• ~ (E. I. 69, 4 = XI, Pl. 237). 

• } :FFf .11 (D. J, 82, 3). _ 

--------~-----· - -------------- - · 

(1) Whether the word Mhl ~ ~ ~ 
1 
7 

1 
(Z.A.S., 38, 37) has any connec

tion with s3w. I am unable to say. 

(2) Not collated. 

( 3) Tht determinative is small and carelessly eut and looks rather like v==1 

but is probably only a badly made - . 

(') • in reality is only a small - . 

•ca occurs m the following expressions : -
56.1 

(a) !W1 !J.111 /\ ~ A~s (S~s~) s~w ·"Violate the soil". 

(1) 

rr X ..!c (E. IV, 217, 8-9) ''l give thee StJt to stab him 

who would violate thy inviolable soil (üw. k itJ) and to 
increase the terror of thee' '. 

1.. g::= ""'- \..-1 î l - Q. IWWV\ !W.! • e _,, (E. 
(2) IWl .A ~ • ~ r r " 111 Iili! .J'::. -

lV, 280, 12-13) "Thy knife cuts off the stones of him 
who violates thy soil"(I). 

(3) =• e-..A..<>~'-*=-. -./\ _..,__,.._.,,,,, (E. VIII, 76, 11) "Those 
I 

who viola te thy SQil shall no longer exist". 

...Il- - -(4) <=>I fi ~:::: ~ ,7. (E. I, 575, IS) 
"Never shall there be ingress for him who would violate 

their soil". Cf. ~ Fi:::f • ~IWit.r.t./\ .• -- (E. IV, 
- , c::::::::=. ~ <;. '"""""' 

284, 13). This appears to be a new use of <::>• M=:T rsî. -
For other examples of siS sJw see E. HI, 127, 6; Rec. 

de Trav., 23, 167. 

(b) 'J'f' ! ~ . im ~r sJW "be loyal": cf. 'J'f' r =· 
(5) : J ~ ~ 1 ~" t,ri = t• ~ (E. VIU, 84, 8-9) 

e 1r - LJ 1 1 i\ &l ~ - 4' 

"Thou art preeminen t in the -temples of Egypt, the god s 
of the Two Outpourings bearing thee allegiance". 

(1) Reading stb dm. k ; altematively Stb.k " thou cuttest off", The Wôrterbuch 

does not record this meaning of ~tb but it seems imposed by the context. For g (J) sty 

" stones " cf. J.EA . 29, 14, note ( c ). 
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(6) The King is ~ H2it~:1 l tf.' t~. 
(E. VII, 193, 5) "one fully initiated, single-minded and 
Ioyae;p) 

lllllill ? ,_,., ' .• ~ 
(7) "::"' 1 'F __ 1 -

(E. IV, 390, 7) "Mooring peg 

of him who is loyal". 

(c) ~ }\ !.;. b-1~ i1w, lit. "desert the soil", appa~ 

rently little more than "be disloyal": cf. .-, A::: - -· 
(~) :-Î-t C-:J "'T ~ (E. l, 385, 1 = XII, Pl, 330) 

"He who deserts tbee does not exise'. 

(9) 

1 '- =-1·~~ ~XX ,-+--._ -. ~ (E. l, 499, 7 .. 8 
"~-"-- ,__.. ~111111 
= XII, Pl. 362) "I have given thee thy foes fallen in the 
sbambles and tby enemies destined for the god 's slaughter-

, block, those who desert thee having been asssigned to 
thy k.nife, their confederates being utterly destrnyed (lit. 
m grea t sla ugh ter)". 

( 10) ,.,......J ei. ·~~1111,_ 
i 1 7/\ C"'J =: Il 11 1 

( 2) "l have put him 

who deserts tbee in my noose". 

(1) The translation I owe to a .suggestion from Professor Blackman who corn· 
ments : twr ikr moit difficult to render satisfactorily. Twr means a Purified, 
Consecrated, person, and i{çr that person is "proficient" in his work (like mn~ ), 

i .. e. a well~instructed priesl. 1 suggest "one fully initiated", or alternatively "a 
purified and proficient priest". 

( 2) Drioton, Fouilles de Médamoud (1925): Les inscriptions, p. 53. No. 121,2. 
Dcioton's translation was: "J'ai (fait?) que ton domaine soit épargné par mon filet''. 
but ~l' docs not bear the meaning ••épargner". Read at the beginning [iw]dî.n.i. 

The groupint of \ 1 1 1 (S 0 hm11 (cf. Wb. d. ~g. Spr., III, 283) iBtrange; 
, • Il ... 

• Il Il 
perhaps the scribe intended to write the more common ~ l1mn "noose" is a 

Il 1 Il .... 
pure gucss on my part. 
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Other examples of ~J' l1w E. I, 69, 4=XI, Pl. 237; 
1 162, 3 = XI~ Pl. 270; 483, 12-13. 

(d) ~, ~; ~ tm /u' i1w, lit. "Who does not 

desert the soil'', clearly merely a synonym of im ~r i1w. 

(ll) ~ f~, ~. ~j\• - (D. JV, 87, 6=D. II, 

191, 12) "Who gives life to him who is loyal to . ber". 

~ [ [[ "':::"' ~ 1.. ~ - \. Jl 
(12) ~\\ r r r ~ i A f\ • J FM (D. I, 82, 2-3) -''Who takes care of (irt s[irw) him who is loyal to hei". 

H.W. FAIRMAN. 
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